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Abstract
Supermassive black holes (SMBH) are found in centres of massive galaxies at all epochs.Furthermore, they have been invoked as an important element of the galaxy evolutionmodels. It still remains unclear how the feedback from accretion-powered SMBH, knownas Active Galactic Nucleus (AGN), can shape the evolution of its host galaxy. It is be-lieved that AGN reduce or even completely quench star formation and are responsiblefor ejecting dense gas far out of the galactic disc. Moreover, compelling observational ev-idence suggests that SMBHs coevolve with their hosts, self-regulating their own growth.With the recent advances in observational techniques of these exotic objects, like theLaser Interferometer Space Antenna or the Event Horizon Telescope, it is a high time toimprove our understanding of SMBH-galaxy coevolution.In this Thesis, I use adaptive mesh refinement hydrodynamical simulations in whichI study SMBHs formation, growth, dynamics and feedback in order to understand howthey coevolve with their massive, gas-rich, clumpy hosts at the peak of star formationepoch. I examine this connection from two perspectives. Firstly, I focus on the growth of aSMBH and its subsequent dynamical evolution within a supernovae-dominated interstel-lar medium. In this line of research I propose a new model in which SMBH is embeddedwithin a dense and compact nuclear star cluster. This additional stellar component, sup-ported by observations, locks SMBH in the centre of a galaxy, fostering its subsequentgrowth. Secondly, I switch the perspective to a galaxy as a whole. I demonstrate howdoes the AGN feedback impact star formation and argue, that massive molecular out-flows seen in observations of high-redshift galaxies can be explained by the cooperationbetween AGN and supernovae feedbacks. Furthermore, I also show the impact of numer-ical modelling of hydrodynamics on the AGN feedback efficiency in idealised clusters ofgalaxies, which are important cosmological testbeds.
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1
INTRODUCTION
We are an impossibility in an impossible universe. – Ray Bradbury
1.1. Short story of long galaxy formation and evolution
The Universe is old. About 13.6 millions years old, to be more precise. According to currenttheories it started with the Big Bang from which space, time and matter came to be. Theportrait of the Universe in its infancy, known as Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)discovered by Penzias & Wilson (1965) and later studied by WMAP and Planck satellites,reveals that the Universe was much hotter and more homogenous than it is now. The tinyfluctuations (of order of ten parts in a million) that are seen in the image of the CMB(see Figure 1.1) were amplified over the time of the evolution of the Universe and ledto formation of galaxies. However, the Universe is not built only of the ordinary matterthat astronomers observe at night (or from which we are built), but also of mysteriousmatter and energy components, which, for the lack of knowledge of their nature, wedub ‘dark’. Dark matter (DM) and dark energy put together account for about 95% of thecontent of the Universe. According to the most popular and widely-accepted cosmologicalmodel, ΛCDM, dark energy accounts for 70%. Remaining 30% shapes the galaxies thatwe know. Dark and ordinary matter follow each other thanks to the gravitational force,forming halos in which galaxies are embedded. Such a ‘flat’ Universe is forever expanding.Initially its expansion rate is slowing down, but thanks to the domination of dark energyover gravity of matter the expansion rate ultimately increases.But how do galaxies come to be? What we called ‘ordinary matter’ consists of hydro-gen and helium produced in the first seconds of the life of the Universe. This primordialmixture is pulled together by its own gravity as well as that of DM. The gas is heated byshocks during the collapse and if it can efficiently cool, then it starts collapsing furtherforming dense, self-gravitating (i.e. its own gravitational pull is stronger than that of DMits embedded in) clouds. If the cooling wins over heating, then such Giant Molecular
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Figure 1.1: Cosmic microwave background as seen by the ESA Planck Space Telescope.Imprint of the Universe from when it was 380 thousands years old. Image credit: ESAand the Planck Collaboration.
Clouds (GMCs) fragment, collapse further. If these high-density cores reach sufficientlyhigh densities in order to start nuclear fusion we can say that stars were formed! Thisis naturally a great simplification of the full physical picture, which is still very much anarea of active research. What we then typically refer to as a ‘galaxy’ is a large collectionof stars, embedded in its DM halo, forming new stars out of the gas that is constantlybeing accreted. Some of the oldest examples observed today have formed when the Uni-verse was only 500 Myr old! If we compare the Universe to a human, then first galaxieswould start forming at the age of 2-3!In the ΛCDM model all structures form hierarchically - small DM halos formed first,then either accreted mass violently via mergers or gently via a spherical accretion. Thismeans, that the largest objects observed today, the galaxy clusters, formed now (or, infact, are still forming!). Galaxy clusters themselves are built of galaxies. These were ini-tially seen as nebulous objects (as in the famous catalogue by Charles Messier compiledat the end of the 18th century) and only in the last hundred years recognised to be re-siding outside of our own Galaxy, the Milky Way. The discovery of galaxies being ‘islanduniverses’ (as dubbed by the philosopher Immanuel Kant in the mid-18th century), greatcollections of stars separated by very large distances from each other came from obser-vations of novae stars in the Messier object M31 (today known as the Andromeda Galaxy;see Curtis, 1917). Almost a decade later Edwin Hubble observed Cepheid variable starsand concluded they cannot be part of the Milky Way Hubble (1929).Edwin Hubble was also the author of the first galaxy classification based on theirappearance (Hubble, 1927). On Figure 1.2 we show the division proposed by Hubble.Galaxies presented on the left are known as elliptical galaxies. The number by theirclassification describes how close they are to being spherical - 0 for spheres to 7 forelongated ellipsoids. Ellipticals are also known as early-type galaxies, as they formedwhen the Universe was still young. They are usually characterised by virtually no newstar formation and the majority of their stars are old and low-mass. Due to that they areoften called ‘red and dead’ (low-mass stars have yellow-red appearance). It is believed
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that supermassive black holes in the heart of each elliptical galaxy prevent the remaininggas from cooling and forming new stars (e.g. Werner et al., 2014). The evolution of ellipticalgalaxies progresses via repeated mergers with smaller objects, which could explain e.g.a large number of globular clusters in elliptical galaxy halos (Ashman & Zepf, 1992;Elmegreen & Efremov, 1997; Li & Gnedin, 2014). Furthermore, these massive (∼ 1011 M)galaxies are often found in the centres of galaxy clusters (e.g. Kravtsov & Borgani, 2012),which are the largest gravitationally bound structures in the Universe, comprised ofthousands of galaxies.The right-hand side of Figure 1.2 shows spiral galaxies, which are sub-divided intobarred systems (bottom branch) and bar-free (top branch), as well as compactness oftheir spiral arms (a for most tightly winded to c for the least). By contrast these arethe late-type galaxies, that are usually very blue in their appearance, which is a signof their young age. In those galaxies new (and blue in appearance) stars are still beingformed. Spiral galaxies can be are classically differentiated as having a bar (Sb, like ourown Milky Way Galaxy) or not (S), with an additional letter describing tightness of theirspiral arms. Furthermore, S0 galaxies are known as lenticular galaxies, which are in thetransition between spirals and ellipticals. Centres of spiral galaxies are often occupiedby spherically distributed stars which display randomly oriented orbits (called bulges) orcoherent orbits (dubbed pseudobulges). The former are believed to be formed by repetitiveminor mergers (e.g. Kormendy et al., 2010; Brook et al., 2012). Importantly, spiral galaxiesare characterised by much larger gas fractions than galaxies of other types, especiallyat the peak of galaxy formation (e.g. Madau & Dickinson, 2014) at redshift1 z ∼ 2.Although Hubble morphological classifications illustrates basic differences in galaxymorphology, it does not capture the whole zoo of objects currently observed. Hubble wasable to detect only the brightest galaxies in the local Universe and his classification isby no means exhaustive. Two separate classes of objects not mentioned by Hubble areirregular and dwarf galaxies. Irregular galaxies do not have prominent central, sphericaldistribution of stars (like ellipticals or bulges of some of disc galaxies) nor the clearand coherent spiral arms. Their shape can be explained by gravitational interactionswith more massive neighbours, suggesting their overall small masses. Dwarf galaxiesare characterised by low luminosity and thus low stellar mass (typically of order of105 M). Some of them can be categorised as irregulars. Two best known examples ofdwarf galaxies are Magellanic Clouds which orbit the Milky Way.It is now widely agreed that all massive galaxies host supermassive black holes(SMBHs) in their centres. In 1963 Schmidt has reported on the discovery of a pow-erful extragalactic radio source 3C 273, an order of magnitude brighter than brightestgalaxies. The first quasi-stellar object (QSO or quasar) was discovered and many morefollowed soon after. It has been later recognised (e.g. Hoyle & Fowler, 1963; Salpeter,1964; Zel’dovich, 1964; Lynden-Bell, 1969; Lynden-Bell & Rees, 1971), that this kind ofobject is a SMBH with the large luminosities due to accretion of gas. The mass of theseobjects is consistent with the observed energy density in quasar light (a demonstrationknown as the Sołtan argument). It is argued that galaxies and their SMBHs co-evolve,impacting each others growth. The most recent galaxy evolution models require somesort of feedback from SMBHs in order to reproduce observed stellar properties, as well
1Cosmological redshift is a quantity that describes the velocity at which objects recede from an observerdue to the expansion of the Universe. If objects are getting closer to the observer, then we talk aboutblueshift. Typically z = 1/aexp, where aexp is the expansion factor and where we have assumed that currentexpansion factor is 1 (it is equal to zero at the Big Bang).
4 1: Introduction
Figure 1.2: Edwin Hubble’s classification scheme of galaxies. Left side of the diagram de-picts elliptical galaxies, which are also known as early-type galaxies as their progenitorsformed at the early times of the evolution of the Universe. Right side of the diagramsshows two branches of spiral (or late-type) galaxies - regular (top) and bar-dominated(bottom). Image credit: NASA & ESA.
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as the large-scale kinematics of gas. This Thesis will try to tackle some of the remainingissues that these models have.In the next Chapter I am going to introduce in much greater detail many of theconcepts that have been briefly mentioned here.
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2
SUPERMASSIVE BLACK HOLE -
GALAXY COEVOLUTION
It is not because things are difficult that we do not dare, it is because we donot dare that they are difficult. – Lucius Annaeus Seneca
2.1. Theory of black holes
The most basic way to describe what a black hole is is to think of a region of spacetimecharacterised by such strong gravitational pull than nothing, not even light, can escape.According to Einstein’s theory of general relativity any mass curves the spacetime, thus asufficiently compact object can curve it to the degree which would result in the formationof the black hole. The region from which nothing can escape is called the event horizonand is characterised by the Schwarzschild radius (named after Karl Schwarzschild whofound a solution of general relativity that describes black holes)
RS = 2GMBHc2 , (2.1)where G is the gravitational constant,MBH is a black hole mass and c is the speed of lightin vacuum. This radius can be up to two times smaller if a black hole spin or charge arenonzero. According to the theory of general relativity, the centre of a black hole containsa singularity, i.e. a region of spacetime with infinite curvature and zero volume.The theory of black holes names three quantities that characterise black holes: mass,spin and charge (the latter not being relevant for astrophysical black holes). The massof the astrophysical black hole is related to its progenitor. Stellar mass black holes area final stage of existence of stars more massive than 8 M. The typical mass of sucha remnant (known also as collapsar) is between few and several tens of Solar masses.
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General relativity does not provide lower nor upper limit for black hole mass. The spin ofblack hole is related to the angular momentum of material from which a black hole wasformed and to a certain degree it regulates how much energy is being released by theblack hole. In this Thesis I assume however, that it is not a major effect (but see e.g. King& Pringle, 2006; Sijacki et al., 2009; Fiacconi et al., 2018).Nothing that falls on a black hole can leave it, which means that black holes can growby accreting mass from their surroundings. In case of stellar mass black holes the accretedgas comes from a companion star that is being stripped of gas. Larger black holes, withmasses of order of 105 M and more (known as supermassive black holes; SMBH) growvia accretion of gas from the interstellar matter (ISM). Due to the angular momentumconservation, the gas accreted circularises around the SMBH before it is being accreted.In the process of losing of the gravitational energy gas produces radiation, which isa physical manifestation of the accretion. The redistribution of the angular momentumwithin the disc is possible due to turbulence-enhanced viscosity, which is boosted bythe presence of turbulent eddies within the disc structure; this model has been widelypopularised by a seminal work by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973). In their work they suggestthe following relationship between luminosity L and mass accretion rate M˙:
L = εrM˙c2, (2.2)where εr = 0.1 is the radiative efficiency.In general, if outward radiation pressure balances the inward gravitational force, weget −∇Φ = κc Frad, (2.3)where ∇Φ = −GM/r2 describes the gravitational potential, Frad = L/4pir2 is the radia-tion flux, κ is the opacity of material.Under the assumption of constant opacity (κ = σT/mp, where σT is Thomson scat-tering cross-section for the electron and mp is the mass of a proton) and composition ofpure ionised hydrogen the above equation can be integrated at the surface to give theEddington luminosity LEdd = 4piGMmpcσT , (2.4)where M is mass of the object.The accretion rate of BH is usually normalised to the Eddington rate, which is areformulation of the Eddington luminosity
M˙Edd = 4piGMmpεrσTc . (2.5)An important concept that relates to this maximal accretion rate is the so-calledSalpeter time during which SMBH doubles its mass
tSalpeter = εrσTc4piGmp ≈ 45 Myr. (2.6)Classically accretion on BH is described with Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton (or often Bondifor short) accretion rate (Hoyle & Lyttleton, 1939; Bondi & Hoyle, 1944; Bondi, 1952). Inthe original formulation this describes a spherical accretion on a compact object (neutronstar, black hole) from a uniform and static gas medium. Despite the obvious differences
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like the lack of angular momentum treatment or relative velocity between gas and theobject, it has been widely applied in numerical simulations of SMBH (starting e.g. withearly work by Springel et al., 2005). In it simplest form it can be stated as
M˙Bondi = 4piGM2BHρc3s , (2.7)where ρ and cs are the density and the sound speed of gas, respectively. Certain so-phistications to the model where introduced and dropped over the recent years. Springelet al. (2005) introduced a α boost factor which compensated the accretion rate for thelack of resolution, while Booth & Schaye (2009) made it depend on local density.An alternative, gravitational torque-based, model has been introduced by Hopkins& Quataert (2011) connects large-scale transport of the gas in the galactic disc to theaccretion disc around SMBH. This has been parameterised as follows
M˙visc = 3piδΣc2sΩ , (2.8)with δ being a dimensionless viscosity parameter, Σ the mean gas surface density and Ωthe rotational angular velocity of the gas.The two prescriptions discussed here represent two families of accretion models - withstrong BH mass dependence (former) and with the weak one (latter). They all, however,try to bridge the gap between galaxies and accretion discs, which is a difficult tasktroubled by complex physical processes, large span of physical and temporal scales and,in case of computer simulations, numerical limitations. For a detailed analysis of effects ofvarious prescriptions I refer curious reader to e.g. Thacker et al. (2014); Negri & Volonteri(2017).
2.2. Observing astrophysical black holes
In the previous section we have learned what (supermassive) black holes should be, butdo such extreme objects exist? In this section I am going to review various attempts toobserve black holes. The following review tries to follow the observational timeline, butis by no means exhaustive.
2.2.1. Sgr A* and S starsThe Galactic Centre is 8.3 kpc1 away (Genzel et al., 2010), thus it is possible to resolveindividual stars. A young stellar cluster found in the centre of Milky Way consists ofmore than hundred so-called S stars. Two of the stars that have been observed havetheir orbital periods shorter than 20 years (Meyer et al., 2012), thus their positions arechanging significantly within a human lifetime; Figure 2.1 presents a visual summaryof twenty orbits of S stars. One of the stars, S2, has an orbital period of 15.8 yearsand at pericenter it gets as close as 1400 RS to the central object. Thanks to repeatedobservations by Ghez et al. (2008) and Gillessen et al. (2009), it has been possible to fittheir orbits and find constraints for the mass of the object in the centre. Genzel et al. (2010)have shown that the mass of this central object is ∼ 4 × 106 M. These measurements
1The parsec (pc) is a unit of length equal to the distance to one astronomical unit seen as one arcsecond;1 pc ≈ 3.086× 1018 cm.
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Figure 2.1: Visual summary of twenty orbits of S stars around Sgr A* as reported byGillessen et al. (2009). Reprinted figure with permission from Genzel R., Eisenhauer F.,Gillessen S., Rev. Mod. Phys., 82, 3121, 2010. Copyright 2010 by the American PhysicalSociety.
put strong constrains on the size and thus the density of the central object - it has to bea SMBH, as more exotic explanations have been ruled out.The origin of the S stars in the vicinity of Sgr A* is still debated. Strong tidal fieldfrom SMBH makes the formation in situ very unlikely, as it would required accretion ofa giant molecular and formation in the resulting gas disc (Bonnell & Rice, 2008). Otherscenarios explain the presence of S stars in the Galactic Centre with migration fromdistances of 0.5 pc and larger (see e.g. Berukoff & Hansen, 2006; Levin, 2007; Gualandris& Merritt, 2009; Fujii et al., 2010, for discussion of specific models).
2.2.2. Gravitational waves and the LIGO discoveryAccording to the general theory of relativity a merger between any two objects shouldlead to production of gravitational waves (which can be compared to ripples on the sur-face of a lake after one drops a stone). The shape and strength of the observed signaldepend on masses of objects that undergo a merger. In 2015 the Laser InterferometerGravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) has recorded the first ever merger of two stellarmass black holes - 36 M and 29 M (see Figure 2.2 for the measurement of the gravi-tational wave strain observed during the merger by two LIGO detectors). This has been
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Figure 2.2: The first detected gravitational wave event, GW150914, as seen by two detec-tors. The two panels show how the gravitational wave strain, i.e. a dimensionless measureof amplitude of gravitational waves, as a function of time (in seconds) and frequency. Im-age credit: LIGO Scientific Collaboration, Abbott et al. (2016).
the first observation of this kind, enabling astronomers to perceive the Universe in a newway. It has been derived that the separation between the two black holes at the momentof merger was 350 km, which is four times their Schwarzschild radius. This in turn meantthat these objects had to be extremely compact, which leaves black holes as the onlyexplanation. Future gravitational wave observatories are constructed in order to probedifferent range of merging black hole masses, which will hopefully provide us with moreinformation also on SMBHs.
2.2.3. Direct imagingBy definition no light escapes from a black hole. How can then one make in image of it?It is indeed an impossible task, but one can make an image of the closest environment ofa black hole by imaging its accretion disc. This is the task in front of the Event HorizonTelescope (EHT) Collaboration, which is observing Sgr A* (and other nearby SMBHs)and analysing complex interferometric data collected around the world. The smaller thedistances between telescopes, the less data about a black hole is missing, while the largerthe telescope separation, the better is the spatial resolution of a final image. Multiplereconstructed images are going to be consistent with sparse data collected by the EHT.The reconstructed set of images is going to be cross-matched with pre-computed models(see Figure 2.3 for an example), which should provide constraints on the models. Theobserving campaign has finished in April 2017, but at the moment of writing no resultshave been released by the EHT Collaboration.
2.3. Weighing SMBHs
As it was described in Section 2.1 a black hole has only three properties – mass, spinand charge. In this Section I am going to focus on various ways in which SMBH masscan be measured in nature.In the case of Sgr A*, measuring the mass of a central object provides information onits nature. More indirect methods have to be applied to search of SMBHs beyond nearbygalaxies. An excellent review of the various techniques was written by Kormendy & Ho(2013), thus I will only briefly summarise the most important ones here.
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Figure 2.3: Simulated image of the accretion disc around a black hole, seen at angle of45 deg. The central dark part is the "shadow" of the black hole. Image credit: HotakaShiokawa and the Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration.
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Thanks to high resolution data obtained with the Hubble Space Telescope andground-based adaptive-optics assisted observations it is possible to study the kinematicsof stars in other galaxies. These observations are cross-matched with dynamical mod-els to provide measurements of SMBH masses. By measuring the rotation velocity andvelocity dispersions with spectroscopic observations of stellar absorption lines and thedensity distribution of stars from photometry, it is possible to use the first moment ofthe collisionless Boltzmann equation2 to constrain the amount of mass within a studiedradius. Most recently this method has be extended by the effects of halo dark matter andthe shape of the halo (its triaxality), see e.g. van den Bosch et al. (2008); Gebhardt &Thomas (2009).The ionised gas dynamics provides results complementary to the previous method,especially that nebular emission lines are easier to measure and interpret. Few assump-tions have to be made about the observed gas, namely that it is cold and rotates in theprincipal plane of the galactic potential. As previously, the observations of velocity andits dispersions have to be compared with analytical models. This method is not free ofcaveats, however. The gas being modelled can be shocked or impacted by turbulence,radiation or magnetic fields. Furthermore, its apparent distribution can be affected bythe obscuration from dust.Masers are sources of microwave radiation which is emitted with the same physi-cal effect of stimulated spectral light emission as the one occurring in common visiblelight lasers, hence the name. Megamasers are larger and few orders of magnitude moreluminous than any maser source observed in the Galaxy. OH, H2O, H2CO and CH areamong the molecules responsible for the emissions in known megamasers. In this methodKeplerian rotation curves of circumnuclear molecular discs are used to determine theSMBH mass, while typical errors are smaller than for previous methods (Greene et al.,2010; Kuo et al., 2011). Unfortunately, the sample of known megamasers is still small.The technique known as reverberation mapping (Bahcall et al., 1972; Lyutyi &Cherepashchuk, 1972; Blandford & McKee, 1982) is a particularly useful to study massesof SMBH in galaxies in which the influence radius of the black hole is unresolved. UVand optical observations of the broad emission lines observed originate from the regiondominated by SMBH. The size of these regions are not resolvable, but temporal changesin their spectra convey information of the size of the source. This, in conjunction withthe velocity width of the gas, provides a mass of BH. As other presented approaches thisone is not free of caveats either: there is no consensus as for what constitutes the rightvelocity width estimator or exact geometry and kinematics of the gas. Impact of theseshould diminish, as observations and models are becoming better.
2.4. MSMBH versus σ scaling relation
The exact way in which supermassive black holes and galaxies coevolve is still an activefield of research. Thanks to measurements of the mass of SMBH it became possible toexamine if the evolution of SMBHs in any way correlates with properties of its host.The scaling relation between black hole mass MSMBH and stellar velocity dispersion σof the host spheroid (either a bulge in spiral galaxies or entire elliptical galaxy, see e.g.Ferrarese & Merritt (2000); Tremaine et al. (2002); Gültekin et al. (2009); McConnell &
2The (collisionless) Boltzmann equation provides a statistical description of a thermodynamical systemand relates the flow of particles through a 6D phase space element (3D position and 3D velocity).
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Ma (2013)) or, earlier, with the spheroid mass (Magorrian et al., 1998; Marconi & Hunt,2003; McConnell & Ma, 2013).There is much of a debate whether this scaling relation holds for all black hole massesand for all galaxies displaying spheroid-like features in their morphologies. In the mostin-depth recent study, Kormendy & Ho (2013) discuss that this almost linear relationdoes not hold for what they call pseudobulges. The observed relation appears to beflatter than for typical bulges. This is motivated by two different formation scenarios: 1)pseudobulges form due to the secular evolution of disc galaxies, while 2) bulges are aresult of galaxy mergers (Brooks & Christensen, 2016). This can be seen on Figure 2.4reprinted from Kormendy & Ho (2013), where the black hole mass shown on y axis vs. theluminosity of spheroid (panel a), its velocity dispersion (panel b) and its mass (panel c).There is a clear discrepancy between the pseudobulges and the scaling relation. It seemsas if the black hole masses in these objects are not massive enough. There is, however,a potential solution to this conundrum, but before discussing it, I must first introduce aone more class of objects.There is an ongoing debate (e.g. Jahnke & Macciò, 2011) if the observed relation canbe explained by the feedback from SMBH (see Section 2.7 below). The slope α of theobserved relation seems to lie between 4 and 5. This in turn could potentially explainhow feedback from SMBH couples to the environment, i.e. if the momentum (α = 4; seee.g. King (2003)) or energy (α = 5; see e.g. Silk & Rees (1998)) is conserved.
2.5. Nuclear star clusters
Even a basic review of the process of star formation, a very active field of research, isbeyond the scope of this Thesis, but it suffices to say that most of the stars in the Universeform in associations - either as binary (or multiple) stellar systems or as a member of astar cluster. One of a very peculiar classes of star clusters is a nuclear star cluster (NSC).In the centre of the Milky Way, the SMBH is accompanied by not only by S stars,but also by an NSC. Its mass is comparable to the mass of the SMBH itself (Böker et al.,2002, 2004). NSCs are generally more massive than any of globular clusters, but havesimilar radii. Their stellar population is dominated by old stars, but very often there isalso an imprint of stars younger than 100Myr (see e.g. Seth et al., 2006; Siegel et al.,2007; Georgiev et al., 2009; Montero-Castano et al., 2009). NSCs are found in majorityof galaxies; the nucleation fraction, which is the fraction of galaxies hosting NSCs, isaround 60-70% (Böker et al., 2002; Georgiev & Böker, 2014). No NSC was found in mostmassive lenticular and elliptical galaxies (Côté et al., 2006; den Brok et al., 2014). Theyare the brightest and most compact stellar systems, with typical half-mass radii of 2-5 pc(Böker et al., 2004).In the previous section I have discussed the problem of the lack of correlation betweenSMBH masses and pseudobulges. A much better correlation is recovered if one considersMSMBH+MNSC for pseudobulges and late-type galaxies; see Figure 2.5. This stronglysuggest that there is not only a coevolution between SMBH and their host galaxies, butthat SMBH and NSC coevolve (and form, cf. Subsection 2.6.3) with one another, even ifthe processes governing their growth are different.There is no agreement as to how the nuclear star clusters formed. One group ofmodels predicts formation of NSC outside of the core and then later migrates to thecentre due to dynamical friction (Tremaine et al., 1975; Andersen et al., 2008; Capuzzo-
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Figure 2.4: SMBH mass vs. the luminosity of spheroid (panel a), its velocity dispersion(panel b) and its mass (panel c). The scaling relation does not seem to work very well forthe pseudobulges. Reprinted with permission from Kormendy & Ho (2013).
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Figure 2.5: Ratio of central massive object (CMO; the system of SMBH and NSC) to themass of spheroid component (top panel) or to the total mass of the galaxy (bottom panel)as a function of mass of spheroid (top panel) or total mass of the galaxy (bottom panel).This relations show less scatter than the NSC or SMBH on their own. Reprinted withpermission from Kormendy & Ho (2013).
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Dolcetta & Miocchi, 2008). In the second scenario a small seed cluster is formed in thecentre (in situ formation, Milosavljević (2004)) and is subsequently fed by episodic gasaccretion from infalling clouds. Each of this scenarios has its own weaknesses. The latterfails to reproduce the observed scaling relations very well, which is well accounted forin the migratory model (Antonini, 2013; Hartmann et al., 2011), however this was latershown to not be the case (Antonini et al., 2015). In the in situ model it is not clear whatprocess leads to the accumulation of gas in the centre, but magneto-rotational instabilityor compressive tidal fields have been invoked (Milosavljević, 2004; Emsellem & van deVen, 2008). It has been recently suggested that NSCs may form via an alternative scenariodubbed ‘wet migration’ (Guillard et al., 2016). In this model the formation proceeds ex situ,but the resulting proto-NSC is dense enough such that a gas reservoir is not disruptedduring the migration to the centre. This can explain both multiple or prolonged starformation episodes and the right scaling relation with the host. Further gas-rich mergerslead to build up to the final mass.Further theoretical and observational work is required to understand the formationand evolution of NSC. It has to be remembered, that any conclusions drawn are basedon a small sample of objects and that the observations of NSCs are difficult and likelybiased. However, they might be cradles in which SMBHs form, thus now we shall turnour attention to the formation mechanisms of massive black holes.
2.6. Massive black hole formation scenarios
The formation mechanism behind massive black holes is not yet fully understood. It isnot only the question of how, but also when and at what frequency. Here I describe inmore detail three possible pathways. Each of the scenarios has some caveats and thuseach might be responsible to formation of massive black holes at various redshifts orenvironments.
2.6.1. Direct collapseMuch attention and effort is given to the seed formation scenario in which a massiveblack hole (104 − 105 M) forms through collapse of dense gas (Haehnelt & Rees, 1993;Umemura et al., 1993; Loeb & Rasio, 1994; Eisenstein & Loeb, 1995; Bromm & Loeb,2003; Koushiappas et al., 2004). This process has to proceed in massive (106 − 107 M),pristine gas clouds, as presence of metals would lead to fragmentation due to enhancedcooling. Another efficient coolant, H2, needs to be dissociated in such clouds. This can beachieved with the UV radiation coming from nearby star-forming galaxies. These Lyman-Werner photons have typical energies between 11.2 and 13.6 eV (which is a range inwhich absorption bands of Lyman and Werner lines are found) and excite H2 molecules,which in turn have 15% of chance of dissociating. Photo-dissociated gas carries somephoton energy as kinetic energy, which leads to heating of gas. It has been shown (e.g.Dijkstra et al., 2008), that the chance that a halo has both a right mass to form a massiveblack hole seed and a rate of UV flux is of order of ∼ 10−6. Alternatively, fragmentationof halos could be reduced thanks to turbulence that would efficiently mix gas.Provided that halos do not fragment, they can contract until rotational support stopsfurther collapse. For the halos of interest (∼ 108 M), gas would settle into a disc withradius of about 20 pc. There is thus a need for an additional process taking place, onethat could lead to significant angular momentum loss. Few processes have been proposed
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and studied. Begelman et al. (2006) looked at angular momentum dissipation via barinstabilities, which efficiently transport the angular momentum outwards via torques,decreasing the disc size. The process repeats at smaller spatial- and shorter timescales,leading to formation of massive object. Lodato & Natarajan (2006); Wise et al. (2008);Regan & Haehnelt (2009) have studied local instabilities in the disc. Due to a non-violentdestabilisation of the system, gas collapses instead of fragmenting and establishing star-forming clumps. Supersonic turbulence can lead to removal of up to 90% of system’sangular momentum, which results in the formation of a supermassive star (SMS) withmass 104 − 106 M.Once the nuclear reactions in the core of SMS are exhausted, it collapses and formsa ∼ 100 M black holes (Begelman, 2010; Hosokawa et al., 2013). The envelope of SMSwill surround the black hole and contract. Due to the angular momentum of the envelope,the gas forms an accretion disc around black hole, linking it to the envelope; this is knownas quasi-star (Begelman et al., 2006; Begelman et al., 2008; Dotan et al., 2011; Fiacconi& Rossi, 2016). Black hole can grow at the cost of the surrounding envelope, but thisprocess will be regulated by the radiation due to liberation of the potential energy viaaccretion. The feedback does not disrupt the quasi-star system, but forces the envelopeto readjust. The growth of the black hole will proceed as long as the temperature ofthe envelope is > 4000K. At this critical temperature the convective envelope releasesradiation at a super-Eddington rate, which leads to sudden dispersal of the envelope.As an effect, a seed black hole of 104 − 105 M forms, depending on the details of gasaccretion and SMS structure.
2.6.2. Population III remnantsAs I have discussed in Chapter 1, initially all gas in the Universe consists of a mixtureof hydrogen and helium, without any heavier elements (which astronomers traditionallydub ‘metals’). Due to the lack of metals, gas can only cool thanks to hydrogen (eithermolecular or atomic) (e.g. Tegmark et al., 1997), which leads to formation of minihalos(M ≈ 106 M) at around redshift 20-50. Simulations of such metal-free, molecular cloudshint toward formation of very massive stars with M < 100M (Bromm et al., 1999; Abelet al., 2000; Gao et al., 2007; Greif et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2013). This is different thanfor present-day star formation, in which the metal-line cooling, magnetic fields, stellarradiation from nearby stars etc. can lead to fragmentation of the initially collapsing star.The fate of such a very massive star depends a lot on its initial mass. A stellar massremnant is formed, if the stellar mass is between 25 and 140 M, with about 40% of massforming a remnant (Zhang et al., 2008).If in turn the star has mass between 140 and 260M, the central entropy is so highthat the neutral, bosonic matter is turn into electron-positron pairs. This process reducesthe internal pressure in the stellar core (e.g. Bond et al., 1984), which collapses. As aneffect, a runaway nuclear burning occurs, that blows the star apart without leaving aremnant (Kudritzki et al., 2000; Smith, 2014); this explosion is know as a pair-instabilitysupernova.The situation is once again different in even more massive stars (M > 260M). Thephysical process that becomes relevant due to very high temperatures and pressuresis photodisintegration. This endothermic (for nuclei lighter than iron) process leads toreduction of pressure and temperature in the core of the star (Bond et al., 1984; Woosley
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& Weaver, 1986), which in turn causes the core to collapse and form a black hole Fryeret al. (2001); Heger et al. (2003).Massive black holes formed via this process would naturally reside in the densestdensity peaks, thus would naturally cluster in cores of massive halos (Madau & Rees,2001). There is, however, a large uncertainty on the mass function of Population III stars,including question if any of the stars that formed exceeded the threshold mass of 260M.
2.6.3. Stellar collisions in dense star clustersIn this scenario a massive black hole forms in a dense, compact nuclear star cluster(Schneider et al., 2006; Clark et al., 2008; Devecchi & Volonteri, 2009). Massive blackholes would not form primarily out of gas, but through collisions of stars. This scenario hasbeen explored both theoretically and in simulations (Begelman & Rees, 1978; PortegiesZwart et al., 1999; Ebisuzaki et al., 2001; Portegies Zwart et al., 2004; Gürkan et al.,2006; Gaburov et al., 2010). A stellar system will evolve such that it reaches the stateof the lowest potential energy. In that process the heaviest stars will sink to the centreof the cluster, while the least massive will move outside, potentially escaping from thecluster. This segregation must follow on timescales shorter than lifetime of massive stars(few Myr). Due to high density of stars and central velocity dispersions in the range offew hundred km s−1, stellar collisions will result in mergers, rather than in disruptions.As an outcome, stars with masses > 100M will form, merge and collapse to form blackhole seeds with MBH ≈ 100− 1000M.
2.7. SMBH feedback
In Section 2.1 I have briefly discussed how black holes grow due to the accretion. The en-ergy released by infalling gas is radiated away at all wavelengths, shining more brightlythan many massive galaxies. This phenomenon has been given a name of active galacticnucleus (AGN) and can be discussed from two different angles – theoretical and obser-vational.Before diving in the discussion on various way SMBH-related feedback can be seen,we should estimate how much energy can SMBH release during its lifetime and howdoes this compare to e.g. the binding energy of a galaxy. If the gravitational potential ofgalaxy is dominated by the bulge (with σ its velocity dispersion), then the binding energyEbulge ≈ Mbulgeσ2. From the observational evidence, that I reviewed in Section 2.4, weknow that MSMBH ≈ 1.5× 10−3Mbulge. Thus, if we use Eq. (2.2) and integrate it in time,then we find that ESMBH/Ebulge ≈ 1.5 × 10−4(c/σ )2. This ratio for typical σ is 50 orlarger. Therefore, if all the energy liberated by SMBH in the process of accretion wasimpacting the galaxy, then it would have been able to significantly shape the gas contentof galaxies. It is important to emphasise that the AGN feedback has little to no influenceon galactic population of stars.How does this energy manifests and couple to the environment then? It is thoughtthat there are two distinct modes of operation which relate to the efficiency at whichSMBH accretes. The high accretion mode, close to the Eddington limit, manifests itselfas a quasar and it is known as the radiative mode (see panel a on Figure 2.6). The lowaccretion mode is observed at lower Eddington rates accompanied by jets (Figure 2.6,panel b). While the former mostly impacts cold gas, the latter prevents the hot gas fromcooling, thus it is often called maintenance mode. Furthermore, if the light from the AGN
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Figure 2.6: Simplified cartoon of two types of AGN modes: radiative (panel a) and jet(or maintenance, panel b). Main observational differences arise from the nature of theaccretion - via thin accretion disc or advection-dominated accretion flow, respectively.Radiative-mode AGN can display a weak radio jet, which becomes dominant in the main-tenance mode. Reprinted with permission from Heckman & Best (2014).
outshines the host galaxy, then it is known as quasi-stellar object (QSO or quasar), whileotherwise we call it a Seyfert galaxy.The peak of star formation in the Universe happens at about z ∼ 2 (e.g. Madau &Dickinson, 2014). Abundance of gas in galaxies means that this epoch is also relevant forthe growth of SMBH due to the availability of the accretion fuel. The same gas reservoircan be used to trigger both star formation and feed SMBH growth. This suggests thatthese two crucial processes can be connected, impacting one another by their respectivefeedbacks.Energy radiated from the accretion disc that reaches close to the RS (dependingon SMBH spin) can couple to the surrounding gas via the radiation pressure on dust.In this scenario radiation would escape perpendicularly to the accretion disc withoutinterrupting the feeding. The radiation gets absorbed by the dust, exchanges part of itsmomentum and is reemitted at shorter wavelength. The exact coupling efficiency thatpowers AGN winds in this process is still debated on both observational and theoreticalgrounds.The effects of AGN feedback can be seen clearly at scales much larger than the accre-tion disc. The typical winds can propel thousands of solar masses of gas with velocitiesof few hundred km/s (Heckman et al., 2000; Veilleux et al., 2005; Strickland & Heckman,2009; Weiner et al., 2009). The complication of the picture lies in the difficulty in dis-
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tinguishing the driving mechanism. It is believed that supernova-driven gas velocities donot exceed 500 km/s. The observations are further complicated if one follows a line ofreasoning in which large quantities of gas does not only provide fuel to the SMBH, butalso obscures the galactic nucleus. This however was not enough to prevent e.g. Rupke& Veilleux (2011) from finding quasar-driven gas with a velocity of ∼ 1000 km/s and anoutflow rate of ∼ 420M. There is no lack of further evidence of outflows in various objectclasses and at a span of redshifts (from local to the time of the peak of star formation,see e.g. Alexander et al. (2011); Greene et al. (2012)).A phenomenon that closely, as it seems, connects to the SMBH feeding and feedbackis the so-called AGN downsizing. In this picture most luminous AGN are observed athigher redshifts. This is contrary to the hierarchical galaxy formation, in which mostmassive (and thus most luminous) objects form last. Due to the power associated withthe AGN feedback, gas can be blown away, which does not only stop the star formation,but also terminates further growth of the SMBH, quenching it.A less violent picture arises from observations of the most massive objects in the localUniverse, namely clusters. It appears that the AGN feedback in these objects is relatedto low levels of accretion and thus to the radio(jet)-mode. In the bright central galaxies(BCGs), SMBHs are believed to provide enough heat to prevent both the inflowing gasfrom cooling and subsequent star formation (e.g. Pedlar et al., 1990; Tabor & Binney,1993; Peterson & Fabian, 2006; McNamara & Nulsen, 2007). The feedback manifestsitself in the form of large-scale jets, which inflate radio bubbles. These bubbles rise dueto buoyancy and heat up the cluster gas in the process (Churazov et al., 2000, 2001;McNamara et al., 2000), in Figure 2.7 one can see the Perseus cluster as observed bythe Chandra X-ray Observatory where multiple bubbles can be seen. Interestingly, thebubbles do not seem to be Rayleigh-Taylor unstable and the Kelvin-Helmholtz timescalefor growth of large-scale instabilities is comparable to their rising timescale. It has beensuggested that viscosity (Reynolds et al., 2005) or magnetic draping (Lyutikov, 2006) canbe responsible for keeping the bubbles from mixing. This is very different from what istypically seen in simulations, a question I return to in Chapter 5.So far I have discussed signatures of feedback in massive (M∗ = 1010 − 1011 M)galaxies at various redshifts and in clusters of galaxies. One could ask: what about dwarfgalaxies? Do they not contain SMBHs? Recently, Reines et al. (2013) have shown thatonly about 0.5% of dwarf galaxies show any signatures of AGN. This means that SMBHscan be hosted by dwarf galaxies, but are not very active in them. Gas in dwarf galaxiesis often heavily impacted by SN explosions and thus the SMBH accretion is limited.This lack of AGN activity, on the other hand, could mean that SMBHs are close to theirinitial mass, which would cast some light on the process of their formation (cf. Section 2.6).Hopefully, as the sample grows we will understand more about SMBHs in dwarf galaxies.
2.8. Numerical techniques and technical numbers
In this Section, I am going to discuss some aspects of the numerical techniques appliedthroughout this Thesis. I will first describe a few basic terms which are relevant for thetheory of galaxy formation and evolution. Then I will briefly review how hydrodynamicscan be solved on a grid with adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), and lastly I will focuson the interaction between gas and sink particles, which form a numerical core for thisThesis.
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Figure 2.7: Composite image of the Perseus cluster in three different X-ray bands (red toblue is low energy to high energy) from the Chandra X-ray Observatory. Multiple bubblescan be seen as black cavities. Image credit: NASA/CXC/SAO/E.Bulbul, et al..
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2.8.1. General conceptsMost variants of the theory of galaxy formation are based on the ΛCDM cosmology, whereΛ is a cosmological constant that was first proposed by Einstein and CDM stand for ColdDark Matter3. In order to understand what that means, a few basic theoretical conceptsneed to be reviewed (this is going to be a very brief introduction, while more in-depthexplanation can be found in e.g. Mo et al. (2010); Ryden (2016)).The Friedmann equations( a˙a
)2 = 8piG3 (ρ + pc2)+ Λc23 − Kc2a2 (2.9)a¨a = −4piG3
(ρ + 3pc2
)+ Λc23 (2.10)are a solution to Einstein’s field equations, which capture time evolution of a spatiallyhomogeneous and isotropic universe. Here a(t) is the expansion factor of the Universe(assumed to be 0 at the beginning of the Universe and 1 in the present day), G - the grav-itational constant, c - the speed of light, ρ and p - the rest-mass density and pressureof the matter fluid, respectively, while K describes the curvature of the universe and Λis the cosmological constant. Positive a˙ would mean that a universe is expanding, whilea¨ represents acceleration (if positive) or deceleration (if negative) of the rate of expan-sion/contraction. All of this tells us that the fate of the Universe depends on its content(ρ and p; representing both matter and radiation), its curvature K , and Λ, associated withdark energy.Before focusing on the remaining unknowns of ΛCDM, it is handy to define one morequantity, i.e. the critical density ρcrit,0. If we assume for the moment that at the presentepoch K = 0 (the Universe is flat), we can write
ρcrit,0 = 3H208piG , (2.11)where H0 = a˙/a|a=1 is the present-day expansion rate of the Universe, known as theHubble constant.What is cold dark matter (CDM in the acronym above)? The term ‘cold’ describesthe speed with which the hypothetical dark matter particles are moving (just like inthermodynamics - if something is moving fast, then it is hot). ‘Dark’ refers to the lack ofinteraction with ordinary, baryonic matter and radiation - the only interaction is via thegravitational force, which is the weakest of the four known elemental forces. There aremany candidates for what DM can be, including neutrinos, axions, MACHOs (MAssiveCompact Halo Objects) or WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particles). We are farfrom a full understanding of the nature of DM, yet it should be noted that the ΛCDMmodel successfully (but not without caveats) describes how the Universe evolved from theinitial, almost homogenous state to the very non-homogenous one observed today, full ofgalaxies.According to the theory of structure formation within the ΛCDM model, small objectscollapsed first under the force of their own gravity and were merging continuously to formlarger and larger structures. If we start with small inhomogeneities (which can arise due
3At some point of his career Einstein called it ‘the biggest blunder’; it came back around, however, andsomewhat modernised, is an important part of the current vanilla cosmology.
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to quantum fluctuations), then regions which have a slightly higher density than averagewill become denser as their gravitational pull will be higher than average. This will leadto an exponential growth in which the density contrast, ∂ρ/ρ, increases exponentially. Theopposite is true for the regions with density lower than average. The linear approximationof the evolution breaks when ∂ρ/ρ ∼ 1. This marks a moment when the evolution ofthe overdensity becomes independent of the cosmic expansion; the overdensity starts tocollapse. The fate of the matter in the overdensity depends somewhat on its nature -baryonic matter, while collapsing, will increase its entropy due to shocks and reach theso-called virial temperature Tvir. Then, if cooling is inefficient, it will relax until it reacheshydrostatic equilibrium. No shocks develop if the matter is collisionless - the dark matterhalo will also relax and reach a quasi-equilibrium state; a dark matter halo is born.As mentioned, a halo can be characterised by its virial temperature. A self-gravitatingsystem, like a dark matter halo, reaches its virial equilibrium if
2K +W = 0, (2.12)
where K and W are the kinetic and potential energy, respectively. Thus for a uniformcloud of monatomic gas we can write
2× 3MgaskBT2µmp − 3GMgasMhalo5rhalo = 0, (2.13)where rhalo is the halo’s radius, Mgas and Mhalo are the masses of gas and halo, respec-tively; µ is the mean atomic weight, mp is the proton mass, kB and G are Boltzmann andgravitational constants, respectively. Therefore the virial temperature is
Tvir = µmpGM5kBrhalo . (2.14)Another important quantity that describes halos is the virial radius. Here I am goingto sketch out only the most important concepts, while the full derivation can be found ine.g. Mo et al. (2010), which this description will loosely follow. The maximum expansionimplies total energy E = −3GM2/5rmax, since the kinetic energy term vanishes. Thenfrom the virial theorem we know that W = 2E , which then means rvir = rmax/2. The meanoverdensity ∆vir can be estimated from the spherical collapse model to be
∆vir = 18pi2 ≈ 178, (2.15)
which is true for a universe consisting fully of matter. In spite of that, it became a standardway to describe dark matter halos. A region forms a collapsed and virialized halo if itsmean overdensity is 178 (or most commonly 200). Linking this quantity with the criticaldensity allows us to define halo’s radius and mass (Mvir = (4/3)pi∆ρcR3vir).The one remaining piece of the story of DM halos is their density profile (which holdsunder the assumption of sphericity). A few approximations can be made leading to thesingular isothermal sphere (SIS) model where ρ(r) ∝ r−2. Navarro et al. (1996) haveshown by means of high-resolution N-body simulations that the halo profiles differ fromthose given by approximate solutions. They find that the following formulation describeshalos well: ρ(r) = ρcrit δchar(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2 , (2.16)
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where rs is a scale radius and δchar is a characteristic overdensity; this came to be knownas the Navarro, Frenk & White (NFW) profile. It can be seen that inside rs the profile ismore shallow than that of SIS, but steeper in the outskirts. It has also been shown thatthe NFW profile describes well halos of all masses regardless of the exact parameters ofΛCGM cosmology.δchar can be rewritten
δchar = ∆h3 c3ln(1 + c)− c/(1 + c) (2.17)where c ≡ rh/rs is the concentration parameter (rh is the halo radius dependent ona definition of ∆h).
2.8.2. Hydrodynamics with a meshHydrodynamical evolution of a fluid is a problem that has many commercial applications– from aerodynamics of jet planes to engines of race cars. It can also be used to studyplasma in tokamaks, the hydrology of rivers and various astrophysical objects (which isthe most relevant for this Thesis). Astrophysical fluids can be roughly split into threecategories: i) collisionless (e.g. dark matter), ii) incompressible (e.g. stellar interiors) andiii) compressible (e.g. gas in galaxies). Narrowing the scope again, I will focus on the lastone. There are two ways to discretise the gas in order to study its flow, where each has itsown pros and cons (where hybrid solutions exist too). In the method known as SmoothedParticle Hydrodynamics (SPH), gas fluid is subdivided into discreet particles, which arefollowed according to the Lagrangian formulation of hydrodynamics. In grid-based meth-ods it is the domain that is subdivided - discreet cells span the whole computationaldomain and the fluid flow is regulated according to the Eulerian formulation. It is worthmentioning that a hybrid model has been recently applied to galaxy formation problems.This formulation uses the Eulerian approach to evolve the fluid, but is fully Galilean in-variant as SPH implementation; the domain is based on a moving mesh implementation,where the domain is defined by the Voronoi tessellation. Excellent and detailed reviewsof the methods can be found in Springel (2010a) and Teyssier (2015), respectively.The AMR code Ramses (Teyssier, 2002), used throughout this work, belongs to theEulerian family and in recent years has become a versatile and powerful tool to studya large span of astrophysical problems, from star formation, via galaxy formation andfeedback, to cosmology. What distinguishes Ramses from other AMR codes is its gridstructure - a ‘fully threaded tree’ (Khokhlov, 1998) - in which each data element is calledan oct consisting of 2ndim cells (ndim is a number of dimensions considered); other AMRcodes rely on patches or blocks (Fryxell et al., 2000; Bryan et al., 2014). All octs arelinked forming a tree. Each cell at refinement level l (see Figure 2.8) is linked to itsfather cell at level l− 1 and all the neighbours of the father cell. It also has informationabout its own son cells at level l + 1. A cell that has no sons is called a leaf. Thanksto this approach spatial resolution can follow regions of interests, which can be definedbased on properties of gas (density, temperature/pressure, velocity) or physical criteria(like the Jeans mass, which characterises the mass of the gas cloud collapsing under itsown gravity).
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level l-1
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Figure 2.8: Simplified oct tree in Ramses for ndim = 2.
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The equations governing hydrodynamics can be written according to the Lagrangianformulation (where problems arise in the treatment of discontinuities) or Eulerian form∂ρ∂t +∇ · (ρu) = 0∂ρu∂t +∇ · (ρu⊗ u+ P1) = 0∂E∂t +∇ · (Eu+ Pu) = 0, (2.18)where E is the total energy per unit volume of the fluid
E = ρ (u · u2 + ε) . (2.19)Here, ε is the specific internal energy of the gas, which relates to the pressure by anequation of state of an ideal gas P = ρε(γ − 1) and γ is the adiabatic index of the gas.If we define the state vector U = (ρ, ρu, E)T and corresponding fluxes F = (ρu, ρu⊗+P, (E + P)u)T , then the Euler equations can be written∂U∂t +∇ · F = 0. (2.20)The Euler equation in this form becomes a conservation law. We are going to applytwo modifications to the above. First, we are going to assume that our system is one-dimensional and then we are going to discretise it over cells of length ∆x:∂Ui∂t + Fi+1/2 − Fi−1/2∆x = 0, (2.21)where Ui, a cell-centre average quantity, and Fi±1/2 are the fluxes (in positive x-direction)through the i cell interface (interface values are shifted by 1/2 w.r.t. the cell centre). Thisformulation naturally leads to conservation of mass, energy and momentum. The temporalevolution of the cell averages can then be formulated as follows
Un−1i − Uni + ∫ tn+∆ttn Fi+1/2 − Fi−1/2∆x dt = 0. (2.22)Ramses uses the Godunov (1959) scheme, in which it is assumed that U ≡ Ui isconstant throughout the cells. Therefore in order to calculate the fluxes at cell interfaces,the classical Riemann problem has to be solved. The solution can be found if it is assumedthat the flux through the interface is constant for a chosen timestep ∆t. An excellentreview of numerical methods to solve the Riemann problem can be found in Toro (2009),where the description of the HLLC solver used in this Thesis is also given.The scheme introduced by Godunov can be improved, if the values of states at cellinterfaces are not assumed constant, but are instead reconstructed from neighbouringcells. Ramses is using the MUSCL (Monotonic Upstream-centered Scheme for Conserva-tion Laws) method proposed first by van Leer (1979). Such modified states are then usedas input for the Riemann solver. There is a caveat to this solution - the self-similarityof the Riemann problem is violated and thus fluxes are no longer constant through thefaces. The two most commonly used slope limiters in Ramses are MinMod and MonCen;the choice of the slope limiter is problem-dependent. Full description of this aspect ofthe Riemann solver can be found in Toro (2009).
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The Poisson solver that utilises an iterative Gauss-Seidel relaxation method andthe multigrid technique (Guillet & Teyssier, 2011) is used in Ramses to solve for itscontribution to hydrodynamics. The contribution from particles is included with the cloud-in-cell (CIC) algorithm, which turns the discreet distribution by projecting it on the grid.Gravity is treated as a source term in the Euler equations
Fgrav = −ρ∇φ (2.23)
with ∆φ = 4piGρ. Thus Eqs. 2.18 become∂ρ∂t +∇ · (ρu) = 0∂ρu∂t +∇ · (ρu⊗ u+ P1) = Fgrav∂E∂t +∇ · (Eu+ Pu) = Fgrav · u. (2.24)Numerically, the solution can be found with the operator split approach. The five pointfinite-difference approximation of the gradient is used to calculate final gravitationalaccelerations.
2.8.3. Sink particle algorithmSink particles have been introduced to cope with situations in which the objects of studyare collapsed and whose physical size is orders of magnitude smaller than that of thesmallest resolution element. Naturally, they were first implemented in SPH codes (Gin-gold & Monaghan, 1977; Lucy, 1977) with a modern take by Bate et al. (1995) from whichmost contemporary SPH codes borrow. A more complicated interaction is required be-tween a sink particle and the gas grid, so it was much later that sinks were introducedin grid codes (Krumholz et al., 2004). Ramses was enriched by its own implementationby Dubois et al. (2010) with later improvements by Bleuler & Teyssier (2014), and ithas been since used in problems related to star formation and supermassive black holes.Here, I will focus on the most recent enhancements to the sink particle implementationfrom the point of view of SMBHs.Currently, SMBHs can be formed with an on-the-fly watershed clump finder Phew(Bleuler et al., 2015). The clump finder can be called with either gas density or particle(dark matter and stars) density fields (the latter is calculated with the CIC technique).The clump finder is going to find peaks, which are later merged into halos based on theirrelevance. SMBH sink particles will be formed only if the halo does not host anotherSMBH, if a halo and the central clump have a minimum mass selected by the user andif the average density around the clump centre is larger than the threshold for starformation. These are some basic requirements, which can be easily extended (see e.g.Habouzit et al., 2017, for a model of SMBH seed formation in a high-z Universe).What practically happens is that the new sink particle is born, receives a minimalmass and its cloud particles are created. The latter can be seen as a lattice of particlesfilling a sphere with rsink = 4∆xmin (where ∆xmin is the smallest resolution element) andplaced every 0.5∆xmin. The cloud particles allow for easy access to the computational gridat the location of a sink, reducing computational cost and increasing stability of the sinkalgorithm. They are massless (but see below), and are being destroyed and recreated
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every timestep. Subsequently, the target seed mass is ‘accreted’ from the underlying gridand the desired mass of the sink particle is set.Before I discuss in more detail how sink particles interact with the grid, it is importantto discuss their dynamical evolution first. There are two possibilities for calculating tra-jectories of sinks in Ramses. A particle-mesh (PM) method (Hockney & Eastwood, 1981)used for dark matter and star particles can be extended to treat sink too. Alternatively,a direct summation of pairwise forces can be executed with the number of operationsnsink× (nsink +ncells). While the latter is more precise and deals correctly with collisionaldynamics, its computational cost can be excessive. As the PM method can be inaccu-rate if the local gravitational field is dominated by the sink (Bleuler & Teyssier, 2014), Ihave opted for a switch between the two methods. Namely, if the mass of a sink particleis larger than a chosen mass, then direct summation is chosen, while otherwise the PMsolver is applied. In the former case the sink-sink and sink-gas interactions are calculatedwith a Plummer softening (Aarseth, 1963)
F(r) = −r GM(|r|2 + R2soft)3/2 , (2.25)where Rsoft is a free parameter, usually set to 2∆xmin. If the PM solver is used, theneach of the cloud particles receives a partial sink mass and only then the sink mass isdeposited on the grid.The strategy applied to merging sinks will be crucial for the overall SMBH population.If the dynamics of SMBHs are assumed to be captured correctly, then we merge sinksif they are closer than 2∆xmin from each other and their relative velocity is low enough,such that they form a bound system2G(MSMBH,1 +MSMBH,2)|x1 − x2| > (v1 − v2)2. (2.26)In the equation above xi and vi are the position and velocity of a sink particle, respectively(i = {1, 2}). The position and velocity of a resulting sink is shifted according to the centreof mass of the system of two sinks, and masses are summed up. Properties of the merged-in sink particle are zeroed and it is cleaned up from the register at the coarse timestep,while the merging process is executed at every fine step. This major improvement, whencompared to older versions of Ramses, was part of my effort as a co-developer of Ramses.Probably the most important property related to SMBHs in galaxy formation andevolution simulations is their ability to accrete mass and produce feedback. Accretion rateis computed based on the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton prescription (Hoyle & Lyttleton, 1939;Bondi & Hoyle, 1944; Bondi, 1952, see Subsection 3.2.2 for details on the formulation)and limited to the Eddington rate. Gas is subtracted from the grid within rsink in amass-weighted fashion (which replaced the older, kernel-weighted implementation) andadded to the sink. We make sure that the momentum, angular momentum and energy areconserved in this process.The most important improvement of the code that I have worked on was the introduc-tion of AGN feedback on every fine timestep, instead of every coarse step, as in previousversions. Thanks to that change the AGN feedback became less bursty and was madeconsistent with other feedback routines (e.g. supernovae) in Ramses. Preloading of theblast has been retained, but is effectively disabled. The accretion energy is directly cou-pled to the rate measured and deposited in the same rsink sphere in a mass-weighted
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fashion. The most recent addition consists of a momentum mode, which provides a kick tothe gas in cones that are aligned and counter-aligned with the vector of angular momen-tum of accreted gas. The feedback mode can be chosen to be constant for the durationof the simulation or modulated by a switch related to the accretion rate. Furthermore,thanks to the radiative transfer extension to Ramses (Rosdahl et al., 2013; Rosdahl &Teyssier, 2015a), I have added a possibility to simulate the AGN feedback with radiation.Photons that are expected to be radiated by an SMBH accretion disc are injected atevery fine step according to a prescribed spectrum that can be modified by the user. Idiscuss the ongoing efforts that explore these most recent improvements in Chapter 6.
2.9. This Thesis
The main purpose of this Thesis is to improve our knowledge on different topics relatedto the dynamics of supermassive black holes in evolution of high-redshift galaxies andcoevolution with nuclear star clusters, as well as the cooperation between AGN feedbackand supernova explosions on the outflows. Specifically, I will address the following topics:
• Chapter 3: Dynamical problemIn order to properly characterise the population of SMBHs, a proper treatment oftheir growth and mergers is necessary. This, in turn, requires careful considerationof the dynamics. Typically, in cosmological simulations proper treatment of thedynamics of the SMBH is impossible and various tricks are applied in order tokeep an SMBH in the centre of a galaxy.In this chapter I have shown that in the simulation of a high-redshift, clumpy galaxythe SMBH wanders around the galaxy, unless the SMBH is massive enough toresist perturbations. Therefore, I have proposed a new NSC+SMBH paradigm inwhich these two massive components co-evolve. This solves the dynamical problemand locks the SMBH in the centre of a galaxy. As a result, an intermediate-massblack hole is hosted by a massive NSC or the SMBH is large enough to surviveperturbations; this agrees with observations of nearby galaxies.
• Chapter 4: Stellar feedback regulating growth of SMBH and vice versaAGN feedback is often invoked as a mechanism which can quench star formation ingalaxies and render them ‘red and dead’. Furthermore, it has been recently arguedthat the early growth of an SMBH is going to be hampered by the stellar feedbackblowing the gas away (Dubois et al., 2015; Bower et al., 2017). It has been shownthat only when a large enough stellar component (cluster or bulge) is present, theSMBH grows fast enough.The model I have presented in the previous chapter naturally produces a largestellar component in the SMBH vicinity. In this chapter I show how this leads toa fast growth of the SMBH, and a subsequent synergy between stellar and AGNfeedbacks emerges. The two feedback mechanisms acting in concert lead to theproduction of dense, molecular outflows that are frequently seen in observations. Itseems, however, that this short-lived AGN feedback is unable to fully quench starformation.
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• Chapter 5: Blowing AGN bubbles - a numerical comparisonClusters of galaxies are often seen as great astrophysical laboratories. These areamong the most extreme objects in the Universe - massive bound structures fullof X-ray-emitting plasma. AGN feedback in the maintenance mode is invoked inorder to reproduce various observational results, but some discrepancies remain.Furthermore, there appear to be some discrepancies where different numerical toolsare used.In this chapter we explore the differences between hydrodynamical schemes in thestudy of an idealised galaxy cluster. We compare the impact of injected hot AGNbubbles on gas distribution focusing on differences between numerical implemen-tations. This is an ongoing study in collaboration with Go Ogiya and Oliver Hahnat the Observatory of Côte d’Azur.
• Chapter 6: Outlook: The NSC model and its application to small and large scalesIn this chapter I present future perspectives. First, I introduce preliminary resultson SMBH feeding by stellar winds originating from NSC. This study requires adedicated set of very high-resolution idealised simulations of a galactic nucleus.I also discuss the impact of various numerical models of AGN feedback on SMBHgas accretion.This is followed by the discussion of preliminary results of the NSC modelling inlarge-scale cosmological simulations of galaxy cluster progenitors at z = 2 (whichis the epoch at which the AGN activity peaks). These objects are of great importancefor the formation of present-day galaxy clusters. I will examine what effects AGNhave on both the stellar component and the circumgalactic medium.Following that, I report on the attempt to try to link recent observations of a z ≈ 3,starburst galaxy hosting an AGN, which displays massive outflows, with simulationsdiscussed in Chapter 4.I end the outlook with the discussion of possible avenues for future research.
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3
THE DYNAMICS OF
SUPERMASSIVE BLACK HOLES
IN STAR-FORMING GALAXIES
The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new discov-eries, is not ‘Eureka!’ but ‘That’s funny...’ – Isaac Asimov
In this chapter1, we introduce a new model for the formation and evolution of super-massive black holes (SMBHs) in the Ramses code using sink particles, improving overprevious work the treatment of gas accretion and dynamical evolution. This new model istested against a suite of high-resolution simulations of an isolated, gas-rich, cooling halo.We study the effect of various feedback models on the SMBH growth and its dynamicswithin the galaxy. In runs without any feedback, the SMBH is trapped within a massivebulge and is therefore able to grow quickly, but only if the seed mass is chosen largerthan the minimum Jeans mass resolved by the simulation. We demonstrate that, in theabsence of supernovae (SN) feedback, the maximum SMBH mass is reached when ActiveGalactic Nucleus (AGN) heating balances gas cooling in the nuclear region. When ourefficient SN feedback is included, it completely prevents bulge formation, so that massivegas clumps can perturb the SMBH orbit, and reduce the accretion rate significantly. Toovercome this issue, we propose an observationally motivated model for the joint evolu-tion of the SMBH and a parent nuclear star cluster (NSC), which allows the SMBH toremain in the nuclear region, grow fast and resist external perturbations. In this scenario,
1The work presented in this chapter has been published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal AstronomicalSociety, Volume 469, Issue 1 under the title ‘On the Dynamics of Supermassive Black Holes in Gas-Rich,Star-Forming Galaxies: the Case for Nuclear Star Cluster Coevolution’, following peer-review (Biernacki,Teyssier and Bleuler, 2017).
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however, SN feedback controls the gas supply and the maximum SMBH mass now de-pends on the balance between AGN heating and gravity. We conclude that SMBH/NSCco-evolution is crucial for the growth of SMBH in high-z galaxies, the progenitors ofmassive ellipticals today.
3.1. Introduction
Supermassive Black Holes (SMBH) are found in the central region of massive galaxies atall redshifts, mostly in the form of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). There is accumulatingevidence that SMBH are tightly linked to the evolution of their host galaxy (Richstoneet al., 1998; Ferrarese & Merritt, 2000; Gebhardt et al., 2000; Marconi & Hunt, 2003;Häring & Rix, 2004; Kormendy & Ho, 2013), putting AGN physics at the centre of ourunderstanding of galaxy evolution. The strong correlation of SMBH masses and stellarvelocity dispersion, for example, suggests a possible co-evolution of the central SMBHand its host galaxy (Magorrian et al., 1998; Laor, 2001; McLure & Dunlop, 2002; Häring& Rix, 2004). AGN feedback is also often invoked as one of the possible origins of thequenching of star formation in elliptical galaxies (Schawinski et al., 2007; Nandra et al.,2007; Fabian, 2012; Yesuf et al., 2014; Cheung et al., 2016). The formation of the SMBHthemselves remains a mystery. Two main scenarios are considered leading to massiveenough SMBH: 1) direct collapse of massive clumps of pristine gas (Loeb & Rasio, 1994;Bromm & Loeb, 2003) or 2) mergers of stellar remnants in dense stellar clusters (Quinlan& Shapiro, 1990; Portegies Zwart et al., 1999; Devecchi & Volonteri, 2009), each scenariohaving clear strengths and weaknesses, as explained in the reviews of Begelman et al.(2006) and Volonteri (2010).Motivated by these observational hints, theoretical models of SMBH growth andtheir associated feedback (mostly based on complex numerical simulations) became inrecent years more and more sophisticated, with mixed successes when compared againstobservational data (Springel et al., 2005; Di Matteo et al., 2005; Bower et al., 2006;Croton et al., 2006; Hopkins & Hernquist, 2006; Ciotti et al., 2010; Teyssier et al., 2011;Dubois et al., 2011). AGN feedback in theoretical models of galaxy formation has provenvery efficient at regulating the Star Formation Rate (SFR) in massive, red and deadgalaxies, but the X-ray properties of the intergalactic gas are very difficult to reproduce.One natural explanation to the difficulties of these models is the formidable range ofscales one has to capture, in order to resolve numerically the entire accretion flow fromparsec scales towards the last stable orbit (typically 10−5 pc). Numerical implementationof SMBH formation, their accretion flows and associated energetic outflows, have to relyon strong approximations, usually referred to as “subgrid models". Note that the sametechnique is applied to star formation recipes in galaxy formation simulations, makingthe whole endeavour of simulating galaxies very challenging.As the resolution of galaxy formation simulations is increasing, from thousands of pcin large-scale cosmological simulations (Dubois et al., 2014; Vogelsberger et al., 2014;Schaye et al., 2015; Dubois et al., 2016), to hundreds of pc in cosmological zoom-insimulations of galaxy formation (e.g. Kim et al., 2011; Anglés-Alcázar et al., 2014; Duboiset al., 2015), ultimately reaching a few pc in isolated discs simulations (Gabor & Bournaud,2013; Hopkins et al., 2014), these subgrid models need to be tuned and adapted to theincreasingly better resolved interstellar medium (ISM) structure, with an increasinglystronger supersonic turbulence.
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The goal of this paper is precisely to study such a model of SMBH formation, growthand feedback in highly resolved, turbulent and clumpy galactic discs, typical of highredshift, gas-rich galaxies (Elmegreen et al., 2008a; Dekel et al., 2009; Bournaud et al.,2012). This environment is particularly relevant to SMBH physics, as these clumpy discsare believed to be the progenitors of the giant ellipticals hosting the most massive SMBHsin our present epoch (Kormendy & Ho, 2013; McConnell & Ma, 2013).Numerical models of SMBH formation and evolution are all based on the so-called“sink particle" technique. The SMBH is represented by a point mass, moving throughthe fluid and interacting with it through accretion and ejection of mass, energy andmomentum. Sink particles were first implemented in simulations of star-forming turbulentmolecular clouds (Bate et al., 1995), using a Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)code. Krumholz et al. (2004) was the first one to propose a sink particle implementationfor grid-based codes, using Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR). The sink particle techniquewas then adapted to the SMBH formation and evolution, here again first in SPH codes(Springel et al., 2005; Di Matteo et al., 2005) and then later in AMR codes (Dubois et al.,2010; Kim et al., 2011). The key ingredients in our SMBH formation and evolution modelsare the followings: a) the formation of the SMBH particle and in particular the choiceto the initial seed mass (e.g. Begelman et al., 2006; Volonteri, 2010), b) the dynamics ofthe SMBH particle, with the possible inclusion of a drag force (see the recent work ofTremmel et al., 2015), c) the growth of the SMBH particle mass as a function of time, withtwo fundamental ingredients being the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton (Hoyle & Lyttleton, 1939;Bondi & Hoyle, 1944; Bondi, 1952) accretion rate, limited to the Eddington accretion rate(for observational constrains see e.g. Kollmeier et al., 2006; Steinhardt & Elvis, 2010), andfinally, d) the feedback from the SMBH particle that affects the surrounding gas (Ostrikeret al., 2010; Anglés-Alcázar et al., 2013; Choi et al., 2014, 2015; Nayakshin, 2014; Costaet al., 2014), and therefore couples back to all the previous ingredients of the model.In this work, we present a new implementation of the SMBH formation and evolutionmodel in the Ramses AMR code (Teyssier, 2002), inherited from the earlier work of Duboiset al. (2010) and Teyssier et al. (2011), but significantly improved in many aspects (seeSection 3.2). For example, our sink particle formation sites are automatically extractedfrom the simulation using the recently developed clump finder onboard the Ramses code(Bleuler & Teyssier, 2014). We also improved the dynamical integrator of the sink particle,allowing us to perform detailed dynamical studies. Finally, we added two new ingredientsto the model, namely a fully momentum conserving drag force and a model for SMBH andNuclear Star Cluster (NSC) co-evolution. Our goal is to apply these various ingredients tomodel simulations featuring a cooling, Milky Way-sized halo (See Section 3.3), leadingto the formation of a gas-rich, clumpy and violently turbulent disc, reminiscent of thehigh-redshift galaxies population detected in deep Hubble Space Telescope images. InSection 3.4, we outline the fact that SMBH dynamics in this turbulent environment isextremely chaotic, leading to the ejection of the SMBH from the central region of thegalaxy, unless one considers very specific dynamical models. Realistic stellar and AGNfeedback models make the situation even more critical. In Section 3.5, we finally discussa model where SMBHs are either hosted and protected by a parent NSC, or massiveenough to sustain the violent perturbations from their host galaxy. In Section 3.6, wediscuss various observational arguments in favour of this new scenario.
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3.2. A new model for SMBH formation and evolution
The first generation of SMBH models was developed in the context of cosmological sim-ulations, with resolution around 1 kpc or more (Bellovary et al., 2010; Vogelsberger et al.,2014; Schaye et al., 2015; Dubois et al., 2016) or for relatively smooth galaxy models,using either a pressurised ISM equation of state (Truelove et al., 1997; van de Voort et al.,2011) or a low gas fraction relevant for low-redshift galaxy evolution. The sink particlewas not allowed to move away from the galaxy centre, by either forcing it to remain closeto the gravitational potential minimum, or by using various drag forces (Springel et al.,2005; Okamoto et al., 2008b; Gabor & Bournaud, 2013). The next generation of SMBHmodels need to be able to resolve the SMBH dynamics within the galaxy, and more im-portantly, to follow its evolution within highly turbulent, gas-rich environments typical ofgalaxy evolution at high redshift. In this section, we present the new-generation SMBHmodel implemented in the Ramses code. It is heavily based on the old model presented inDubois et al. (2010) and Teyssier et al. (2011), and capitalises over the new sink particleimplementation we have developed within the context of star-forming molecular clouds(Bleuler & Teyssier, 2014).Although we model SMBHs as collisionless particles, we do not use the ParticleMesh solver designed for the dark matter component. Instead, we place around each sinka spherical uniform distribution of test particles (we call them “cloud particles") of radiusrsink = 4∆xmin, where ∆xmin is the size of a cell at the highest refinement level. Thesecloud particles are evenly spaced within the sphere (with roughly 8 cloud particles pergrid cell) and follow the sink particle as a rigid body. These cloud particles are usedto probe the gas distribution around the sink and to distribute the accretion and theejection of mass, momentum and energy. Note that the value for the sink sphere radiuscan be modified by the user, with recommended values ranging from 1 to 4∆xmin.In the following subsections we give more details on the improvements of our SMBHsink particle implementation.
3.2.1. SMBH formationThe life of the SMBH in our simulations begins with the formation of the sink particle. Itis a problem which deserves its own careful consideration, but here we reduce it to theidentification of a possible formation site and to the choice of the initial mass Mseed. Thetwo main scenarios for SMBH formation are 1) direct gas collapse or 2) formation throughstellar remnants collisions in a dense stellar system. In both case, SMBH formation isassociated to exceptionally dense regions, probably at very high redshift, with propertiesleading first to the formation of an intermediate mass black hole, which will accrete gasand grow even more into the SMBH regime.Modelling these processes is clearly out of the scope of this paper, as it would requiremuch higher resolution and the addition of physical ingredients that are absent from oursimulations, or that are not even really understood today. We therefore directly createour first and only SMBH when the first dense clump of gas forms. This allows the sinkparticle to evolve in a dense environment, mimicking the early phase of SMBH growth.For this, we use our built-in clump finder phew (Bleuler et al., 2015) and form the sinkparticle in the most massive gas clump at a chosen time (see Section 3.3). It is worthemphasising that in this formation scenario seed SMBH is trapped in nuclear gas clump;if the SN feedback is included, then the initial host clump is quickly destroyed.
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The value of the initial seed mass is rather arbitrary. A typical value of Mseed =105 M, is usually adopted in large-scale hydrodynamical simulations (e.g. Booth &Schaye, 2009). Direct collapse scenarios of SMBH formation do predict seed massesof this magnitude (e.g. Begelman et al., 2006). In this paper, we prefer to adopt a morepragmatic approach and consider the seed mass as a free parameter. The Bondi accretionmodel we describe in the next section is based on the strong assumption that the sinkparticle gravity field dominates over the gas self-gravity. A minimum seed mass equalto the simulation minimum Jeans mass appears to be the right choice, as our numericalexperiments in Section 3.4 indicate.
3.2.2. SMBH accretionOnce the SMBH has formed, it continues to grow in mass via accretion of gas from itssurroundings. Spatial and temporal scales related to accretion process are far from beingresolved in all simulations focusing on galactic environments. This motivates the need forsub-grid modelling of the accretion process. The most popular approach to compute theaccretion rate onto the SMBH particle is to use the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton formulae(later Bondi for short; Hoyle & Lyttleton, 1939; Bondi & Hoyle, 1944; Bondi, 1952):
M˙Bondi = 4piρ∞r2BondivBondi, (3.1)where
ρ∞ = ρ¯α(xsink) (3.2)α is the dimensionless density profile of the Bondi self-similar solution (see e.g. Chapter 6of Shu, 1992), ρ¯ is the average gas density within the sink sphere, and
xsink = rsink/rBondi (3.3)
is the dimensionless radius evaluated at the sink sphere radius. This function α , firstintroduced by Krumholz et al. (2004) in tabulated form, is a crucial ingredient to describethe accretion flow, and is often missing in many sink particle algorithm implementations.The Bondi radius rBondi and the Bondi velocity vBondi are defined as follows
rBondi = GMsinkv2Bondi , (3.4)vBondi = √c2s + v2rel, (3.5)where cs is the local sound speed of the gas and vrel is the relative velocity between thesink velocity vsink and the gas average velocity within the sink sphere v¯
vrel = vsink − v¯ (3.6)
One can define the free-fall velocity onto the sink particle as
vff,sink =√GMsinkrsink (3.7)
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The dimensionless radius can be written as
xsink = v2Bondi/v2ff,sink (3.8)and obviously indicates whether the accretion flow around the sink is supersonic forxsink < 1 or subsonic for xsink > 1.In the strong supersonic regime where xsink  1, the dimensionless density profile ofthe Bondi solution asymptotes to α(x) ' x−3/2 (without any underlying assumptions forthe equation of state of gas). One can re-write the accretion rate in the strong supersoniclimit as M˙Bondi ' 4piρ¯r3/2sink√GMsink = 3Mgastff,sink (3.9)where the sink free-fall time is defined as
tff,sink =
√ r3sinkGMsink = rsinkvff,sink (3.10)and the available gas mass within the sink sphere radius is
Mgas = 4pi3 ρ¯r3sink (3.11)One concludes that in the strong supersonic limit, the accretion rate does not dependson the gas properties anymore, but only on the available gas mass and the sink free-falltime. This corresponds to a maximum physically motivated accretion rate onto the sink.In the strong subsonic limit, where xsink  1, one has α(x) ' 1, and the accretion ratecan be written as M˙Bondi ' 4piρ¯r2BondivBondi (3.12)This is this formula that is used in most sink particle implementation, and we would liketo stress, as in Krumholz et al. (2004), that this last formulae is only valid in the sub-sonic regime, where the Bondi radius is much smaller than the sink radius. Manipulatingslightly the previous equation, one can rewrite the accretion rate formulae as
M˙Bondi ' 3Mgastff,sink 1x3/2sink (3.13)This shows explicitly that the subsonic accretion rate is much smaller than the supersonicone. The transition between the two regimes will of course depend on vBondi, Msink andthe adopted resolution (Rsink). Assuming for example that vsink = cs = 10 km/s and Rsink =100 pc, then accretion will become supersonic if Msink & 4.6 × 106 M and increases toMsink & 2.3 × 108 M for cs = 100 km/s. We would like to emphasise that in the coldaccretion regime RBondi is always resolved provided that seed mass is chosen accordinglyto the resolution (see Subsection 3.4.1).Then it can be also seen that if the simulation time step is controlled by the sinkCourant condition ∆t ≤ tff,sink3 (3.14)one cannot remove more than the available gas mass within the sink sphere in one timestep.
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It has been proposed by Springel et al. (2005) and Booth & Schaye (2009) to boostthe previous accretion rate formula, to account for unresolved density and temperaturefluctuations at scales lower than the cell size. In this paper, we follow the same idea,allowing the sound speed of the gas to be reduced, owing to smaller unresolved temper-ature fluctuations. This boils down to replacing in the previous formulae the sound speedby cs → cs/βboost(ρ¯) (3.15)where the boost factor is defined as
βboost(ρ) = max[(ρ/ρ∗)2/3, 1.0], , (3.16)
where ρ∗ is the critical gas density for star formation (see Eq. (4.1) in the next section).In case of zero relative velocity, this formula corresponds exactly to the model pro-posed by Booth and Schaye. We would like to stress that the only effect of this boost isto change the transition from supersonic to subsonic accretion, but the strong supersonicaccretion rate will not be modified from its maximally physically allowed value derivedabove. We would like also to stress that one cannot modified the relative velocity vrel fromphysical grounds. Sink particles with very high relative velocities are therefore likely toaccrete very little mass, as they should. Reducing the relative velocity artificially hasbeen also used in the past to boost the accretion rate, without any physical motivation.An important ingredient specific to SMBH accretion is the maximal allowed accretionrate onto the black hole, namely the Eddington rate,
M˙Edd = 4piGMsinkmpεrσTc = MsinktS (3.17)where mp is the proton mass, σT is the Thomson cross section and εr is the Shakura &Sunyaev (1973) radiative efficiency for a SMBH accretion; εr = 0.1. These constants arecombined into the Salpeter time, as tS ' 45 Myr. Finally, the accretion rate onto theSMBH is computed using M˙acc = min(M˙Bondi, M˙Edd). (3.18)We would like to stress that the Eddington rate comes from the following picture: gas isaccreted using the Bondi rate towards the SMBH accretion disc, and the accretion energyis converted into accretion luminosity, which in turn will remove the fully ionised gas inthe vicinity of the SMBH, if it exceeds the Eddington luminosity. Since our accretionmodel is applied to very large scales of galactic ISM (say between 10 pc to 1000 pc),we do not resolve the region where radiation pressure will remove the gas and controlthe accretion onto the SMBH. Eddington limited accretion therefore means that gas isaccreted at the Bondi rate, and then decreted at a slightly smaller rate, the net budgetbeing the (small) Eddington rate. This picture is quite different from what is consideredusually and will be used later in the paper to introduce an additional gas drag force onthe sink particle.We discuss finally one important technical detail: once we know the sink particle’scurrent accretion rate, we remove gas from the sink sphere by integrating the previousaccretion rate over the time step.
∆Mgas = −M˙acc∆t (3.19)
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In order to avoid emptying very low density gas cells in the sink sphere, we remove fromeach cell (labelled i) the following mass-weighted contribution,
∆ρi = −ρi∆MaccMgas (3.20)An important consequence of this strategy is that the centre of mass of the accreted gaswithin the sink sphere does not coincide with the centre of the sphere xsink.The Bondi accretion model adopted here is very popular, in both cosmological simula-tions and star formation communities, because of its great simplicity, which is a strengthand a weakness. It completely ignores the role of angular momentum, turbulence andadditional physical effects such as the multiphase and magnetised nature of the ISM inthe SMBH vicinity. Although one can argue that these effects reduce the actual accretionrate on the SMBH, Negri & Volonteri (2017) have shown that Bondi accretion can bothlead to over- and underestimating of the SMBH growth, depending e.g. on resolution.Moreover, Rosas-Guevara et al. (2015) showed recently that modifications to the Bondiformulae implementing the effect of angular momentum have no influence in galaxieslarger than 1011.5 M, like the one we study here (see Section 3.3). In the present work,we are aiming at growing SMBHs as rapidly as possible, in order to help the sink parti-cle remain on stable central orbits, so that the Bondi formula would provide us with anoptimistic model, especially when the sink still has a low mass and resides inside coldand dense gas clumps. When the sink mass is larger, and the gas around it becomes hotand diffuse, the role of turbulence, non-radial motion and magnetic fields becomes lessimportant, so that the Bondi approach recovers its general validity.
3.2.3. SMBH dynamicsThe next fundamental requirement of our sink particle algorithm is to model properly thedynamics of the SMBH. The sink particle trajectory follows from the dynamical evolutionof a point mass particle, subject to the gravitational force of the gas, stars and darkmatter particles, and also subject to a drag force due to a tight coupling between theaccreted gas and the sink.Note that the latter has been often invoked in the literature to justify why one couldartificially locked the sink particle coordinates to the minimum of the potential well(e.g. Sijacki et al., 2007; Costa et al., 2014), or artificially pushed in the direction of thehalo centre (Gabor & Bournaud, 2013). There is no physical motivation for these models.Lower mass SMBH can be expected to get scattered by massive gas clumps (e.g. Gabor& Bournaud, 2013). Other physically motivated models do exist in the literature, thatcan help preventing the sink particle from wandering around the galaxy. For example,Tremmel et al. (2015) proposed to estimate the amount of dynamical friction that is missingdue to poor resolution, which consists in a sub-grid model for a drag force between thesink and the collisionless component. Similar sub-grid model can be constructed forthe potentially missing drag force between the sink and the surrounding gas medium(Chandrasekhar, 1943; Ostriker, 1999; Chapon et al., 2013). We will propose here anotherphysically motivated model based on the Eddington limited accretion.First, the gravitational interaction between the sink and the matter distribution, aswell as between the sink and possible other sinks in the computational box, are bothtreated using a direct summation method of a softened 1/r2 Newtonian acceleration. Weprefer this new approach than using the Particle Mesh method, as it gives more accurate
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trajectories, especially if the SMBH mass dominates the local potential. The softeningradius used in the force calculations is set to 2∆xmin, as in Bleuler & Teyssier (2014).When the sink accretes gas from within the sink sphere, it also accretes the corre-sponding momentum, which translates into an effective drag force between the gas andthe sink. When the accretion rate onto the SMBH is Eddington-limited, the situation ishowever more complicated. As described before, the Eddington limit for the radiation isenforced in the vicinity of the SMBH, where the gas is fully ionised and has reached theSMBH accretion disc. We consider in this paper that the gas accretion rate towards theSMBH accretion disc is set by the Bondi formula, and corresponds to the large scale flow,while the gas accretion rate onto the SMBH is set by the Eddington limit. The differencebetween the two rates, Bondi minus Eddington, corresponds to gas being decreted fromthe accretion disc region and redistributed on large scale, in our case within the sinksphere. M˙dec = M˙Bondi − M˙acc (3.21)This process of accretion and ejection will lead to an additional exchange of momentumbetween the gas and the sink, hence an additional drag force.We model this additional drag force by requiring that the centre of mass of the jointgas + sink system remain fixed during the accretion, and that its total momentum isconserved. If we note the gas centre of mass within the sink sphere as xgas, this translatesinto a shift in the sink coordinates given by
Mgas dxgasdt = M˙decxsink − M˙Bondixgas,Msink dxsinkdt = M˙Bondixgas − M˙decxsink, (3.22)and a similar momentum transfer between the sink and the gas (in other words a dragforce) given by:
Mgas dvgasdt = M˙decvsink − M˙Bondivgas,Msink dvsinkdt = M˙Bondivgas − M˙decvsink, (3.23)These equations are solved for each time step, and are used to modify the sink positionand velocity, but also the gas density, momentum and total energy within the sink sphere.More details on the numerical implementation are given in the Appendix. Note that incase of zero decreted mass (pure unlimited Bondi accretion), the momentum transfer onlycomes from the accreted gas mass onto the sink, as it should. In the opposite case, whenthe accretion rate is strongly Eddington limited, the mass decretion rate is maximal andalmost equal to the Bondi rate. This results in a strong drag force between the sink andthe gas.
3.2.4. SMBH feedbackIn this paper, we only consider a model for which thermal energy is injected within thesink sphere, using for the SMBH luminosity the following formula
LAGN = εcM˙accεrc2, (3.24)
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where εr = 0.1 is the accretion disc radiative efficiency and εc is a free parameterrepresenting the coupling efficiency between the blast wave energy at small scale andthe resulting thermal energy deposited at large scale. Based on previous work using theRamses code (Teyssier et al., 2011; Dubois et al., 2012), we fixed its value to εc = 0.15,which is quite typical of the corresponding literature, with values ranging from 0.05(Springel et al., 2005; Wurster & Thacker, 2013) to 0.15 (Booth & Schaye, 2009; Gabor &Bournaud, 2013).An important improvement compared to the previous Ramses implementation is thatwe deposit now thermal energy at every fine timestep (i.e. the timestep of the maximumlevel of refinement `max), and not only at main coarse time steps as before. We also do notconsider a minimum injection temperature, as in Booth & Schaye (2009) or Teyssier et al.(2011). Moreover, the thermal energy is distributed in every gas cell within the sink sphereproportionally to the gas density. This mass-weighted deposition scheme prevents theapparition of unrealistically large gas temperature, as opposed to the volume-weighteddeposition scheme.These important changes now allow us to model the competition between heatingand cooling within the sink sphere. Indeed, one can write an energy equation for theaverage gas specific internal energy within the sink sphere as
ρdεdt = LAGNVsink − n2Λ(T ) (3.25)where the specific internal energy is related to the temperature and the sound speed by
ε ' kBTµmH ' c2s (t) (3.26)and Vsink is the volume of sink accretion zone, n is the gas density in units of H/cc, andΛ is a temperature-dependent cooling rate per number density.We want now to distinguish two regimes of accretion on the sink. First, we have thecold accretion regime, for which cooling dominates over heating. The Bondi accretion rateis so high that we consider the accretion to be Eddington limited,
M˙acc = MsinktS . (3.27)We consider for the cooling function only Bremsstrahlung so that
Λ(T ) = Λ0T 1/2 (3.28)
where Λ0 ' 1.2 × 10−27 erg s−1 cm3 K−0.5. This is a good approximation for high tem-perature and low metallicity gas. We conclude immediately that, for a given average gasdensity within the sink sphere, cooling will always win over heating, and the sink willremain in the cold accretion regime, unless the SMBH mass becomes large enough, sothat Msink > n2HΛ0T 1/2 tSεcεrc2Vsink. (3.29)Because the sink is now massive enough, heating dominates over cooling, and the sinksphere enters the second phase, namely the hot accretion regime. For this, we nowassume that the gas temperature is always large enough that the accretion rate is equal
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to the Bondi rate. We also consider the SMBH to be at rest in the centre of the galaxy.We then obtain for the accretion rate
M˙acc ' 4piρ (GMsink)2c3s (t) (3.30)We can now solve the energy equation, ignoring the cooling term, and obtain the timeevolution of the sound speed within the sink sphere
cs(t) = [152 εcεrc2
(GMsinkrsink
)2 trsink
]1/5 (3.31)
Obviously, the temperature in the sink region will not grow indefinitely. As soon as itreaches a high enough value, the gas in the vicinity of the SMBH will expand and cooladiabatically. We consider that we have reached the maximum temperature after onesound crossing time of the sink sphere, namely tcross(t) = rsink/cs(t) = t. Combiningthis with the previous equation gives us the maximum possible sound speed in the hotaccretion phase
cs,max = [152 εcεrc2
(GMsinkrsink
)2]1/6 (3.32)
It can be compared to the galaxy escape velocity to assess the possibility for the SMBHto unbind the gas from the nuclear region (see below).Besides various constants that we set to our fiducial values (εc = 0.15 and εr = 0.1),we see that the only variables entering theses various formulae are the SMBH mass,Msink, the sink sphere radius rsink, and finally the average gas density within the sinksphere nH. Inserting typical values for our present simulation, we can compute first thecritical SMBH mass beyond which heating dominates over cooling, so that the sink spherecan exit the cold accretion regime and actually heats the gas around the SMBH
Mcoolsink,crit ' 8× 104 M ( nH100 H/cc
)2( rsink100 pc
)3 , (3.33)
where we assumed the gas temperature to be fixed at 106 K in the cooling function. If thisis the case, then the temperature within the sink sphere will steadily increase accordingto Eq. (3.32) and reach the maximum sound speed
cs,max ' 750 km/s ( Msink108 M
)1/3( rsink100 pc
)−1/3 (3.34)
This last equation can be used to define another critical mass, Mescsink,crit, corresponding tocs,max = vesc, the escape velocity from the centre of the halo, so that AGN heating wouldresult in the unbinding of the hot gas in the vicinity of the SMBH. We find
Mescsink,crit = 108 M( vesc750 km/s
)3( rsink100 pc
) (3.35)
In summary, if enough gas makes it into the sink sphere, the density will be high andcooling will dominate, maintaining the gas temperature to relatively low values and theaccretion rate to the Eddington limit. If, on the other hand, the gas density within the
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sink sphere is too low, or if the sink mass is too large, we enter the hot, adiabatic regimefor which the gas temperature is quickly rising to its maximum value. Unfortunately, aswe will see in the Results section, all these quantities depend sensitively on the adoptedresolution. A better spatial resolution, resulting in a smaller sink radius, can reduce thecritical SMBH mass, but can also increase it by allowing for larger gas densities. Betterspatial resolution can also increase the gas temperature in the hot accretion regimesignificantly.On the other hand, we could also apply the same formalism to the ISM in the vicinityof the SMBH, using the fundamental properties of a realistic multiphase gas rather thanthe relatively artificial properties of our finite resolution simulations. For example, onecan relate the gas density in the cooling critical mass formula to the average densityof typical gas clouds that are bombarding the SMBH in the nuclear region, and onecan argue that the feedback energy should be deposited within a fixed radius, invokingother physical processes to set this energy deposition scale. In what follows, we willonly apply our simple analytical arguments to interpret our numerical results, and defera more general and realistic description of the ISM around the SMBH to future work.
3.3. Numerical setup
We use the AMR code Ramses (Teyssier, 2002) and its second-order, unsplit Godunovscheme to solve the Euler equations. The evolution of dark matter and stars is performedwith the Adaptive Particle-Mesh solver with cloud-in-cell interpolation. The dynamicalevolution of the sink particle is performed the direct gravitational acceleration (see Sub-section 3.2.3).Our initial conditions feature an isolated, gas-rich, slowly rotating (spin parameter of0.04) dark matter halo of 2×1012 M sampled using one million dark matter particles. Thehalo has a truncated NFW (Navarro et al., 1997) profile with a concentration parameterc = 10 and with the circular velocity V200 = 160 km s−1, which results in the radiusR200 = 230 kpc, while the halo is truncated at 514 kpc. Initially, the gaseous halo is inhydrostatic equilibrium and has the universal gas fraction of fgas = 15%. The initialisationfollows the setup of Teyssier et al. (2013). Our fiducial run has a spatial resolution of∆xmin = 78pc.Using an isolated cooling halo is dictated by a compromise between realistic butexpensive cosmological simulations and idealised but highly resolved isolated disc simu-lations. Since we are using a realistic initial angular momentum profile inspired from theaverage angular momentum distribution from N body simulation (Bullock et al., 2001),gas will be continuously accreted from the halo into the disc, with the right amount ofangular momentum, giving us the possibility to feed the nuclear region, and possibly thecentral SMBH.We use the Sutherland & Dopita (1993) model for radiative cooling of gas for H, Heand metal lines for gas hotter than 104 K and from metal fine-structure cooling processesat lower temperatures. We advect the metallicity in the form of a passive scalar and wechoose the initial metallicity to be Zini = 0.05 Z. A pressure floor is introduced at highdensity and low temperature, to prevent the uncontrolled fragmentation of gas beyond thespatial resolution, possibly leading to the formation of numerical singularities (especiallybecause we are using a low star formation efficiency). The temperature corresponding to
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the pressure floor is set to Tfloor = T∗(nHn∗
)Γ−1 (3.36)
with a critical gas number density n∗ = 9 cm−3, a critical temperature T∗ = 2 × 103 K,and Γ = 2. This results in the minimum Jeans length
λJ = cs√ piGρ =
√ΓpikBT∗m2HGn∗ ' 332 pc ' 4 ∆xmin (3.37)and in the minimum Jeans mass
MJ = 4pi3 n∗mH
(λJ2
)3 ' 4× 106M (3.38)
The mesh refinement strategy we have adopted for all our simulations is a quasi-Lagrangian approach, where cells are refined once their mass exceed 8 × mres, whereour mass resolution is set to mres ' 1.5 × 105M, so that our minimum Jeans mass isalways sampled by at least 32 resolution elements. In all simulations, star formation ismodelled with a Schmidt law with a rather low efficiency ε∗ = 0.01 coming from observa-tions of local molecular clouds (Krumholz & Tan, 2007). Collisionless star particles of fixedmass 1.3×105 M are spawned stochastically with a Poisson distribution if the gas den-sity in the cell is larger than n∗mH (Rasera & Teyssier, 2006). Feedback from supernovae,if considered, is modelled with a non-thermal energy injection with efficiency of 10% (i.e.10% of stellar population explodes, each SN with energy of 1051 erg) and yield of 10% (1M of metals for each 10 M of ejected material). The non-thermal energy dissipationtimescale is set to 10 Myr. We boost the efficiency of our supernovae feedback recipe bygrouping stochastically multiple star particles into one single star cluster of mass 108M.As it was already mentioned in Section 3.2.1, we allow only one sink to form in ourgalaxy. While star formation and stellar feedback are both modelled since the very begin-ning, we only form the sink particle at around 200 Myr after the start of the simulation.This time roughly corresponds to the stage in the disc evolution in which massive gasclumps are present and the environment of SMBH is well established in terms of gas andstars. This should promote most stable growth conditions for the newly seeded sink. Weuse the phew clump finder (Bleuler et al., 2015) to identify the most massive gas clump ofa mass of order of 108 M as the formation site for the SMBH, and let the sink evolve fromthere. Initial velocity of the sink corresponds to that of gas out of which it was formed.Mass, momentum and angular momentum are conserved during the formation process. Allfiducial parameters of our SMBH model are listed in Table 3.1.
3.4. Results
We now present our simulation results, including each important process one by one, inorder to compare them, and gauge their relative importance. These processes are listedin Table 3.2. For each feedback process, we use the parameters described in the previoussection. We however consider the SMBH seed mass as a free parameter, and we explorevalues ranging from 105 to 109 M, as listed in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.1: Summary of fiducial parameters related to SMBH sink particles in Ramsessimulations.
Parameter Fiducialvalue DescriptionMseed 106 M Sink seed massMclump 108 M Mass of the clump in which we seed the sinkDirect solver yes The direct N-body solver used to evolve the tra-jectory of a sinkDrag yes Gas drag force from accretionαboost Eq. (3.16) Boost factor for the Bondi velocity
3.4.1. Accretion-limited growthOur first suite of simulations has been performed without any feedback processes and withonly one sink particle seeded in the first, massive enough, nuclear gas clump, growing viaEddington-limited Bondi accretion. Because of the relatively low angular momentum inour cooling halo, mimicking what we expect from cosmological simulations, these simula-tions without feedback lead to the formation of a gas-rich, clumpy and bulge-dominatedgalaxy (see also Teyssier et al., 2013; Dubois et al., 2016) that resembles many observedhigh-z galaxies, in particular the so-called “blue nuggets" (see e.g. Damjanov et al., 2009).The trajectory and the mass growth of the SMBH are shown in Figure 3.1. For allour adopted seed masses, the SMBH remains well within the nuclear region (definedhere as the central kiloparsec), in which they were born. Interestingly, the lowest seedmass 105 M shows a very different behaviour than the other, larger seed masses. Itsgrowth is very slow, for almost 1 Gyr, and only when it reaches 106 M does it have ahigh enough accretion rate and grows exponentially. The other seed masses start growingexponentially immediately after their creation, which means that they are massive enoughto have a sustained, larger than Eddington, Bondi accretion rate.We argue that the critical mass for the sink particle to accrete fast enough is theminimum Jeans mass associated to our adopted mesh resolution. Indeed, assuming thatvrel = 0, we can re-write the parameter that controls whether Bondi accretion is subsonicor supersonic (see Eq. 3.8) as
xsink = c2sλJGMsink ' MJMsink (3.39)where we used the fact that rsink = 4∆xmin = λJ. For our fiducial resolution, the JeansmassMJ is 4×106 M. For the lowest seed mass, which is below the Jeans mass, accretionfollows the Bondi rate, and is rather low, because the accretion is subsonic. Note that inthis regime, because the accretion rate is low, the dynamical coupling between the sinkand the gas is weak, making the sink very sensitive to external perturbations. One cansee in Figure 3.1 that the trajectory of the sink particle is quite perturbed, with visibleoscillations around the centre of the galaxy. These oscillations increase the relativevelocity between the gas and the sink, further contributing to the low accretion rate. Oncethe sink mass grows beyond 106 M, about 800 Myr after the start of the simulation forthe small seed mass or immediately after creation for the other seed masses, the Bondi
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Table 3.2: Summary of simulation runs and parameters used in this study. Parametersvaried with respect to the fiducial run are highlighted in bold print. Columns: (1) subsec-tion in which the simulations are analysed (with exception for fiducial run); (2) maximumallowed refinement level; (3) fraction of SN energy deposited in the gas; (4) drag forcemodelled (or inclusion of a nuclear star cluster); (5) initial seed mass in log10 M; (6)AGN feedback.
Section lmax εSN drag mseed AGN fbk.(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)3.4.1 14 0.0 yes 5 no3.4.1 14 0.0 yes 6 no3.4.1 14 0.0 yes 7 no3.4.1 14 0.0 yes 8 no3.4.1 14 0.0 yes 9 no3.4.2 14 0.0 yes 5 yes3.4.2 14 0.0 yes 6 yes3.4.2 14 0.0 yes 7 yes3.4.2 14 0.0 yes 8 yes3.4.2 14 0.0 yes 9 yes3.4.3 14 0.1 yes 5 no3.4.3 14 0.1 yes 6 no3.4.3 14 0.1 yes 7 no3.4.3 14 0.1 yes 8 no3.4.3 14 0.1 yes 9 no3.4.4 14 0.1 yes 5 yes3.4.4 14 0.1 yes 6 yes3.4.4 14 0.1 yes 7 yes3.4.4 14 0.1 yes 8 yes3.4.4 14 0.1 yes 9 yes3.4.5 14 0.1 NSC 5 yes3.4.5 14 0.1 NSC 6 yes3.4.5 14 0.1 NSC 7 yes3.4.5 14 0.1 NSC 8 yes3.4.5 14 0.1 NSC 9 yes3.4.6 15 0.0 yes 6 yes3.4.6 15 0.1 yes 6 yes3.4.6 15 0.1 NSC 6 yes
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Figure 3.1: Evolution of distance to the centre of halo and sink mass for the runs withoutneither SN and AGN feedbacks for five different seed masses: 105 M - red (dotted),106 M - blue (dash-dotted), 107 M - green (short dashes), 108 M - purple (longdashes), and 109 M - orange (solid). The sink particle occupies position in the centre ofthe halo and its growth is limited first by Eddington rate and later by angular momentumloss in the gas. Lack of AGN feedback heating leads to worrisomely large SMBH mass.
accretion evolves from subsonic to supersonic. A much more rapid, Eddington-limitedexponential growth follows.After this phase, the SMBH mass seems to saturate, and grows only mildly, mostlybecause of the slow accretion of fresh gas into the nuclear region. Indeed, since we didnot include any feedback processes in this first experiment, the final SMBH mass isregulated by the available gas mass within the nuclear region. This regime, called hereaccretion-limited growth, was first discussed in Bournaud et al. (2011). The late accretionphase is controlled by angular momentum transfer in the galactic disc, triggered byvarious instabilities and slowly feeding the SMBH with fresh gas. In this case, the SMBHtrajectory remains well within the nuclear region, a dense and massive stellar bulge thatprovides a very stable environment for the SMBH. As a result, the sink particle neverleaves the nuclear region.
3.4.2. AGN feedback-limited growthWe have repeated the same simulations as in the previous section, but this time withAGN feedback. The resulting dynamical and mass evolutions of the SMBH are shown inFigure 3.2a and Figure 3.2b. The only difference with the previous setup is the final massof the sink, which is now regulated by AGN feedback.The initial growth of the SMBH in our simulations with AGN feedback is very similarto the runs without feedback. Due to the large amounts of gas in the nuclear region,feedback heating does no affect the gas surrounding the sink, as cooling dominates. Assoon as the accretion rate is high enough, heating dominates over cooling and the SMBHquickly reaches its maximum mass, which in our case is around 2× 108 M.The maximum, self-regulated mass is related to the heating-cooling balance wehave discussed in Subsection 3.2.4 (see Eq. (3.32) and (4.6)). Using the simulation with
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of distance to the centre of halo and sink mass for the runs withAGN feedback only for five different seed masses: 105 M - red (dotted), 106 M - blue(dash-dotted), 107 M - green (short dashes), 108 M - purple (long dashes), and 109 M- orange (solid). Grey band on the right panel shows predicted SMBH mass based onthe density in the sink sphere (cf. Eq. (3.33)) - lower envelope corresponds to densityof 500 H/cc, while upper to 800 H/cc (see Figure 3.3). The sink particle resides in thecentre of the halo travelling with most massive clump and its growth is limited first byEddington rate and later terminated at self-regulation scale due to its feedback heating.
Mseed = 106 M as an example, we see that at around 420 Myr, the sink’s growth is ter-minated. Initially, the gas density in the sink sphere is quite large, around ∼ 600 H/cm3,so that clearly cooling dominates the energy budget in the sink sphere. Gradually, as theSMBH mass grows, feedback is able to heat the gas more and more in the sink sphere,until the SMBH mass reaches the critical value for which heating dominates; this canbe compared with estimate given by Eq. (3.33), which is plotted as a grey band on Fig-ure 3.2b. Very quickly the gas sound speed within the sink sphere rises, until it exceedsthe escape velocity of the halo. When this happens, gas is removed from the nuclearregion by a blast wave, which reduces the average gas density down to or even belowρ¯ ' 10 H/cm3, and makes feedback even more efficient. Feedback is able to maintain thesound speed to a high value (cs ' 400 km/s), strongly reducing the accretion rate (seeEq. (3.5) and bottom left panel of Figure 3.3).This is only when feedback processes are able to accelerate gas to the escape velocitythat the growth of SMBH is halted (see also Silk & Rees, 1998; Fabian, 1999). This can beseen on Figure 3.3, where we plot various average quantities measured in the sink sphere.The gas density (top left) drops by two orders of magnitude as soon as the maximum soundspeed significantly exceeds the halo escape velocity (vesc, top right). The critical SMBHmass Msink,crit, for which heating balances cooling, is reached at 420 Myr (bottom right),after which the average sound speed quickly exceeds vesc, which then marks the end ofthe cold accretion regime (bottom left) and the beginning of the hot mode of accretion.For comparison, we have plotted in Figure 3.3 our simple analytical predictions fromSubsection 3.2.4. We can predict quite nicely the onset of efficient heating, when theSMBH mass reaches its critical value, as well as the end of the mass growth, when the
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maximum sound speed reaches the escape velocity of the halo.The case with Mseed = 109 M is very different than all the other cases. Here,the initial seed mass is already above the maximum, self-regulated mass. AGN feedbackimmediately blows away the gas from the nuclear region. As a result, the gas in thevicinity of the sink remains very hot and the accretion rate very low.
3.4.3. Supernovae feedback-limited growthWe now remove AGN feedback from the picture, but include instead supernova feedbackfrom dying massive stars. We use the same simulation suite than before, with seed massesfromMseed = 105 M toMseed = 109 M. On Figure 3.4, we again plot the time evolutionof the distance of the sink particle to the halo centre and of its mass. Here again, wecan see two different regimes. Low and intermediate seed masses are quickly removedfrom the central kiloparsec. There, supernovae feedback is efficient enough to destroy theparent clump, and the sink particles are perturbed by interaction with nearby clumps.As a consequence, the trajectory of the sinks becomes more complicated and eccentric,and the relative velocity between the sink and the gas within the sink sphere growssignificantly, reducing the accretion rate and the corresponding drag force accordingly.For seed masses larger than Mseed = 108 M, the sink trajectory appears as much lessperturbed and the sink manage to remain within the nuclear region. As a consequence,accretion proceeds much more rapidly and the sink mass can grow up to its accretion-limited value, as in Section 3.4.1.In order to estimate the mass of the typical clumps that will perturb the trajectoryof the SMBH, we use the classical Toomre analysis of gas fragmentation in an idealisedrazor thin disc (Toomre, 1964). The largest unstable wavelength is the Toomre length
λT ' GΣgasκ2 ' fgaspi Rgal. (3.40)In this approximate formula G is gravitational constant, Σgas = Mgas/piR2gal is the gassurface density, κ ' Vgal/Rgal is the epicyclic frequency, Vgal =√GMtot/Rgal is the galaxycircular velocity and fgas is the gas-to-total mass fraction in the disc. In order for thiswavelength to be truly unstable, the Toomre parameter must satisfy
Q = csκpiGΣgas < 1. (3.41)where cs can be taken as either the sound speed or the velocity dispersion of the gas.Under such conditions, one can then estimate the mass of the most massive clumps asthe Toomre mass MT defined by
MT = Σgaspi(λT2
)2 ' Mtotf3gas4pi2 . (3.42)
For a Milky Way-like galaxy, one has Mtot ' 1011 M in the disc (not to be confusedwith the total mass in the halo, which is one order of magnitude larger). At low redshift,in galaxies similar to our own Milky Way, one finds fgas ' 0.1, which results in a typicalclump mass of MT ' 2.5× 106 M. At high redshift, however, like the cooling halo set-upwe are adopting in this paper, the gas fraction is much higher, fgas ' 0.5, for a similar totalmass. This leads to much bigger clumps, with MT ' 3× 108 M. This value is typical for
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Figure 3.3: Time evolution of 1) average gas density within the sink sphere (top left);2) average, mass-weighted, sound speed (blue, short dashes) and maximum sound speed(red, solid) within the sink sphere (top right), we have also represented our simple the-oretical model (Eq. 3.32 and 4.6) (green, dot-dashed) compared to the escape velocityfrom the halo’s centre (orange, long dashes); 3) Bondi (red, solid) and Eddington (blue,dashed) accretion rates (bottom left) and 4) average heating (red, solid) and cooling (blue,dashed) rates within the sink sphere (bottom right) for simulation with AGN feedbackonly and Mseed = 106 M.
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Figure 3.4: Evolution of distance to the centre of halo and sink mass for the runs withSN feedback but without AGN feedback for five different seed masses: 105 M - red(dotted), 106 M - blue (dash-dotted), 107 M - green (short dashes), 108 M - purple(long dashes), and 109 M - orange (solid). Grey band on the right panel shows predictedSMBH mass based on the halo escape velocity (cf. Eq. (3.35)).
massive and gas rich galaxies (see. e.g. Genzel et al., 2008, 2011; Guo et al., 2012; Tacconiet al., 2013; Tamburello et al., 2015, for in-depth discussion). We have also attemptedmeasuring masses of gas and stellar clumps in our simulations and found masses ofsimilar order. We have plotted few most massive clumps on Figure 3.10, measuring themass in the radius of 4∆xmin ≈ 320 pc. In conclusion, a sink particle with massMsink ≤ MTwill have its trajectory easily disrupted by clumps in the disc. Larger sink masses, on theother hand, will result in a much more stable orbital evolution (see below).In order for the sink particle to reach (or remain in) the nuclear region of the galaxy,we need to estimate the dynamical friction timescale as introduced by Chandrasekhar(1943). Although the original formula was derived for a collisionless fluid (dark matterand stars), a very similar formula can be used to compute the dynamical friction on thegas (Ostriker, 1999). For the gas drag, a correction factor must be introduced, comparedto the original collisionless case, but only for transonic relative velocities. For a SMBHwith a typical orbital velocity of 200 km/s, the drag force is likely to be in the strongsupersonic regime, for which no correction is required.Using Chandrasekhar’s formula, we compute the dynamical friction timescale tdf (e.g.Eq. 8.12 of Binney & Tremaine, 2008)
tdf = 1.65ln Λ R2orbσGMBH (3.43)where the Coulomb logarithm is given by
ln Λ = ln(RgalV 2orbGMBH
) (3.44)
Rorb and Vorb are the orbital radius and orbital velocity of the SMBH. Assuming thatthe velocity dispersion of the collisionless components σ ' Vgal, the orbital radius and
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velocity of the SMBH to be of the order of the galaxy radius Rgal ' 5 kpc and circularvelocity Vgal ' 200 km s−1, and finally using ln Λ ' 6.9 as a typical value for our purposes,we find the dynamical friction timescale to be
tdf ' 2.7 Gyr108 MMBH . (3.45)Only SMBH with masses greater than 109 M will be able to decay quickly enough tothe centre of the galaxy, as they will have an orbital decay rate comparable or faster thantheir rotation rate. It is interesting to see that the Toomre mass and the critical dynamicalfriction mass are both comparable to 109 M in high-redshift Milky Way analogues (seealso Bournaud et al., 2014).In a previous section, we have seen that a seed mass lower than MJeans results inan artificially low, subsonic accretion rate. We see now that a seed mass lower thanMT results in the sink particle being scattered out of the nuclear region by large gasclumps. Similarly, a large seed mass with a dynamical friction time scale comparable to(or shorter than) the orbital time torb ' 200 Myr will help maintaining the sink particlewithin the nuclear region.In summary, large initial seed masses (108 and 109 M) have a larger accretion rate,as M˙Bondi ∝ M2BH, so they can grow fast, at their Eddington-limited rate, and becomequickly less sensitive to orbital perturbations. Furthermore, MT is comparable to Mseed,thus sink particles do not suffer from encounters with larger mass perturbers. Also, itsdynamical friction timescale is relatively short, helping the SMBH to remain in the centre.
3.4.4. AGN feedback-limited growth with supernovae feedbackWe now combine supernova and AGN feedback, repeating the same numerical ex-periments. As before, the low and intermediate seed masses Mseed = 105 M,Mseed = 106 M and Mseed = 107 M do not really grow, as can be seen in Fig-ure 3.5 for the red (dotted), blue (dash-dotted) and green (short dashes) lines, and as itwas already the case for our supernova-only feedback model. The large seed mass, onthe other hand, are already too close or even larger than their maximum, self-regulatedSMBH mass, as it was already the case for our AGN-only feedback model. So even theselarge seed masses do not favour a fast growth of the sink particles, which are continuouslyperturbed by clumps with mass comparable or smaller than the Toomre mass. Moreover,since the sink mass is not growing much beyond 109 M, the dynamical friction timescale remains longer or comparable to the orbital time scale and the sink particles keepmoving around with eccentric orbits and large pericentre radii (see Figure 3.5 with violetand orange lines; also Figure 3.10, left column).SN and AGN feedbacks work hand in hand to completely prevent SMBH growth in thisgas rich, highly turbulent and clumpy environment. We argue that only SMBH alreadyas massive as 1010 M can survive in the nuclear region of such a galactic environment,because they resist the perturbations from clumps and because they have a short-enoughdynamical friction time scale. This conclusion is of course valid only if one considers thatour two feedback models are realistic enough, which is of course highly speculative, sincethey rely on sub-grid physics. These models are nevertheless quite state-of-the-art, andare required to explain the low star formation efficiency (for SN feedback) and to explainstar formation quenching in massive galaxies (for AGN feedback).
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Figure 3.5: Evolution of distance to the centre of halo and sink mass for the runs withboth SN and AGN feedbacks for five different seed masses: 105 M - red (dotted), 106 M- blue (dash-dotted), 107 M - green (short dashes), 108 M - purple (long dashes), and109 M - orange (solid). Grey band on the right panel shows predicted SMBH massbased on the halo escape velocity (cf. Eq. (3.35)).
The fact that SMBH cannot grow at all (except the extremely massive ones) if onecombines the two sources of feedback energy is therefore a fundamental problem in thetheory of SMBH growth and co-evolution with galaxies. This also explains why manyauthors have to rely on artificial tricks to maintain the SMBH within the nuclear regionsof galaxies, especially when performing high-resolution simulations.
3.4.5. Growth within a Nuclear Star ClusterOne of the key difference between the simulation with supernova-feedback and the simu-lations without supernova-feedback is the presence of a massive bulge, or in other words,a massive nuclear concentration of stars (see Figure 3.8). Indeed, in the no supernovafeedback cases, we do form massive clumps of gas and stars with masses of the orderof (or smaller than) the Toomre mass, that appear as bumps in the stellar surface den-sity profile in Figure 3.8. These perturbers do not seem to have an effect on the sinkparticle in the nuclear region (see Figure 3.1a and Figure 3.2a), even for the small seedmasses. The reason lies in the deep potential well provided by the stellar bulge hostingthe sink particle. The mass of the bulge appears as large enough to resist the externalperturbation and to promote efficient migration towards the centre, using the same argu-ments as before. It has been argued that the SMBH-bulge co-evolution can be robustlyestablished through observed scaling relations, which is not necessarily the case for theSMBH-galaxy co-evolution (Magorrian et al., 1998; Häring & Rix, 2004; Kormendy & Ho,2013).In observed galaxies, we do see massive and isolated SMBH in the nuclear region(like in Andromeda) but also smaller SMBH without a massive bugle to host them (likein the Milky Way). Good candidates for hosting and protecting embedded SMBH inbulge-less galaxies are nuclear star clusters (NSC). NSC are interesting candidates fora co-evolution scenario with SMBH in many aspects. First, one of the plausible SMBH
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formation scenarios advocates for the seed to be born within a dense star cluster (e.g.Kochanek et al., 1987; Portegies Zwart et al., 1999; Davies et al., 2011; Stone et al., 2017).Second, NSC are indeed massive enough to survive the perturbations from gas clumps inthe host galaxy. Third, NSC are particularly compact (between 1 and 10 pc in size), sothey can can trap efficiently their host SMBH within their deep potential well.The formation of NSC is unfortunately not well understood. In our simulations, thesupernova feedback model completely prevent the formation of large and dense starclusters, and our spatial resolution won’t allow the survival of parsec-scale objects likeNSC anyway. In order to explore this idea, we have implemented a simple subgrid modelof a SMBH evolving within a NSC. In our prescription, the sink particle now representsboth the NSC and the SMBH. The seed mass is chosen as before for the SMBH, and setto zero for the accompanying star cluster. The Bondi rate is computed using the totalsink mass (SMBH plus NSC), and is distributed to each component assuming that theNSC mass grows at a rate 100 times larger than that of SMBH. The Eddington limit isapplied only to the SMBH growth rate.This model is arguably simplistic, and could be improved in many ways, for exampleby including more star cluster formation physics. Our goal here is to test this idea byanalysing the dynamics of the resulting SMBH/NSC co-evolving system. In Figure 3.6aand Figure 3.6b, we show our results for the combined SN and AGN feedback scenariowith a NSC and for five different SMBH seed masses, as in the previous sections. Theright panel now shows with a thick line the evolution of the NSC mass, while the SMBHmass is shown with thin lines as before. Grey band shows analytical prediction fromEq. (3.35) for vesc = 680 km/s as measured in the centre of the halo. It can be seenthat final mass of the SMBH strongly depends on properties of the host halo. Slow andfractional growth after self-regulation should be attributed to loss of angular momentumby the gas in the galactic disc, as seen also in Subsection 3.4.1.Compared to the similar scenario without NSC, one clearly sees that the sink particleremains now in the central kiloparsec (Figure 3.10, right column), with the exception ofthe very low seed mass case, which still violates our Jeans mass condition.For SMBH with initial mass between 106 and 108 M initial growth is not Eddington-limited, but appears to be regulated by SN feedback, as they accrete at a sub-Eddingtonrate (Figure 3.7). The corresponding NSC mass is much larger, close to 1010 M, ex-plaining why the combined NSC/SMBH system can survive interactions with clumps andremain in the centre. Interestingly, the final NSC mass seems to depend on the initialSMBH seed mass. We explain this effect by the earlier termination of NSC growth dueto AGN feedback. In our scenario, the NSC mass is assembled by fast, SN-regulatedBondi accretion, but is regulated ultimately by AGN feedback. The largest seed mass(Mseed = 109 M) has already reached the self-regulated mass scale and thereforedoes not grow at all, while its companion NSC can only grow its mass by a factor of 5.
3.4.6. Resolution effectsIn order to determine to what extent the evolution of our SMBH mass is sensitive to res-olution effects, we have re-run our various simulations with seed mass Mseed = 106 Mand with a better spatial resolution with `max = 15 and a better mass resolution withmres ' 2× 104M.A complication that arises with this exercise is that massive gas clumps will format different times in the fragmenting discs with different resolutions. To avoid artificial
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Figure 3.6: Evolution of distance to the centre of halo and sink mass for the runs withAGN feedback and NSC for five different seed masses: 105 M - red (dotted), 106 M -blue (dash-dotted), 107 M - green (short dashes), 108 M - purple (long dashes), and109 M - orange (solid). Grey band on the right panel shows predicted SMBH massbased on the halo escape velocity (cf. Eq. (3.35)).
differences due to stochastic effects, we have run the simulations with our highest res-olution first, and then introduce the seed sink particle at exactly the same time in themost massive clump of the lowest resolution afterwards.The AGN-feedback-only case at the different resolutions appears very similar in termof mass growth (basically Eddington-limited) but the final SMBH mass is larger in thehigh resolution run by a factor of 2. Using Eq. (3.33), we see that the critical SMBHmass for which cooling is balanced by heating, is proportional to the volume of the sinksphere, so that it should be reduced by a factor of 8 in the high resolution run, but is alsoproportional to the square of the gas density within the sink sphere, which happens to be4 times larger in the high resolution case with nH ' 3000 H/cc than in the low resolutioncase with nH ' 750 H/cc, so that the critical mass should be increased by a factor of16. Overall, as observed in the high resolution run, the final sink mass is larger by afactor of 2 when compared to the low resolution case. The density in the sink sphereappears to be the critical parameter that controls the final sink mass, because of thedelicate balance between heating and cooling. Before the SMBH mass is large enoughto overcome the effect of cooling, nothing can prevent the collapse of the cold gas in thenuclear region (we do not include SN feedback yet) and the gas density can grow, up toa maximum value set by the adopted resolution. In conclusion, we argue that in this case(AGN-feedback only) the final, maximum mass is set by the SMBH’s ability to overcomecooling with heating, and not its ability to heat the gas at (or above) the escape velocityof the halo.When we include SN feedback (but without the NSC), the high resolution simulationis identical to the low resolution one, with the sink particle quickly moving out of thenuclear region on eccentric orbits and not growing at all (Figure 3.10, left column, atlower resolution). The high resolution simulation shows SMBH orbits with systematicallysmaller apocentres, which is consistent with a slightly larger dynamical friction owing
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Figure 3.7: Time evolution of 1) average gas density within the sink sphere (top left);2) average, mass-weighted, sound speed (blue, short dashes) and maximum sound speed(red, solid) within the sink sphere (top right), we have also represented our simple theo-retical model (Eq. 3.32 and 4.6) (green, dot-dashed) compared to the escape velocity fromhalo’s centre (orange, long dashes); 3) Bondi (red, solid) and Eddington (blue, dashed)accretion rates (bottom left) and 4) average heating (red, solid) and cooling (blue, dashed)rates within the sink sphere (bottom right) for simulation with SN and AGN feedbacksand NSC modelling and Mseed = 106 M.
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Figure 3.8: Stellar density profile at 300 Myr for five different simulations: no feedback(red), AGN-only (blue), SN-only (green), SN+AGN (purple), and SN+AGN with NSCmodelling (orange). All the profiles are centred with a shrinking sphere technique withrespect to the total halo mass. Absence of SN feedback leads to creation of steep stellarprofile and much more massive stellar bulge than with runs with SN feedback.
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Figure 3.9: Distance between halo centre and the SMBH and mass evolution of SMBHfor two resolutions (light for lmax = 14 and dark for lmax = 15) - runs with AGNfeedback only (blue, dotted), SN+AGN (green, dashed) and SN+AGN with NSC (red,solid); dashed lines mark SMBH+NSC masses. Accompanying videos can be foundat: https://youtu.be/1ECgXkrGv3U (AGN), https://youtu.be/DSeT_5ErJDY (SN+AGN)and https://youtu.be/SmMMdO4OL7s (SN+AGN w/ NSC).
to the larger Coulomb logarithm due to the higher spatial resolution. Note that in theother two cases (AGN feedback only or NSC) the sink particles always remain in thecentral kpc (Figure 3.10, right column, at lower resolution), independently on the adoptedresolution.When we finally include our NSC model, with both AGN feedback and SN feedback,the final sink mass appears to depend much less on resolution than the AGN-only case.Because of SN feedback, we have now a succession of intense star forming events, whereSN explosions blow the gas out of the sink sphere, hence reducing the gas density andhelping AGN heating win over gas cooling, followed by quiescent phases when that gascan fall back again, so that cooling can win over heating, and the SMBH can grow fast(Figure 3.7 for lower resolution run). Overall, the time-averaged density within the sinksphere is controlled (and significantly reduced) by SN feedback. The critical mass setby the balance between cooling and heating is therefore reduced, especially when thegas is completely gone. We can assume we are mostly in the adiabatic regime, and whatmatters in this regime is the ability of the SMBH to heat the gas at (or above) theescape velocity of the halo. Using Eq. (3.32), we see that the final sink mass should beproportional to the cubic root of the adopted resolution, which is exactly what we observein Figure 3.9, where the final sink mass in the high resolution run is slightly smaller, butcomparable to the final sink mass in the low resolution run.
3.5. Discussion
The evolution of SMBHs has been studied in two different regimes: 1) the merging ofbinary black holes with sub-AU spatial resolution simulations (Chapon et al., 2013; Fi-acconi et al., 2013; Roškar et al., 2015; Souza Lima et al., 2017, to name a few) and 2)
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Figure 3.10: Volume-weighed projections of gas and stellar surface densities at 1300Myr for the lower resolution run without NSC (left column) and with NSC (right column).The position of the sink is marked with a dot, while the dashed line marks past 100Myr of sink’s orbit; Mseed = 107 M for all runs. Blue circles mark positions of fewmost massive clumps (rclump = 320 pc). (Movies showing dynamical evolution in thesetwo runs can be found at https://youtu.be/uFcV0u_MFOs (without NSC) and https:
//youtu.be/U0yNnAPTnmA (with NSC).)
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the co-evolution of AGN and their host galaxies in cosmological simulations with spatialresolution of hundreds of parsecs at best (Booth & Schaye, 2009; Kim et al., 2011; Choiet al., 2012; Costa et al., 2014; Dubois et al., 2015; Tremmel et al., 2015). The former isdedicated to the detailed study of the dynamics of binary black holes within a nucleargas disc at very high spatial resolution, while the latter often discards the dynamicalevolution of the SMBHs, as many of the relevant scales are not resolved. In this work,we attempt to bridge the gap between those two different approaches, focusing on thedetailed dynamics of the central SMBH while retaining the large scale galactic evolution.Recent work by Fiacconi et al. (2013); Roškar et al. (2015) and Souza Lima et al.(2017) have showed that binary black holes can be scattered outside of the nuclear disc,if physical processes like SN feedback and gas cooling are present. The former produceoutflows, which rarify the medium and thus reduce the effect of dynamical friction, whilethe latter leads to the formation of gas clumps that can scatter the SMBH out of thedisc plane. This is in complete agreement with what we have obtained in this paper ona larger scale and over a longer time scale.Modelling the precise dynamics of SMBHs in cosmological simulations has not beenthe priority of galaxy formation simulators in the past decade. There is no consensuson the SMBH formation scenario and on their initial seeding environment. Very often,although AGN feedback is described at length, very little has been said about the possiblycomplex dynamics of SMBH within their host galaxies (see for example Kim et al., 2011;Choi et al., 2012). Gabor & Bournaud (2013) have reported in their simulations of high-redshift galaxies that the central SMBH is scattered by massive clouds. They decidedto add an artificial acceleration towards the centre of mass of the stellar component tomaintain the SMBH in the nuclear region (see also Okamoto et al., 2008b). A similareffect has been observed by Bellovary et al. (2010), but they did not correct for it. Theyobtained many SMBHs with orbits from 10 to 100 kpc from the centre of a halo. Theyargued that these large, eccentric orbits are physical, as the dynamical friction timescalesof the wandering SMBHs are longer than age of the Universe. They also found that lowmass seeds grow on average only by 2%.In Debuhr et al. (2011), the authors used a different methodology by assigning a higherdynamical mass to their SMBH, set to 100 times the black hole mass, justifying it as away to avoid “Brownian” motion and highly eccentric SMBH orbits. A similar approachwas adopted in the simulations of Gabor et al. (2016), but they used a constant dynamicalmass of 109 M. In Costa et al. (2014), the authors followed the extreme strategy of entirelyabandoning the dynamical evolution of the SMBH by keeping it fixed at the centre of thehalo. Most recently, Sijacki et al. (2015) and Schaye et al. (2015) opted for repositioningthe SMBH to the minimum of the gravitational potential at each time step, followinga recipe similar to Springel et al. (2005) and Booth & Schaye (2009). Finally, Tremmelet al. (2015) followed a more physical approach, adding an explicit dynamical frictionforce to the SMBH acceleration, invoking their limited spatial resolution to correct forthe underestimated Coulomb logarithm. All these different authors are trying to addressthe issue of the dynamics of the SMBH using various strategies, not always physicallymotivated. In this work, we are attempting to address the same issue, using an additionalphysically motivated gas drag, or using an observationally motivated solution with theintroduction of a companion NSC.In Sections 3.4.3 and 3.4.5, we have seen that SN feedback can control or prevent thegrowth of the SMBH, mostly by triggering a complex dynamical evolution of the SMBH.
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A similar conclusion has been reached by Dubois et al. (2015), for which SN feedback isresponsible for regulating the SMBH growth in high-z halos. In the presence of strongSN feedback, cold gas is removed from the nuclear region. It is only once the bulge massreaches 109M that the gas flow can stabilise in the centre, so that the SMBH is ableto accrete at the Eddington rate. They argue, that this is due a sudden increase of theescape velocity, which exceeds the velocity of SN-powered outflows. A similar argumenthas been used by Bower et al. (2017). They used a simple analytical model to describethe central SMBH growth in the presence of hot, buoyantly rising, SN-driven outflow,that limit the gas density in the immediate environment of the SMBH. Once the halomass reaches 1012M, the SN bubbles are not buoyant anymore and the gas density canincrease, leading to a fast SMBH growth. Both arguments lead to a similar conclusion:in order for the SMBH to grow fast enough, it is required to meet the conditions to forma dense and massive enough central concentration, in the form of a stellar bulge or adense, gas rich, nuclear region.In the simulations performed in this paper, we observe a similar effect. The scenariosfor which a massive bulge can form, namely without feedback or with only AGN feedbackare the only ones leading to a fast growth. Using our efficient SN feedback recipe, wecannot form a large bulge, and our central SMBH does not grow. In our case, however,this is because of its erratic dynamical evolution. We argue in this paper that this is thecomplex dynamics of the SMBH that can prevent its fast growth, by reducing the Bondiaccretion rate due to an increased relative velocity between the sink and the gas. Large,eccentric orbits are unavoidable, due to the combined effects of large mass perturbersand inefficient dynamical friction. In order to stabilise the dynamics of the SMBH in thecentral kiloparsec, we propose another viable scenario, namely to attach to the SMBH adense, compact and more massive NSC.Our NSC hypothesis can be supported by local observations of SMBHs (see e.g.Graham & Spitler (2009) or the excellent review by Kormendy & Ho (2013)). These showthat SMBHs coexist with NSCs in the centres of galaxies, regardless of the type of thehost (Seth et al., 2008; Graham & Spitler, 2009). This hints towards a scenario in whichSMBH coevolves with NSC. The protective environment of NSC is particularly importantfor the growing SMBH in the presence of massive perturbers in the galaxy. The perturberscan be either giant molecular clouds or stellar clusters. In the sample of Seth et al. (2008)the ratio MSMBH/MNSC is typically between 0.01 and 1, which justifies our simple modelfor the NSC growth. Graham & Spitler (2009) also lists many galaxies with prominentnuclear component hosting a less massive SMBH.The nuclear region of the Milky Way (MW) hosts a relatively small SMBH withMSMBH ' 3× 106 M, which is comparable to the typical mass of potentially perturbingGMCs, owing to the low gas fraction of the MW. The MW has no massive bulge, but hostsa NSC with mass 3× 107 M, which can resist external perturbations. The correspondingdynamical friction time scale is quite large, 10 Gyr, but still comparable to the age ofthe Universe. Similarly, in the Circinus galaxy (Maiolino et al., 1998), a SMBH of mass1.7 × 106 M (Gültekin et al., 2009) is believed to sit within a NSC of mass of 107 Mand located within the galactic bar, thus being well protected from perturbers.The Andromeda galaxy, on the other hand, hosts a central SMBH with mass of theorder of 108 M, which is about two orders of magnitude larger than the typical GMCmass in this galaxy (Blitz et al., 2007; Rosolowsky, 2007). So the Andromeda SMBH canresist alone external perturbations, and benefits from a relatively short, 3 Gyr, dynamical
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friction time scale. Interestingly, the NSC in the Andromeda galaxy is four times lessmassive that its SMBH (Kormendy & Ho, 2013).More massive galaxies (Mhalo ≥ 1012 M) are usually bugle-dominated or ellipticalgalaxies, and typically contain very massive SMBH with no sign of a companion NSC(Graham & Spitler, 2009).Smaller mass galaxies usually show SMBHs hosted by more massive NSC (Graham& Spitler, 2009). For example, NGC 4395 is a small mass galaxy with Vmax ' 90 km/sand total stellar mass within the galactic disc Mtot ' 109 M. Mass estimates for dwarfgalaxies are challenging, thus value of Mtot quoted here for NGC4395 is at most factor oftwo larger (assuming fgas = 0.5), which would support our argument even more. A NSCof mass 1.4×106 M hosts one of the smallest mass SMBH (an Intermediate Mass BlackHole or IMBH) ever detected with MSMBH = 3.2× 105 M (Seth et al., 2008; Graham &Spitler, 2009; den Brok et al., 2015). These numbers are consistent with our scenario ofSMBH and NSC co-evolution. A similar galaxy, POX 52, contains a SMBH with mass alsoclose to with 105 M (Barth et al., 2004; Thornton et al., 2008) and some indications of acompanion NSC, although the evidence is not as clear as for the previous case (Thorntonet al., 2008).The situation is somewhat more complicated at higher redshift (z ' 2), at the peak ofstar formation, when galaxies are gas rich and fragmented into massive clumps (see e.g.Elmegreen et al., 2008a,b, for discussion on importance of massive gas clumps for bulgeand SMBH formation). There is no observational evidence that SMBHs are not hostedby giant NSCs in the early Universe, but see Schawinski et al. (2011) for a peculiar tripleAGN galaxy.Another argument in favour of our scenario is related to possible theories for theformation of NSC and SMBH/IMBH. For the former, our simulations are consistent withthe in situ formation scenario of Milosavljević (2004), for which NSC form from collapsedgas in the nuclear region. For the latter, we invoke one possible scenario of IMBH for-mation based on runaway collisions of stars in a dense star cluster (Kochanek et al.,1987; Portegies Zwart et al., 1999; Davies et al., 2011; Stone et al., 2017), the star clusterbeing in our case the recently formed NSC. If the formation of both NSC and SMBH arerelated, then this could further support the idea of their subsequent co-evolution. Gnedinet al. (2014) discuss in details this idea of co-formation of NSCs and SMBHs. One seriouscaveat in this picture is that we do not observe any NSC associated to more massiveSMBH in elliptical galaxies. This could be explained by the SMBH becoming massiveenough to disperse the stars and evaporate the NSC (e.g. Merritt, 2009).
3.6. Summary and conclusions
In this work, we have presented and tested a new algorithm for SMBH modelling inthe Ramses code. This method was designed on top of the previous work of Bleuleret al. (2015) in the context of star formation in molecular clouds. The new, upgradedsink particle algorithm is used here for the first time in the context of SMBH accretionand dynamical evolution, in conjunction with an AGN feedback model. We form SMBHseeds in massive gaseous clumps detected using the new clump finder phew (Bleuleret al., 2015). The SMBH growth is modelled via Eddington-limited Bondi accretion. Itsdynamical evolution is treated carefully with a direct N-body integrator and includingoptionally a drag force due to exchange of momentum with the gas.
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We have tested our new model within high-resolution simulations of an isolated, gas-rich cooling halo, whose properties appears very similar to high-z clumpy galaxies. Wehave explored the effects of our new AGN feedback model on the growth and the orbitalevolution of our central SMBH, in conjunction (or in competition) with an efficient modelfor SN feedback.In a control simulation without any feedback, we have shown that our sink particleremains trapped within a dense central bulge and accretes gas at the Eddington rate,provided that the seed mass is larger than the minimum Jeans mass set by the massresolution of our simulation. The final SMBH mass is regulated by gas accretion into thenuclear region, or in other words by starvation of the SMBH.In the presence of AGN feedback only, we observe also the formation of a massivebulge and the SMBH grows quickly until it reaches a final mass self-regulated by AGNfeedback. We have developed a simple analytical model to support our findings and weargue that in absence of SN feedback, the final SMBH mass is equal to a critical massfor which AGN heating balances gas cooling within the vicinity of the SMBH. When thishappens, the SMBH can clear out the gas from the nuclear region and stops growing.In the presence of our efficient SN feedback model, we prevent the galaxy from forminga stellar bulge. As a consequence, the central SMBH is easily perturbed by massive gasclumps and quickly leave the nuclear region on highly eccentric orbits. Due to a largerelative velocity between the sink and the gas, its accretion rate drops and the SMBHstops growing. Only models with a high enough seed mass can grow fast enough tosustain external perturbation and maintain the SMBH in the centre.Finally, using both feedback models together, we have shown that the central SMBHcannot grow at all, because of SN feedback for small seed mass, and because of AGNfeedback for large seed mass.To overcome this apparent dead end in the SMBH evolution in high-z, gas rich galax-ies, and inspired by local observation of nuclear regions in nearby galaxies, we propose anew model in which SMBH are seeded and coevolve with a NSC. We have implemented avery simple model for the joint SMBH/NSC system, in which the NSC is allowed to growfast enough to resist external perturbations and to provide a short dynamical frictiontime scale, so that the sink particle can accrete mass efficiently and remain within thenuclear region. Interestingly, in this scenario, SN feedback is controlling the gas supplyin the vicinity of the SMBH and the balance between gas cooling and AGN heating. As aconsequence, using our same analytical model, we show that the final SMBH mass is notdetermined by the balance between AGN heating and gas cooling anymore, but insteadby the balance between AGN heating and gravity, namely by comparing the gas soundspeed to the halo escape velocity.In conclusion, we argue, using dynamical arguments, that the SMBH must remain inthe nuclear region of the galaxy in order to grow fast enough. This is possible only ifthe galaxy can grow a massive bulge or a dense NSC. We have shown that the latterscenario might be plausible, although our NSC formation and growth model could beimproved significantly.
4
THE COMBINED EFFECT OF
AGN AND SUPERNOVAE
FEEDBACK
Wisdom comes from experience. Experience is often a result of lack of wisdom– Terry Pratchett
In this chapter1, we study the effects of our new model of SMBH introduced in theprevious chapter in massive, gas-rich galaxies with several simulations of different feed-back recipes with the hydrodynamics code Ramses. These simulations are compared toa reference simulation without any feedback, in which the cooling halo gas is quicklyconsumed in a burst of star formation. In the presence of strong supernovae (SN) feed-back, we observe the formation of a galactic fountain that regulates star formation over alonger period, but without halting it. If only AGN feedback is considered, as soon as theSMBH reaches a critical mass, strong outflows of hot gas are launched and prevent thecooling halo gas from reaching the disc, thus efficiently halting star formation, leadingto the so-called “quenching”. If both feedback mechanisms act in tandem, we observe anon-linear coupling, in the sense that the dense gas in the supernovae-powered galacticfountain is propelled by the hot outflow powered by the AGN at much larger radii thanwithout AGN. We argue that these particular outflows are able to unbind dense gas fromthe galactic halo, thanks to the combined effect of SN and AGN feedback. We speculatethat this mechanism occurs at the end of the fast growing phase of SMBH, and is at theorigin of the dense molecular outflows observed in many massive high-redshift galaxies.
1The work presented in this chapter has been published in the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astro-nomical Society, Volume 475, Issue 4 under the title ‘The combined effect of AGN and supernovae feedbackin launching massive molecular outflows in high-redshift galaxies’, following peer-review (Biernacki andTeyssier, 2018).
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4.1. Introduction
A successful model of galaxy formation must reproduce both the observed stellar massesand spatial distributions. Current star formation recipe and their associated feedbackmechanisms appear to be able to regulate the stellar content in small mass halos (Mhalo <5× 1011 M), but less so in the most massive galaxies (Shankar et al., 2006; Davé et al.,2011; Moster et al., 2013; Behroozi et al., 2013). Supermassive black holes (SMBHs)are good candidates to quench star formation in early-type galaxies (Nandra et al.,2007; Schawinski et al., 2007; Fabian, 2012; Yesuf et al., 2014; Cheung et al., 2016), asthe energy released by active galactic nuclei (AGN) could be large enough to unbindsignificant amounts of star-forming gas.SMBHs are ubiquitous elements of galactic environments at all redshifts (see e.g. thereview by Cattaneo et al., 2009) – starting with the Milky Way (Schödel et al., 2002;Gillessen et al., 2009), to galaxy groups and clusters (e.g. Magorrian et al., 1998), up toluminous z > 6 quasars (Fan et al., 2003). The scaling relations between SMBH massand its host properties, like the bulge mass or the central velocity dispersion (Ferrarese& Merritt, 2000; Laor, 2001; Häring & Rix, 2004; Tremaine et al., 2002; Gültekin et al.,2009; Kormendy & Ho, 2013), indicate a strong connection between the SMBH and itshost, sometimes referred to as “coevolution”.AGN feedback is especially important for groups and clusters of galaxies. Even ifsome properties of the intragroup medium can be explained by SN feedback alone, apowerful central source is necessary to really quench SF (see e.g. recent work by Lianget al., 2016). Similar effects are seen in most massive clusters of galaxies where presenceof AGN feedback is required to match observations (e.g. Puchwein et al., 2008; Teyssieret al., 2011; Martizzi et al., 2013; Le Brun et al., 2014; Planelles et al., 2014; Rasia et al.,2015; Schaye et al., 2015; Hahn et al., 2017).Efficient SF requires a large reservoir of cold and dense gas. In order to suppress SFin large galaxies, we must reduce this reservoir dramatically. This can happen throughtwo different channels.First, we can expel this reservoir of dense molecular gas out of the galactic disc. Thisis what happens in low mass galaxies, where SN feedback leads to the production of agalactic fountain (e.g. Davé et al., 2011) and, in case of dwarf galaxies, to a strong outflowcompletely removing the gas (see e.g. Dekel & Silk, 1986). In massive haloes, however,the escape velocity is too high for SN feedback to play a significant role (Davé et al.,2011; Zhang & Thompson, 2012), while AGN feedback is believed to take over. However,a single, centrally located source cannot influence SF in the entire galactic disc, like SNfeedback does. Indeed, as demonstrated by Roos et al. (2015), the expulsive feedback fromthe AGN has no effect on the instantaneous star formation rate (SFR) or star formationefficiency (SFE) in the galaxy, but could lead to a secular effect by reducing slowly itsgas content.Second, quenching of star formation can be the result of cutting external gas supplies,so that the existing dense gas reservoir is consumed by the local SF and not replenished.In other words, if gas outside the disc gets expelled from the halo or stopped from beingaccreted, then it cannot contribute to star formation. This preventive feedback has beenidentified in two viable mechanisms for AGN feedback in massive halos: 1) the so-calledquasar mode, for which giant outflows halt the global inflow from filamentary accretion,and 2) the so-called radio mode, for which narrow radio-loud jets maintain the halo gasin hydrostatic equilibrium by balancing cooling (Brüggen & Kaiser, 2002; Pizzolato &
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Soker, 2005; Sijacki et al., 2007; Ciotti et al., 2010; Gaspari et al., 2013; Choi et al., 2015;Li et al., 2015; Hopkins et al., 2016)Regarding the physics of outflows, observations reveal a very rich and complex picture.Hot and diffuse outflows have been seen in ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGS;Sturm et al., 2011; Veilleux et al., 2013; Spoon et al., 2013), while high-z observationsof massive QSOs (e.g. Cicone et al., 2014) display outflows consisting of cold, moleculargas moving with high-velocities. As shown recently by Costa et al. (2015), at z > 6molecular outflows can be explained by hot, AGN-driven gas which cools due to mixingwith metal-enriched SN-powered gas and possibly an interaction with cold streams.Recently, Chapman et al. (submitted) reported a molecular outflow with several 1010M of gas moving with velocities reaching 1500 km s−1 at z = 2.85. These extreme out-flows pose a severe challenge for galaxy formation models. Because they cannot be drivenby stellar winds or SN explosions due to their low energetics, AGN feedback appearsas a natural explanation (Anglés-Alcázar et al., 2014; Choi et al., 2015). Indeed, hot,low-density outflows associated with Broad Absorption Lines seen in connection to AGNactivity, possibly driven by radiation pressure on dust grains, can reach outflow velocitiesup to 30’000 km/s (Scoville & Norman, 1995; Thompson et al., 2015), thus providing thenecessary kinetic energy to unbind the galactic gas.Understanding these two very different mechanisms (hot versus cold outflows) andtheir possible interplay is still a matter of active research. Isolated AGN feedback doesnot produce gas outflow morphologies as seen in observations, while SN feedback canproduce cold, dense outflows, but they remain bound to the disc. Some models have beenproposed featuring a competition between these two processes. Dubois et al. (2015)showed that SMBHs cannot grow significantly in the presence of fervent SF and efficientSN feedback, which is the case at the peak of SF around z = 2− 3, and that fast SMBHgrowth is allowed only when there is a large enough galactic bulge. In Chapter 2, wehave also shown that, if the SMBH is hosted by a nuclear star cluster (NSC), it can growefficiently, creating the conditions for a possible cooperation between AGN feedback inthe nuclear region and SN feedback in the extended disc.In this work, we report on the effects of AGN feedback on regulating SF in the galacticenvironment and launching strong gas outflows within the halo. We study specifically thecase of gas-rich, massive, high-z galaxies, progenitors of the massive ellipticals we seetoday at the heart of groups and clusters. Our setup, due to our rather high numericalresolution, allows us to explore the interplay between the SMBH and the interstellarmedium (ISM), as well as the effect of AGN feedback on the galactic corona. In Chapter 2,we have presented an improved sink particle implementation for SMBH formation andevolution. This new model is used here to study the effect of the SMBH to the host galaxyand halo. In Section 4.2, we briefly summarise the details of our model and present thenumerical setup. In Section 4.3, we discuss the evolution of the SF and its quenching byAGN feedback, demonstrating that it acts as a preventive mechanism, while in Section 4.4,we focus on the properties of the gas outflows, focusing on their velocities. Section 4.5is devoted to the analysis of gas morphologies in our simulations. In Section 4.6 weare discussing our results in the context of current observations of molecular outflowsand how they can be applied to large-scale cosmological simulations. We summarise ourfindings in Section 4.7.
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4.2. Numerical setup
The simulations discussed in this paper have been already presented in detail in Chap-ter 2. We only recall the aspects of our numerical setup that are particularly relevant tothis study.We have run our simulations with the adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) code Ram-ses (Teyssier, 2002). Gas hydrodynamics is based on solving the Euler equations with asecond-order, unspilt Godunov scheme. Stars and dark matter are modelled using colli-sionless particles, that are evolved with an adaptive Particle-Mesh N-body solver.Our initial conditions are designed to mimic a typical high redshift galaxy. We startwith an isolated, gas-rich, slowly rotating dark matter halo of mass 2× 1012 M, with aspin parameter of 0.04. We sampled it with one million dark matter particles. The haloprofile follows a truncated NFW profile with a concentration parameter c = 10. Gas inthe halo is initially in hydrostatic equilibrium and follows the same NFW profile. Theparameters of our halo are the followings: the circular velocity is V200 = 160 km s−1, theviral radius of R200 = 230 kpc, and the halo truncation radius at 514 kpc. This particularRamses setup was introduced first in Teyssier et al. (2013).In our simulations, gas cooling for gas hotter than 104 K follows the cooling functionof Sutherland & Dopita (1993), which accounts for radiative cooling of H, He, as wellas a standard mixture of metal. For lower temperatures, we consider only fine-structuremetal cooling following the cooling function of Rosen & Bregman (1995). The evolutionof metallicity is modelled using a passive scalar, which is advected with the flow. Weadopted an initial metallicity Zini = 0.05 Z, where the solar metallicity was set to ametal mass fraction of Z = 0.02.In order to minimise numerical problems due to our limited spatial resolution of∆xmin = 78pc, we use a temperature floor
Tfloor = T∗(nHn∗
)Γ−1 (4.1)
with a critical gas number density n∗ = 9 cm−3, a critical temperature T∗ = 2×103 K, andΓ = 2. Our star formation prescription follows the method of (Rasera & Teyssier, 2006),which stochastically spawns stellar particles from a Poisson distribution using a Schmidtlaw if the gas density in the cell exceeds n∗ = 9 H/cm3. The efficiency with which starsare formed is set to be ε∗ = 0.01, based on values measured in local molecular clouds(Krumholz & Tan, 2007). We model supernovae explosions assuming that only 10% of thestellar mass goes supernovae and that a single supernova injects 1051 ergs. Furthermore,we assume that each 10 M of ejecta contains 1 M of metals. We boost the efficiency ofour SN explosions by grouping stars stochastically in clusters of mass 108 M. In order toovercome the overcooling problem of supernovae feedback due to our limited resolution,we use a non-thermal energy variable that dissipates over a 10 Myr timescale (seeTeyssier et al., 2013, for details).Supermasive black holes (SMBHs) are modelled with our new sink particle algorithm(Bate et al., 1995; Krumholz et al., 2004; Bleuler & Teyssier, 2014; Biernacki et al., 2017).We allow for only one sink to form in our simulations. The sink formation site is identifiedon the fly with the clump finder phew (Bleuler et al., 2015) as the first massive enoughgas clump. This is usually, but not always, at the centre of the galaxy. The adopted initialSMBH mass (the seed mass) is a free parameter in our simulations and spans the range
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105 M to 108 M. SMBH accretes according to the Bondi-Hoyle-Lyttleton (Hoyle &Lyttleton, 1939; Bondi & Hoyle, 1944; Bondi, 1952, or Bondi for short) accretion
M˙Bondi = 4piρ∞G2M2SMBH(c2s /βboost + v2rel)3/2 (4.2)where G is the gravitational constant, ρ∞ is the density at infinity in the classical Bondiaccretion solution (for more details see Krumholz et al., 2004), Msink is the mass of theSMBH. We boost the accretion rate by reducing the average sound speed cs in the sink’svicinity with βboost (as in Booth & Schaye, 2009). If we set the relative velocity vrel = 0,then we recover exactly the solution originally proposed by Booth & Schaye (2009).The dynamical evolution of the sink particle is modelled using a direct summationmethod for the gravity between the sink and the matter. It is more accurate than theParticle Mesh method in case of very massive SMBHs dominating the local gravitationalpotential. Furthermore, we include an additional drag force due to accretion, which leadsto additional momentum exchange between the sink and the surrounding gas. This isperformed by requiring that 1) the centre of mass of the sink-gas system remains fixedduring the accretion and 2) the total linear momentum is conserved.In a subset of our simulations, we also include a simple model of coevolution of theSMBH and a host nuclear star cluster (NSC). Here, the sink particle mass is the sumof the two components Msink = MSMBH +MNSC and is the mass used in all the gravitycalculations. SMBH grows with the Eddington-limited Bondi rate (Eq. (4.2)), while for thegrowth of NSC, we used a simple model for which M˙acc,NSC = 100M˙acc,SMBH. As shownin Biernacki et al. (2017), this prescription allows us to solve the problem of wanderingSMBHs by locking them within a central massive stellar component - either a NSC(as hinted by observations of e.g. Seth et al., 2008) or a bulge (e.g. Silk & Rees, 1998;Magorrian et al., 1998).Finally, feedback from the AGN is modelled with a simple thermal energy injectionin the vicinity of the sink, within the radius of Rsink = 4∆xmin from the sink position,where ∆xmin is the size of the smallest resolution element. The luminosity of the AGN iscalculated as LAGN = εcM˙accεrc2, (4.3)with εr = 0.1 being the accretion disc radiative efficiency (in the so-called quasar mode;Shakura & Sunyaev, 1973) and εc = 0.15 representing the hydrodynamic coupling ef-ficiency, which was calibrated in previous works done with the Ramses code (Teyssieret al., 2011; Dubois et al., 2012; Gabor & Bournaud, 2013). In Table 4.1 we summarise allsimulation parameters used in this work, including a reference to the section in whichthey are first discussed.
4.3. Mass accretion and star formation
In this Section, we discuss the results of our simulations in term of SFR and how it canbe impacted by AGN feedback. In Figure 4.1, we show the gas surface density of the discin an edge-on projection for four of our simulations: no feedback, AGN feedback-only, SNfeedback-only, and SN+AGN feedback (from top to bottom) at three different times 300,750 and 1300 Myr (from left to right). We choose these particular times during differentimportant epochs - the earliest time corresponds to the epoch when SF is at its highest,
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Table 4.1: Summary of simulations discussed in this work. Columns: (1) subsection inwhich the simulations are first analysed; (2) SN feedback modelling (yes/no); (3) SMBHseed mass, if present; (4) final stellar mass of the galaxy (i.e. after 1.5 Gyr).
Section SN feedback mseed [M] M∗ [1010 M](1) (2) (3) (4)
4.3.1 no
– 8.5105 8.5106 5.5107 4.7108 4.1
4.3.2 yes
– 7.4105 7.5106 4.9107 4.6108 3.9
while the SMBH is still growing and did not impact the host galaxy, the intermediatetime corresponds to the epoch of AGN outflow launching, while the latest snapshot showsthe final state of the galaxy.
4.3.1. Simulations without supernova feedbackIn order to quantify the impact of AGN feedback on the star formation history, we alwayscompare to a reference model in which both AGN and SN feedbacks are not modelled –the ‘no feedback’ simulation (Figure 4.1, first row). It can be seen that the extended initialgaseous halo has settled into a centrifugally supported disc. This large reservoir of gasis slowly consumed by star formation. In Figure 4.2a we plot this reference star formationhistory with a black dotted line. The peak of star formation happens roughly 300 Myrafter the beginning of the simulation and then decays exponentially. This is becausefresh gas infall from the outer halo is also slowly decaying; the gas has to be brought tothe disc from increasingly larger radii. In Figure 4.3a, we show the mass accretion rate,measured using 1-kpc-thick shells placed at 20 and 50 kpc from the centre of the halo(top and bottom left, respectively; black dotted line). Clearly, the SFR correlates wellwith the inflow of the gas from the extended halo. At later times, the SFR reaches itslowest value around 30 to 40 M/yr, which is precisely the residual mass accretion ratefrom the halo we measure at 20 kpc. The characteristic mass accretion profile is relatedto the shape of the NFW profile we have adopted for our initial conditions. The sharpfall off after 800 Myr (at 50 kpc) is related to the truncation radius of our halo.The second row of Figure 4.1 presents the side-on gas surface density for one of oursimulations with AGN feedback. One can see that the gas distrbution is very similar to the‘no feedback’ simulation, with however significantly less gas in the halo. In Figure 4.2a,we plot the SFR for our simulations with AGN feedback, in which we varied the initialseed mass. In Chapter 2, we showed, that the time it takes for the SMBH to reach itsself-regulated, final mass is directly related to its seed mass. We see then that quenchingof star formation occurs precisely when the SMBH reaches its maximum mass. Initially,
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Figure 4.1: Gas surface density for four feedback models (top to bottom: no feedback,AGN, SN, SN+AGN) at three different times (300, 750 and 1300 Myr; left to right). Inall cases galaxy is shown edge-on. Mseed = 106 M in simulations with AGN feedbackmodelled. Green circles mark gas selected on Figure 4.5, while the gas from red rectanglehas be excluded from the analysis.
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the SFR is only slightly reduced due to gas being consumed by the SMBH in its vicinity.Once the SMBH reaches it self-regulated mass – for which it is able to deposit enoughenergy to overcome cooling – AGN feedback drives powerful outflows. Those halt theinfall of fresh gas from the halo, effectively leading to the starvation of the disc - the halogas is prevented from replenishing it with star-forming gas. This naturally occurs earlierfor larger SMBH initial seed masses. As an effect of this quenching, SFR settles in a veryinefficient state, around ∼ 10M/yr, which is a factor of four less compared to simulationwithout AGN feedback (black dotted line on Figure 4.2a). Traditionally, quenching refersto a state where almost no new stars are formed and the galaxy slowly turns ‘red’. Thisis not what we obtain here, but the total stellar mass is significantly reduced comparedto run without AGN (or equivalently with a small seed mass) – see Table 4.1. In thesimulation with the smallest seed mass, 105 M, the SMBH is unable to grow and doany significant damage to the gas inflow.A comparison of the various mass accretion rates (Figure 4.3a), measured at 20 and50 kpc, reveals that AGN feedback does indeed reduce significantly the gas inflow rate,especially immediately after the first outflow is launch. At later times, the inflow rates(especially when measured at 50 kpc) increase again due to transverse flows parallelto the disc plane, bringing in the gas from outer regions. Even at late time, though, re-accreted gas cannot reach the inner disc in large quantities, demonstrating that AGN isable to maintain this quiescent state for a long time. This phenomenon will be discussedin more detail in Section 4.4.
4.3.2. Simulations with supernova feedback – SN+AGN cooperationA very different picture emerges from simulations with SN feedback. We observe theonset of a galactic fountain. Gas inflow from the halo triggers star formation, which isthen regulated by powerful gas outflows launched by SN explosions. These do not onlyremove gas, but also locally reduce the inflow from the galactic halo. This in turn leadsto a reduction of the star formation and a new cycle begins. The resulting SFR is shownin Figure 4.2b as a black dotted line. We see more scatter due to these repeated starbursts. Furthermore, looking at the long term evolution, we see that the peak of the SFHis lower than simulations without SN feedback and more extended.The global star formation rate has only been slightly reduced. In the simulationswithout any feedback stellar mass at the end of the runtime is M∗ = 8.5×1010 M, whilein the run with SN feedback this is reduced by about 10-15% to M∗ = 7.4×1010 M (seeTable 4.1). This extended, gas-rich galactic fountain (see third row on Figure 4.1), leadsto a mere redistribution of gas (and its associated star formation) to larger galactic radii(see the recent work of Sokołowska et al., 2016).In simulations with efficient SN feedback, gas accretion onto the SMBH (and thusAGN feedback) is regulated by SN feedback; here the final self-regulated mass of theSMBH depends mostly on the halo escape velocity see Chapter 2 for the discusion. Inter-estingly, the final SFR is largely independent of the SMBH seed mass. The dependenceof quenching on SMBH self-regulation we see in the AGN-only runs largely disappearshere. The resulting SFR settles at ∼ 20 M/yr, thus being reduced by only a factor oftwo compared to the SN-only run (but still a factor of two higher than our AGN-onlysimulations).The main effect of SN feedback is to inject metals which enhance the cooling of gas.As a consequence, the gas in the SN-driven galactic fountain mix with the halo gas and
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Figure 4.2: Star formation rate (averaged over period of 15 Myr for clarity) in two setsof simulations - with AGN feedback only (left) and with both SN and AGN feedbacks(right) - for four different seed masses: 105 M - red (dash-dotted), 106 M - blue (shortdashes), 107 M - green (long dashes), 108 M - purple (solid). Black dotted lines markruns without AGN feedback.
increase by a factor of two the mass inflow rate measured close to the disc (Figure 4.3b,top panel), reducing the effect of AGN feedback on reducing the accretion of gas fromthe outer halo (perhaps with an exception of the most massive seed - bottom panel onFigure 4.3b).
4.4. Outflow properties
In this section, we carefully examine the properties of our AGN-driven outflows, com-paring simulations without and with SN feedback. On Figure 4.4 we present a cartoonsketch explaining the various modes of feedback and how they affect the properties of theoutflowing gas (see also Figure 4.1). In simulations without SN feedback, the central AGNpowers a strong outflow with hot and diffuse gas, while in simulations with SN feedback,the AGN-driven outflow interacts with a clumpy galactic fountain, so that cold and denseclumps are now entrained in the outflow and ejected outside the galactic corona.
4.4.1. Outflow phase space diagramIn order to characterise the physical properties of the gas in the outflow, we restrictourselves to a sphere of radius 60 kpc (corresponding to the green region in Figure 4.1),excluding a disc of ±4 kpc from the disc plane (corresponding to the red region in Fig-ure 4.1). We compute the mass fraction as a function of density and radial velocity, aswell as the mass fraction as a function of density and temperature (which we discuss ismore details in Subsection 4.5.1), at 750Myr (see Figure 4.5). A positive radial velocityvr corresponds to outflowing gas, while a negative value stands for inflowing gas.The simulation with only AGN feedback (left column of Figure 4.5) shows gas velocitiesup to 1400 km s−1. This velocity cannot be explained by buoyantly rising, AGN-drivenbubbles, as the typical gas velocity in such a case would be of the order of the escape
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Figure 4.3: Mass accretion rate in two sets of simulations - with AGN feedback only (left)and with both SN and AGN feedbacks (right) - for four different seed masses: 105 M- red (dash-dotted), 106 M - blue (short dashes), 107 M - green (long dashes), and108 M - purple (solid); contrasted with runs without AGN feedback (black, dotted)). Leftcolumn: AGN only, right column: SN+AGN; top row: outflow measured through shellplaced at 20 kpc from halo centre, bottom row: at 50 kpc.
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Figure 4.4: Sketch showing different feedback modes and their impact on gas circulation.Top left: in AGN-only SMBH launches hot, diffuse outflow (pink shade); bottom left: inSN-only dense, clumpy gas forms galactic fountain in which gas is being recycled; topright: combination of to previous effects (SN+AGN) leads to dense, fast clumpy outflowswhich are entrained in hot outflow and escape the disc.
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Figure 4.5: Histograms of gas radial velocity with respect to gas density (top row) and gasdensity-temperature diagrams (bottom row) for three simulations with different feedbackmodes - AGN-only (left column), SN-only (centre), and SN+AGN (right column). We haveselected only gas located at less than 60 kpc from the centre of the halo (green regionon Figure 4.1) and excluded central disc of thickness 8 kpc (red rectangle on Figure 4.1).Mseed = 106 M in simulations with AGN feedback modelled.
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velocity (which is here around 700 km s−1). As demonstrated by Costa et al. (2015), thevelocity we measure is consistent with an energy-driven wind with negligible coolinglosses. This is indeed the case here, due to the lack of metal enrichment since no SNfeedback was included in this pure AGN feedback scenario. For similar halo and blackhole properties, the analytical model used in Costa et al. (2015) predicts maximum gasvelocities in the range 1200–1800 km s−1 (see their Figure 6).The simulation with only SN feedback (middle column of Figure 4.5) features a galacticfountain with velocities up to 400 km s−1, which is less than the halo escape velocity. Thesimulation with both feedback mechanisms (right column of Figure 4.5) shows outflowinggas with velocities typical of both feedback modes. Most importantly, the high velocitygas is on average one to two orders of magnitude denser than in the AGN only case.Here, the hot, energy-conserving outflow entrains the cold, dense gas of the fountain andaccelerates it to much higher velocities.
4.4.2. Outflow mass loading factorWe now study the temporal evolution of the mass outflow rates. We define the massloading factor as the ratio of the gas outflow rate (through a one-kpc-thick shell placedat a given radius from the centre of the halo) to the SFR of the galaxy. We choose 20and 50 kpc as two representative radii - the former is at the upper edge of the galacticfountain, while the latter corresponds to a significant fraction of R200 and captures thelarge-scale outflow, relevant for the entire halo.In Figure 4.6a, we plot the mass outflow rate of the simulations without SN feedback.In the reference run (black dotted line) we see no outflowing gas at all, as no feedbackmechanism is present. The simulation with Mseed = 105 M is virtually identical tothe ‘no AGN’ case, since the SMBH did not grow significantly in this case. In the threeruns with SMBH seed masses between 106 and 108 M we see the same qualitativebehaviour: once the SMBH reaches its maximum, self-regulated mass, heating from theAGN overcomes the cooling losses and a strong energy-conserving outflows develops,with a very large mass outflow rate, close to 100 M/yr, but only for a short time. Thisshort-lived outflow is enough to stop the accretion of fresh halo onto the disc (as seenon Figure 4.3a). The mass outflow rate at late time stabilises at the rather low valueof 5 M/yr. Comparing the two left panels on Figure 4.6a, we see that the 50 kpc massoutflow rate is higher than the 20 kpc one, which is consistent with an outflow that sweepsthe halo gas along its way.In Figure 4.7a we plot the mass loading factor for our five runs without SN feedback.This quantity is used to estimate if an outflow can efficiently regulate star formation.The evolution of this mass loading factor can be divided in two periods: 1) an earlyepoch, when the SMBH just reached its maximum, self-regulated mass, for which themass loading factor is around ∼ 5 and 2) a late epoch, when the mass loading factor fallsdown to ∼ 0.5 (∼ 1) at 20 kpc (50 kpc).The mass outflow rate measured in the simulation with only SN feedback is plottedas a black dotted curve on Figure 4.6b. It rarely exceeds 5M/yr at 20 kpc from thecentre, and is almost zero at 50 kpc. If AGN feedback is enabled, a strong and sustainedoutflow is produced, with a mass outflow rate around 20M/yr up to 50 kpc. It is worthnoticing that in this case the mass outflow rate at late time is a factor of 5 larger thanin the AGN-only simulations.
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Figure 4.6: Outflow mass in two sets of simulations - with AGN feedback only (left) andwith both SN and AGN feedbacks (right) - for four different seed masses: 105 M - red(dash-dotted), 106 M - blue (short dashes), 107 M - green (long dashes), and 108 M -purple (solid); contrasted with runs without AGN feedback (black, dotted)). Left column:AGN only, right column: SN+AGN with NSC; top row: outflow measured through shellplaced at 20 kpc from halo centre, bottom row: at 50 kpc.
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Figure 4.7: Mass loading parameter (outflow mass rate per star formation rate) in twosets of simulations - with AGN feedback only (left) and with both SN and AGN feedbacks(right) - for four different seed masses: 105 M - red (dash-dotted), 106 M - blue (shortdashes), 107 M - green (long dashes), and 108 M - purple (solid); contrasted with runswithout AGN feedback (black, dotted)). Left column: AGN only, right column: SN+AGN;top row: outflow measured through shell placed at 20 kpc from halo centre, bottom row:at 50 kpc.
Förster Schreiber et al. (2014) find in their sample of massive galaxies at z ∼ 2(log(M∗/M) > 11, comparable to our runs) clear signatures of AGN-driven outflows withM˙out/SFR ≈ 3, but ranging from 0.5 to 15, well within the range of the values producedby our simulations. We will compare our results to observations in greater detail inSection 4.6. One effect that becomes apparent from a careful inspection of Figure 4.6is the dependence of the outflowing mass to the initial seed mass. This weak effect isrelated to the synchronisation between the peak of the SF and the epoch when theSMBH reaches its maximum, self-regulated mass. It appears that the closer these eventsare to each other, the stronger is the outflow. This is due to the synchronisation of astrong SMBH accretion (due to the large reservoir of gas available) and a strong galacticfountain (in case SN feedback is present).Observationally, it is possible to characterise the outflows by comparing the amountof gas entrained in the outflow to the mass of the gas in a disc. In Figure 4.8 we plot
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Figure 4.8: Time evolution of ratio between outflowing gas mass (green region in Fig-ure 4.1, but excluding red) and gas mass in the disc (±4 kpc from disc plane, red box inFigure 4.1) - for four different seed masses: 105 M - red (dash-dotted), 106 M - blue(short dashes), 107 M - green (long dashes), and 108 M - purple (solid); contrastedwith runs without AGN feedback (black, dotted)). Left column: AGN only, right column:SN+AGN.
the ratio between the mass of all of the outflowing gas (selected as shown in Figure 4.1,i.e. out to 60 kpc from the centre but excluding the galactic disc) and the mass of thegas contained in the disc (±4 kpc from the disc plane; the red region in Figure 4.1).This ratio reaches one when the outflow is the strongest (at early time) and falls downto 40% at late time. In simulations with both feedback modes, AGN feedback is able tomore than double the amount of gas entrained in the outflow, compared to the mass inthe galactic fountain in the SN-only simulation. A larger SMBH seed leads to a moremassive outflows , and earlier, an effect that we have already seen in Figure 4.7b.
4.5. Outflow morphology
In this Section we focus on the morphology of gas in our simulations at three differenttimes that are fairly representative for different stages of the evolution. On Figure 4.1we have shown mass-weighted surface density projections for four different simulations(no feedback, AGN, SN and SN+AGN; top to bottom) at three different times (300, 750and 1300 Myr; left to right). In the ‘no feedback’ simulation there are no visible outflowsand most of the gas is quickly consumed in star formation. In simulations with only AGNfeedback there are no dense outflows, but halo gas is removed by a hot outflow, asdiscussed in Section 4.4. SN feedback on its own is able to produce gas that is violentlyevolving as a galactic fountain, propelled by continuous SN explosions in the galacticdisc. The morphology seen in the simulation with the cooperation between SN and AGNfeedbacks is very different. Initially it resembles that of runs with SN only, as the SMBHrequires time to grow to its self-regulation mass. Later on, AGN feedback launches denseand cold gas from the fountain to large radii.
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4.5.1. Temperature density diagramIn Subsection 4.4.1 we have discussed how the mass fraction changes as a function ofdensity and radial velocity, while here we want to focus on the mass fraction as a functionof density and temperature (see Figure 4.5). The gas in the simulation with only AGNfeedback is very diffuse and never cools below 106 K. This is in strong contrast with thetemperatures found in the runs with SN feedback, where the outflow gas can cool totemperatures as low as few hundred Kelvin. This significant difference is explained if werecall that our simulations start with Zini = 0.05Z = 0.001 and that the only sourceof metal enrichment of the gas is via SN explosions. This leads to a lack of metals andassociated cooling in the AGN-only simulation.In the simulation with SN feedback a galactic fountain develops. The gas that isreturning to the disc is cooler and denser (>1H/cc) than the outflowing gas, as revealedby the location of the densest gas on the phase space diagram.If both feedback modes are included, we see very similar properties between the SNand the SN+AGN runs. In the latter, however, more dense gas is entrained in the outflow(cf. Figure 4.8b), that cools efficiently due to the higher metal enrichment. AGN feedbackdoes not only accelerate the fountain gas, but also pushes it to larger radii, giving itmore time to cool.
4.5.2. Radial profilesIn Figure 4.9 we show the radial profiles of the average density (top row) and the averagemass flow rate (bottom row) of the inflowing gas for three times representative for thehalo evolution. All the gas is plotted with thin lines, while the dense gas, defined asngas > 0.01H/cc with thick lines. We use this threshold as it corresponds to self-shielded,neutral or possibly molecular gas (see below). Initially (left column), the profiles aretypical for an accretion flow from the extended halo, especially for the AGN run (plottedwith green dashed line) which is not impacted by mixing from SN feedback. In runs withonly AGN feedback we see that after the SMBH reaches its maximum self-regulated mass(middle and right panels), the gas has a significantly lower average density compared toruns where SN feedback is included. This means that the halo gas has been swept moreefficiently in the AGN run than in the others.Interestingly, thanks to the effect of the combined feedback mechanisms (red lines),more dense gas is able to reach 50 kpc (middle column) and beyond (right column). Partof the outflow loses kinetic energy and starts falling back, thus also increasing the inflowrate. This is also reflected in the bottom row, where we plot average mass flow rate of thegas. As we discussed in Section 4.3, star formation is largely quenched, as AGN feedbackprevents gas from falling back onto the disc. This is in contrast with the SN+AGN run,in which an order of magnitude more gas is infalling onto the disc. We stress again thedifference in metal enrichment between the runs - in simulations with SN feedback thanksto metal injection we observe more cooling and thus more dense gas. As a consequence,in the SN+AGN simulation, cooling boosts gas re-accretion and attenuate the effect ofAGN feedback. This explains why the SFR is not quenched as efficiently as in the AGNonly case, as the mass inflow rate is an order of magnitude lower at all radii in the AGNonly case compared to the other two runs.Turning our attention to the outflowing gas (Figure 4.10, top row) we once again findlower density gas in the AGN-only simulation and higher density gas in the SN-only
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Figure 4.9: Radial profiles of average density and average mass flow of inflowing gas in asubset of simulations at three times: 300, 750 and 1300Myr (blue, dotted - SN feedbackonly; green, dashed - AGN feedback only; red, solid - SN+AGN). Thin lines mark allgas, while thick lines mark dense gas (> 0.01H/cc). In all panels we consider only gas inthe region outlined on Figure 4.1. Mseed = 106 M in simulations with AGN feedbackmodelled.
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Figure 4.10: Radial profiles of average density and average mass flow of outflowing gasin a subset of simulations at three times: 300, 750 and 1300Myr (blue, dotted - SNfeedback only; green, dashed - AGN feedback only; red, solid - SN+AGN). Thin linesmark all gas, while thick lines mark dense gas (> 0.01H/cc). In all panels we consideronly gas in the region outlined on Figure 4.1. Mseed = 106 M in simulations with AGNfeedback modelled.
run in the galactic corona (up to 20 kpc from the centre). The absence of any outflowinggas at 300Myr in the AGN-only run is explained by the fact that the SMBH has notreached its maximum self-regulated mass yet. At later times, as seen in the bottom rowof Figure 4.10, very large quantities of dense gas are being expelled by combined AGNand SN feedbacks – with M˙ between 1 and 10M/yr, the latter value being larger thanthe inflow rate. At 750Myr we clearly see that the mass outflow rate is rising withincreasing radius, as it entrains more and more gas. In the case of the simulation withcombined feedback mechanisms, the outflow is loaded with dense gas up to 50 kpc fromthe disc, as revealed by the thick line.Another way to describe the gas distribution in our simulations is via cumulative massprofiles, which we show on Figure 4.11. At 750Myr there is overall less gas at all radiiin the simulation with AGN feedback only (green dashed line) compared to the othertwo runs. This means that more gas was removed and thus SF has been quenched moreefficiently in the AGN-only case. If we now focus on the amount of the outflowing gasat > 30 kpc from the disc, we find that combined SN+AGN feedback is able to carrylarger amounts of gas than each individual feedback mechanism on its own. Furthermore,limiting our analysis to only the dense outflowing gas (right column) we can make threeimportant observations: 1) in simulations with only AGN feedback there is no dense gas,2) the profile of SN feedback (blue dotted line) has no dense gas present beyond ∼ 15 kpc,
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Figure 4.11: Cumulative mass profile in a subset of our simulations at 750Myr. Left panel:all gas, middle panel: only outflowing gas, right panel: only dense, outflowing gas. Blue,dotted - SN feedback only; green, dashed - AGN feedback only; red, solid - SN+AGN.In all panels we consider only gas in the region outlined on Figure 4.1. Mseed = 106 Min simulations with AGN feedback modelled.
while 3) we have twice more dense gas overall (up to 50 kpc) in the SN+AGN simulation.On Figure 4.12 we show mass-weighted histograms of the line-of-sight velocity vlosat a given galactic radius rcyl (averaged in rings). In the AGN-only run the fastest movinggas is seen in the very centre; here gas is diffuse and hot. The fountain launched by theSN feedback shows lower velocities with a weaker radial dependency. The combinationof the two feedback mechanisms is also centrally peaked in the same fashion as the AGN-only simulation, but this time it contains more dense and cold gas. It appears that oursimulations seem to be in agreement with the radial dependency in observed galaxies inGenzel et al. (2014), and with the simulations of star forming discs in Gabor & Bournaud(2014).
4.5.3. Evolution of baryonic massThe long-term secular processes can lead to slow depletion of the gas from the halo. Inorder to investigate if these processes take place in our simulations, we have measuredthe baryonic mass (stars, gas and a black hole) in four of our runs (no feedback, SN-only,AGN-only with Mseed = 106 M, and SN+AGN with Mseed = 106 M) within 100kpc from the centre of the halo (∼ 0.5Rvir); see Figure 4.13. The baryonic mass in the nofeedback run steadily increases with time and is always the highest among the four runs(reaching 1.6 × 1011 M at 1500Myr). The baryonic content in the SN feedback run isreduced compared to the no feedback run (1.55 × 1011 M), suggesting that part of thehalo gas can be removed by the long-term SN feedback. In the AGN-only run, in whichwe have initially the same evolution as in the SN-only case. Once the SMBH reachesits self-regulation mass, the AGN feedback is able to regulate the inflow via preventivefeedback (to 1.06× 1011 M at 1300Myr). By 1500 Myr some of the rate increases a bit,which suggests a traverse flow along the disc plane develops. In the SN+AGN run thebaryonic mass increases with time, but at a rate few percent lower than that of SN-onlyrun (1.52×1011 M at 1500Myr), suggesting that the AGN feedback is less efficient thanin AGN-only run, but still reducing the baryonic mass within ∼ 0.5Rvir.
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Figure 4.12: Histograms of gas line-of-sight velocity when looking at the disc face on withrespect to galactic radius rcylfor three simulations with different feedback modes - AGN-only (left column), SN-only (centre), and SN+AGN (right column). We have selected onlygas located at less than 60 kpc from the centre of the halo (green region on Figure 4.1) andexcluded central disc of thickness 8 kpc (red rectangle on Figure 4.1). Mseed = 106 Min simulations with AGN feedback modelled.
4.6. Discussion
4.6.1. Molecular gas formationIn order to compare our simulation results to observed molecular outflows at high-redshift,we would need to form molecular hydrogen self-consistently, which is far beyond thescope of this paper, and for which one would require much better spatial resolution. Asa consequence, we rely on a rather loose definition of “dense gas”, adopting a densitythreshold nH > 0.01H/cc. We would like to stress here that this value is often associatedwith the self-shielding density for neutral hydrogen (Schaye, 2004; Aubert & Teyssier,2010; Rahmati et al., 2013). Gas denser than this threshold will not be photo-heatedand therefore can cool to arbitrary low temperature and ultimately form star. In order tostrengthen our argument, we demonstrate now that this dense gas is indeed able to coolto low temperature, and is therefore a good candidate for molecular gas.In this paragraph, we will compare the cooling time of the dense gas in the outflowto the dynamical time in the halo. The latter can be estimated as usual as
tdyn =
√ R3200GM200 , (4.4)where R200 is a virial radius, G is gravitational constant and M200 virial mass of the halo.Using the particular values in Section 4.2, we find that tdyn ≈ 1.1Gyr. The cooling timecan be estimated as tcool = ε˙Q = 3/2nkBTn2Λ(T ) , (4.5)
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where ε is the internal energy of the gas, Q˙ is the cooling rate, kB the Boltzmann constant,n the gas number density and Λ(T ) the cooling function at temperature T .To compute the cooling time, we select all the gas from the regions marked on Fig-ure 4.1 that is outflowing and with a density greater than 0.01H/cc. We then compute theemission-weighted average density and temperature which turn out to be respectively0.15H/cc and 2×106 K. Substituting these values in Eq. (4.5) and using Λ ' 2.3×10−23 ergcm3 s−1, which is the value of the cooling function at the average outflow temperatureand metallicity (we find Z ' 0.1Z), we obtain tcool ≈ 3.8Myr, which is three orders ofmagnitude shorter than the halo dynamical time.One could argue that computing the dynamical time for the entire halo is not adequate,as we want to form molecular gas already in the galactic corona. If we define the coronacrossing time as tcross = Rcorona/vg, where we choose the size of the corona as Rcorona '50 kpc and the maximum outflow velocity as vg ' 1000 km/s (see Figure 4.5), we gettcross ' 50Myr, still comfortably higher than the cooling time.This means that our dense outflowing gas will have enough time to turn molecularbefore traversing a significant fraction of the corona, not to mention the halo as a whole.To confirm our estimate, we analysed the temperature distribution within the outflow andfound ∼ 109 M of gas colder than < 104 K and ∼ 108 M of gas colder than < 103 K.However, we would like to re-emphasise that we do not model explicitly molecular andradiation physics, thus this cold gas can only be interpreted as a tracer for the truemolecular gas.
4.6.2. Comparison to observationsThere is an increasing body of observational evidence of SMBH activity in galaxies atall redshifts. In the local Universe, AGNs are observed with fast, hot outflows ionisinglarge quantities of gas in Seyfert 2 galaxies (e.g. Greene et al., 2011; Harrison et al.,2014; McElroy et al., 2015). Powerful jets are also observed to produce large sphericalcavities in galaxy clusters (see e.g. reviews by McNamara & Nulsen (2007); Fabian (2012);Heckman & Best (2014)).Observations at high redshifts (z ≈ 1−3) reveal massive molecular outflows in galax-ies at the peak of star formation history, that also host bright quasars. For example,the observations of z = 2.3 ultra-luminous infrared galaxy by George et al. (2014) findmolecular outflow reaching velocities of 700 km s−1, somewhat lower than the estimatedescape velocity of that object. Even more extreme outflow was recently observed by Fer-uglio et al. (2017) who have found a quasar with the outflow velocity of ∼ 1340 km s−1.In a very recent study, Chapman et al. (submitted) found a more extreme example ofAGN-driven molecular outflows from the quasar HS1549+19 at z = 2.84. They reportobservations of molecular gas with vout ∼ 1500 km s−1. The stellar mass of the host galaxy(∼ 1011 M) is significantly larger than in our case (5× 1010 M). HS1549+19 also hostsa more massive SMBH with MSMBH = 4.6 × 109 M compared to our case 2 × 108 M.There are also multiple examples of cold outflowing gas seen at z > 5 (e.g. Maiolino et al.,2012; Cicone et al., 2014). Not only cold dense outflows cane be seen in observations ofmassive galaxies. Genzel et al. (2014) presented a sample of ∼ 30 massive galaxies withbroad nuclear emission and with a FWHM of > 450 km s−1 and reaching ∼ 5000 km s−1.These authors argue that stellar feedback can only account for outflows velocities upto ∼ 200 km s−1, which in turns mean that also the ionised outflows should be able toescape from the galaxy if they are propelled by AGN.
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This observational picture agrees very well with our numerical results, as depicted inFigure 4.5. The typical outflow velocities of the cold and dense gas component are onlyaround ∼ 500 km s−1 for the SN-only case, while for the SN+AGN model, they can reachmuch larger values around 1000 km s−1, which is more than 5 times larger than vcirc.In Chapter 2, we have shown that the final mass of the black hole is related to thehalo escape velocity and the size of the energy injection region by
vesc ' 750 km/s ( Msink108 M
)1/3( Rsink100 pc
)−1/3 (4.6)
This suggests that, if the energy driving the outflow is deposited in a region similar toour simulations, the outflow velocity can be up to 2.5 times larger than in our simulation,easily reaching the observed value. This means that the escape velocity of HS1549+19should also be close to 1500 km s−1, which is a rather extreme value. Note that Nesvadbaet al. (2011) also reported earlier the discovery of two z ≥ 3.5 quasars with large-scaleoutflows and FWHM velocities up to 5000 km s−1.In Förster Schreiber et al. (2014), a sample of massive z ∼ 2 galaxies observed withSINFONI has been presented, with stellar masses and mass loading factors similar toour simulations. They have speculated that nuclear outflows driven by AGN feedback isprobably a general characteristic of massive galaxies at the peak of their star formationhistory (i.e. z ∼ 2). Our simulation clearly confirm this picture and reveal the physicalmechanism that powers these massive outflows, namely the combination of efficient SNfeedback in conjunction with a powerful AGN. At even higher redshifts than discussedhere, evidence of quasar-driven outflows does also exist. Very massive, gas-rich galaxiesat z ≈ 5 − 7 seem to be excellent hosts for both efficient SMBH-fuelling and efficientSF through dense gas clumps, explaining recent observations (Aalto et al., 2012; Ciconeet al., 2014, 2015) with outflows reaching 1400 km s−1.
4.6.3. Comparison to previous simulationsFeedback from SMBH has been invoked a long time ago to explain the luminosity functionof galaxies at the high mass end (e.g. Silk & Rees, 1998). It has been included sincethen in both semi-analytical and numerical models of galaxy formation, and acts asthe main mechanism leading to the so-called quenching of SF in massive galaxies withMhalo > 1012 M (Di Matteo et al., 2005; Croton et al., 2006; Hopkins & Hernquist, 2006;Somerville et al., 2008; Dubois et al., 2010; Teyssier et al., 2011; Fabian, 2012; Feldmannet al., 2016). It is however still unclear how this process occurs in details.Results from recent large cosmological simulations (Vogelsberger et al., 2014; Schayeet al., 2015; Dubois et al., 2016) show that AGN feedback is a necessary ingredient ofa successful galaxy evolution model. On the other hand, in very high resolution simula-tions of isolated galactic discs, Gabor & Bournaud (2014) and Roos et al. (2015) havedemonstrated that AGN feedback has very little effect on the SF within the disc. TheSMBH could in principle release as much as 1059 erg of energy (ESMBH = 0.1MSMBHc2),largely exceeding binding energy of the galaxy (Egal ≈ Mgasσ2, where σ is the velocitydispersion).As explained by Gabor & Bournaud (2014) and Roos et al. (2015), this naive expec-tation turned out to be wrong for mainly two reasons: (1) the energy is deposited ina very small region around the SMBH and (2) this energy quickly escapes the nuclear
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region, either buoyantly (if the gas is hot) or ballistically (if the gas is cold), withoutaffecting the disc significantly. A clear result of our simulation suite is that indeed AGNfeedback does not affect the SF in the disc via the ejective mode, but it does preventgas from inflowing from the corona or from the larger scale halo. This result has beenconfirmed phenomenologically by recent cosmological simulations (Vogelsberger et al.,2014; Schaye et al., 2015; Dubois et al., 2016). It is therefore crucial to include gas infallfrom either a cooling halo or a realistic cosmological environment to truly assess theeffect of AGN feedback on the SF history of the simulated galaxy.Another interesting aspect of our simulation is the emergence of a high velocity molec-ular (or at least dense and cooling) outflow. A recent cosmological simulation by Costaet al. (2015) also obtained such an outflow with dense and cold gas, with velocitiesreaching 1400 km s−1. They argue that these dense outflows emerged through the inter-action of dense cold filaments around the galaxy and the hot AGN-driven outflow fromthe SMBH. Similar results were obtained by Prieto et al. (2017), who showed that theSN-driven galactic fountain could also play a role in their high-z, clumpy galaxies, fedby cold gas-rich filaments. These authors concluded that the origin of the cold gas intheir outflows is due to the rarefaction of gas by SN and further push by AGN. In thecase of our idealised cooling halo simulations, we can ascertain that the gas propelledby AGN feedback originates from the galactic fountain and is therefore metal-enriched,rather than the pristine gas from cold streams as in simulations of Costa et al. (2015) andpossibly in Prieto et al. (2017). We also note that in a very recent cosmological simula-tions, Pontzen et al. (2017) have also observed AGN feedback launching a low-densityand high-velocity outflow sweeping the SN-driven fountain gas.The SN feedback model used in our simulations is far from being realistic. The physicalprocesses involved in launching of the outflows are modelled phenomenologically with asubgrid model of delayed cooling or not modelled at all (e.g. stellar winds). Naturally,different implementations of SN feedback can lead to drastically different images of agalaxy. We can imagine two opposite results: 1) SN feedback that is too weak to pushgas, that would result in a thin gas disc and 2) very strong SN feedback, that would blowall the gas away (e.g. Bournaud et al., 2014; Hopkins et al., 2014). In our setup we haveaimed to achieve a qualitative result that produces galactic fountain seen in some of theobservations. We caution that our predictions are qualitative, but nevertheless allow usto explore the effects of coupling between SN feedback and AGN feedback.
4.7. Summary
In this work, we have analysed the effect of our new SMBH feedback recipe presentedin Chapter 2 on the quenching of star formation and on the launching of gas outflows.Thanks to high-resolution simulations of an isolated, gas-rich cooling halo, we are ableto reproduce a realistic galactic environment with gas inflow, while resolving the ISMstructure in the disc with a resolution of 100 pc.The feedback mechanisms included in our simulations have led to the launching ofstrong outflows with different characteristics. Purely AGN-driven outflows are hot anddiffuse, and only sweep up gas in the outer galactic halo. These outflows are launchedwhen the SMBH reaches its maximum, self-regulated mass. These hot outflows are af-fecting the SF history of the galaxy by preventing fresh gas from being accreted in thedisc or ejected gas from falling back to the disc. Without SN metal enrichment, pure
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AGN-driven outflows cannot cool and form dense gas that could become molecular.In simulations with only SN feedback, we observe the formation of a dense galacticfountain, that can be characterised by cold gas with moderate velocities, bound to thegalactic disc. In simulations with both feedback models together, a clear synergy wasrevealed – SN feedback creates a galactic fountain with dense gas clumps and AGNfeedback launches a low-density, hot outflow that sweeps the galactic corona, pushingthe dense clumps to large distances. The resulting outflows is much more sustained andcarries away a larger amount of mass. Metal enrichment from SN feedback promotesmore cooling in the corona and, as a consequence, more gas can fall back onto the disc.The mass loading factor of the simulated outflows are found to be close to unity,as seen in many observations. The analysis of the kinematic properties of the outflowsreveals that the AGN is the main source of energy for the dense, molecular outflows. Wehave shown that these massive outflows can quench star formation in galaxies. This doesnot proceed via ejective feedback, but via preventive feedback, cutting the supply of freshgas into the disc.One requirement we find is a delicate synchronisation between an active star for-mation phase, that can trigger the formation of galactic fountain, and a central SMBHreaching its maximum mass, that can trigger the formation of a fast, AGN-driven, hotoutflow. We speculate here that the simultaneity of these two conditions – sustained starformation and the SMBH reaching its final mass – can happen immediately after a “wetcompaction” event, as described in e.g. Dekel & Burkert (2014). It is sometimes relatedto the bulge formation epoch (e.g. Dubois et al., 2013).In summary, we argue that SF can be quenched by AGN through preventive feedback.We have also shown that fast and dense outflows can arise when SN and AGN feedbacksact in tandem, and that this happens at a very specific epoch of the galaxy life, whenstar formation is still active while the SMBH reaches its maximum mass.
5
AGN BUBBLES IN A HOT
INTRACLUSTER MEDIUM
He will win who knows when to fight and when not to fight. – Sun Tzu
In this chapter1, we study how a rising bubble inflated by AGN feedback in a hot strat-ified intracluster medijm (ICM) evolves in idealized simulations with four different hydro-dynamical schemes: (traditional) smoothed particle hydrodynamics (TSPH), a pressureflavour of SPH (PSPH), a meshless finite mass (MFM) scheme, as well as an Euleriancode with adaptive mesh refinement. In the absence of magnetic fields, the bubble isKelvin-Helmholtz unstable on short enough time scales to dissolve it fully in the ICM,which is captured by MFM and Ramses simulations, while in the TSPH simulation thebubble survives. When the ICM is turbulent, mixing of the bubble with the ICM is ac-celerated. This occurs if the numerical scheme can capture the instabilities well. Thedifferences in the evolution of the bubble has a surprisingly small influence on the ther-mal structure of the ICM. However, in the simulations with MFM and Ramses the bubbledisruption leads to turbulent stirring of the ICM which is suppressed in SPH. In the latterthe thermal energy remains trapped in the bubble and is transported to large radii. Wediscuss if the choice of hydrodynamical schemes can lead to systematic differences in theoutcomes of cosmological simulations.
1The work presented in this chapter is advanced publication draft entitled ‘Physical and numerical sta-bility and instability of AGN bubbles in a hot intracluster medium’ authored by Ogiya, Biernacki, Hahnand Teyssier, which has been presented as an arXiv preprint:1802.02177. In this project we use the twodifferent numerical codes based on different techniques, which is an essential part of this project, renderingthe separation of this work into independent pieces impossible. Ogiya prepared the initial conditions, ranGizmo simulations and contributed to analysis and text writing, Biernacki translated the initial conditionsto Ramses, ran simulations with Ramses, wrote the analysis tools and investigated the results, as well ascontributed to text writing. Hahn wrote the 1D code used for validation of results, contributed to text writingand supervised the project. Teyssier supervised Ramses runs and contributed to text writing.
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5.1. Introduction
The heating mechanisms for the gas in the centre of galaxy clusters is important to explainX-ray observations (McNamara & Nulsen, 2007; Kravtsov & Borgani, 2012; Fabian, 2012,and references therein). The cooling timescale of the gas in the centres of galaxy clustersis much shorter than the Hubble time (Fabian & Nulsen, 1977; Cowie & Binney, 1977;Mathews & Bregman, 1978, and many subsequent works), known as the so-called coolingflow problem. If there is no heating source, intra-cluster medium (ICM) would exhibit astrong cooling flow and thus become highly concentrated in the centre of the cluster.This is in contrast with observations of cluster centres, which show that the ratio of thegas mass to the total enclosed mass can be fairly low, ∼ 0.01, compared to the cosmicbaryon fraction, ∼ 0.16. Furthermore, the temperature of the central gas is high, typically>∼ keV ∼ 107 K (e.g. Lea et al., 1973; Evrard, 1997; Pratt et al., 2010; Mantz et al., 2014).These observed properties of the ICM are reviewed by e.g. Fabian (1994) and Fabian(2012, and references therein).Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are promising heating sources to keep the centresof galaxy clusters hot and to prevent gas concentration (McNamara & Nulsen, 2007;Kravtsov & Borgani, 2012, and references therein). If AGN are powerful enough, the jetpower of Pjet >∼ 1042 erg/sec (e.g. Cavagnolo et al., 2010; Nemmen et al., 2012; Godfrey &Shabala, 2013), can trigger strong shock waves which compress and heat the ICM (e.g.Sanderson et al., 2005; Sutherland & Bicknell, 2007; Mingo et al., 2012; Gaspari et al.,2011; Wagner et al., 2012; Perucho et al., 2014; Lanz et al., 2015). Even if AGN are lesspowerful, they may induce bubbles of diffuse hot gas. X-ray observations have detectedsuch AGN bubbles as cavities in the ICM (Fabian et al., 2000; McNamara et al., 2001;Gitti et al., 2006; Dong et al., 2010) and in galaxy groups and galaxies (e.g. Ohto et al.,2003; Forman et al., 2007; Panagoulia et al., 2014).Observations have also suggested that significant amounts of the thermal energymight be still captured in hot bubbles (e.g. Bîrzan et al., 2004; Dunn et al., 2005; Shurkinet al., 2008; Sanders et al., 2009). Hence, a theoretical investigation of the interactionbetween the bubble and the surrounding ambient cluster gas would be of great impor-tance to our understanding of the thermodynamics of the ICM. The rising bubble mayalso play a role in redistributing heavy elements in the ICM. The processes that governthe rising of the bubble and its subsequent mixing with the surrounding ICM are complexand detailed analytical investigations are difficult. Simplified models have provided valu-able insights (e.g. Voit et al., 2017, and references therein), and numerical simulationscan provide further insight into the complex processes governing gas in cluster cores.Numerical simulations of the ICM with AGN feedback can be classified into two types- 1) idealised and 2) cosmological. The former aim to understand the physics by means ofidealised setups, which provide full control over the cluster environment and processes.For example, early studies showed that energy and matter redistribution by rising bub-bles plays a key role in solving the cooling flow problem (e.g. Churazov et al., 2001;Brüggen & Kaiser, 2002). Subsequent simulations with higher resolution and additionalphysics, including magnetic fields and cosmic rays, demonstrated that the buoyantly ris-ing bubbles redistribute not only energy and mass, but also metals and magnetic fieldsin the ICM (Reynolds et al., 2005; Sijacki & Springel, 2006; Vernaleo & Reynolds, 2006;Roediger et al., 2007; Dursi & Pfrommer, 2008; Vazza et al., 2010; Guo & Mathews,2011). An interesting insight obtained by magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations isthat magnetic tension suppresses mixing instabilities on the bubble surface and thus
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supports bubbles to rise to larger radii (Robinson et al., 2004; Dong & Stone, 2009, seealso Biernacki et al., in prep.).Cosmological simulations provide a more realistic cluster environment and assemblyhistory with turbulence in the ICM driven continuously by both minor and major mergers(e.g. Miniati, 2014). Thanks to recent developments in the modelling of supermassive blackholes and AGN feedback in cosmological hydrodynamic simulations (e.g. Di Matteo et al.,2005; Kawata & Gibson, 2005; Sijacki et al., 2007; Okamoto et al., 2008a; Booth & Schaye,2009; Teyssier et al., 2011; Vogelsberger et al., 2013; Steinborn et al., 2015), they havesucceeded in reproducing various observational results (Nagai et al., 2007; McCarthyet al., 2010; Di Matteo et al., 2012; Battaglia et al., 2013; Le Brun et al., 2014; Dolaget al., 2016; Dubois et al., 2016; Barnes et al., 2017a,b; Hahn et al., 2017, and referecestherein).However, full agreement among them has not been achieved yet. The early discrep-ancy in predicted cluster entropy profiles between Eulerian and Lagrangian methods innon-radiative simulations (Frenk et al., 1999) has been understood as a severe under-production of entropy in traditional Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) methods (e.g.Wadsley et al., 2008; Mitchell et al., 2009; Power et al., 2014). Modern Lagrangian meth-ods solved these shortcomings, but such discrepancies appear in any case less dramaticwhen optically thin cooling is added and are overshadowed by differences in subgridmodels (e.g. Sembolini et al., 2016). However, some suspicion about fundamental differ-ences might still be in order: for example, the central gas mass fraction in the centres ofsimulated clusters is typically lower than that observed when grid-based hydrodynami-cal solvers are used in the simulations (Hahn et al., 2017; Barnes et al., 2017a). On theother hand, simulations that adopt SPH claim to reproduce more realistic gas fractionsby carefully tuning the AGN feedback model (Battaglia et al., 2013; Le Brun et al., 2014).Similarly, the distribution of metals in galaxy clusters is reproduced in some SPH sim-ulations (Wiersma et al., 2011; Planelles et al., 2014; Rasia et al., 2015). Schaller et al.(2015) found differences in simulations adopting different flavours of SPH when keepingthe feedback models fixed, but the differences are small at galaxy cluster masses.Such discrepancies motivated us to pose the following questions:• do different hydrodynamical solvers agree?• do the simulations lack the resolution to capture important processes?• are we missing any of other important non-thermal processes?Physical viscosity and diffusion are typically negligible in most processes of the for-mation and evolution of galaxy clusters (e.g. Mo et al., 2010). However, neglecting thisphysics in numerical simulations may lead the code-dependent numerical, i.e. artificialand physically incorrect, effects which can affect the outcomes of the simulations. Thuswe need to give careful attention to this point. Agertz et al. (2007) presented the fun-damental differences between SPH and grid based methods with a suite of idealisedsimulations of a cold dense gas cloud moving through a low-density hot medium. Wads-ley et al. (2008) tackled the second question using idealized simulations of a buoyantlyunstable and rising hot bubble in an ambient medium. They found that the absence ofmixing in traditional SPH schemes leads to an underproduction of entropy compared togrid based codes.Scannapieco & Brüggen (2008) found that unresolved turbulence may play a role indetermining the fate of AGN bubbles. They modeled unresolved turbulence as subgrid
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physics in their grid-based simulations and found that AGN bubbles can survive for amuch longer time than those in pure hydrodynamical simulations (see e.g. Shen et al.2010 for SPH simulations). While this kind of subgrid modelling is becoming more common(e.g. Close et al., 2013; Schmidt et al., 2014; Iapichino et al., 2017), recent cosmologicalsimulations mentioned above did not take it into account.In this paper, we update the findings by Agertz et al. (2007) and Wadsley et al.(2008) using state-of-the-art hydrodynamical solvers that are used in more recent majorcosmological simulations discussed above. In this paper, we restrict our analysis to idealhydrodynamics without any subgrid modelling of unresolved turbulence. In order to avoidtoo much complexity, we employ a well-defined, simple setup of a spherically symmetricICM with a hot bubble inflated by AGN feedback. This setup is similar to the ones ofWadsley et al. (2008) and Scannapieco & Brüggen (2008), but includes self-gravity ofthe gas, and for which a naïve analytical expectation can be given. In a next step, weintroduce a turbulent velocity field to make the model more realistic. We address also thethird question by varying the resolution of the simulations. For the first question, we referreaders to Meece et al. (2017) who compared the commonly-adopted sub-grid models ofAGN feedback. Regarding the fourth question, our subsequent project will address oneof the possibilities - effects of magnetic fields (Biernacki et al., in prep.).This paper is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, we describe our simple model of abuoyantly rising bubble inflated by AGN feedback at the centre of a gas sphere of the ICMand also provide the analytical expectation for the fate of the bubble. Section 5.3 givesa brief description for the numerical codes and methods used in this paper. We describethe setup of our numerical experiments and demonstrate the results in Section 5.4. InSection 5.5, we summarize and discuss the results.
5.2. Initial Conditions and Analytic Expectations
In this section, we set the stage for our model of a stratified hydrostatic medium anddescribe a hot bubble positioned initially near the centre of our idealised cluster. Wepresent also calculations that demonstrate that such bubbles will buoyantly rise, experi-ence ram pressure and undergo interface instabilities that lead to their ultimate demiseby mixing with the ambient medium.
5.2.1. The ambient mediumWe adopt the analytical model proposed by Komatsu & Seljak (2001, hereafter KS01)as a model for the ambient medium. In the analytical model, a gas sphere is embeddedin a dark matter (DM) halo with a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW Navarro et al., 1997)density profile, and the thermal pressure balances with the gravity of the DM halo witha polytropic equation of state while the self-gravity of the gas is neglected. KS01 adoptedempirical prescriptions to give the concentration parameter of the halo, c = r100/rs, wherers is the scale length of the halo, and the polytropic index, γ, as functions of the virialmass of the DM halo, M100. Here, M100 is the mass contained within the virial radius,r100, inside of which, the mean density of the DM halo is 100 times the critical densityof the current universe.Throughout this paper, we adopt a Hubble constant H0 = 70.3 km/s/Mpc (Komatsuet al., 2011) and we assume M100 = 3 × 1014 M and a total gas mass, Mgas = 4.5 ×1013 M. The concentration parameter of the DM halo and effective polytropic exponent
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that the analytical model provides are c = 5.168 and γ = 1.137, respectively. The DMhalo has a virial radius of r100 = 1.734Mpc. The dashed line in Figure 5.2 presents theradial profiles of gas density (first row) and temperature (second row) given by this model.
5.2.2. Equation of motion of a bubble5.2.2.1. BuoyancyLet us consider a hot underdense bubble embedded in a colder stratified ambient gassphere in hydrostatic equilibrium. If the bubble is displaced from the centre of the ambientgas sphere, it will rise buoyantly if the Schwarzschild condition for convective stability(Schwarzschild, 1906), ∣∣∣∣dTdr
∣∣∣∣ < ∣∣∣∣dTdr
∣∣∣∣ad (5.1)is not fulfilled. Here, r and T are the distance from the centre of the gas sphere andthe gas temperature, respectively. The subscript “ad” in the second term indicates therespective relation allowing only adiabatic processes. Treating the bubble as a pointmass for simplicity, the acceleration due to buoyancy, abuo, can be written as
abuo(r) = ρamb(r)− ρbub(r)ρbub(r) g(r), (5.2)where r is the position of the bubble relative to the centre, g(r) the gravitational acceler-ation at r, and ρamb(r) and ρbub indicate the density of the ambient medium at the radius,r = |r|, and of the bubble, respectively. Note that the first term equates with the gradientof the thermal pressure, −dp/dr.
5.2.2.2. Ram PressureWhen the bubble has a non-zero velocity with respect to the ambient medium, it also feelsram pressure. Treating the bubble again as a point mass, the gradient of ram pressure,aram, is given as
aram(r, v ) = v22ρbub dρamb(r)dr rr , (5.3)where v is the relative velocity between the bubble and the ambient medium.
5.2.2.3. Interface instabilitiesAs the bubble moves through the ambient medium with non-zero v , we expect the bubbleboundary to undergo a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability (KHI, cf. e.g. Landau & Lifshitz, 1959)which ultimately will act to dissolve the bubble in the ambient medium. The timescaleon which the KHI will act to dissolve the bubble is
τKHI ∼ ρamb + ρbub√ρambρbub λv , (5.4)where λ is the wavelength of the perturbation on the surface of the bubble. The KHIgrows exponentially with time, t, i.e., the amplitude of the KHI, AKHI ∝ exp (t/τKHI).
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of timescales. Black lines represent the timescale of the bubbleto arrive at r, τ(r). To estimate the KHI timescale, τKHI (blue), the instantanious relativevelocity between the bubble and the ambient medium at r, v (r), and the wavelength,λ = 59.3 kpc are assumed. For solid (dashed) lines, ram pressure is (is not) taken intoaccount. The bubble is expected to be dissolved at r ∼ 200− 300 kpc where τ(r) > τKHI.Red solid and dashed lines indicate the survival radius of the bubble including and notincluding ram pressure.
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5.2.3. Comparison of timescalesBased on our estimates above, the bubble is expected to survive until . τKHI but dissolveafter that. Using Eq. (5.2) and Eq. (5.3), we can follow the motion of a bubble and estimatethe time for the bubble to arrive at r, τ(r). To make a hot and less dense bubble, thetemperature of gas contained within the innermost sphere of a diameter of 20 kpc is setto be 109 K, much hotter than the ambient hydrostatic medium (see Figure 5.2). Assumingthat the heated central sphere itself expands adiabatically behind a rapidly propagatingshock (see also Figure 5.3) until its pressure balances that of the ambient medium, thediameter of the bubble becomes ∼ 60 kpc (with the assumption of adiabatic expansionof the bubble rendering this an upper limit). If the position of the bubble is displacedfrom the exact centre by some perturbation, it rises buoyantly as long as Eq. (5.1) is notsatisfied.Figure 5.1 compares τ(r) with τKHI and shows that the bubble would be dissolvedat r >∼ 200 − 300 kpc where τ(r) > τKHI. We compute the bubble density by assumingthat the bubble continues to expand adiabatically and use the instant relative velocitybetween the bubble and the ambient medium at r, v (r), and the wavelength, λ = 59.3 kpcto evaluate τKHI. Since τKHI is proportional to the wavelength of the perturbation, thischoice of λ would provide the upper limit of the of the KHI-time. Note that we neglectthe response of the ambient medium to the motion and expansion of the bubble andassume that its density and temperature stay those of the hydrostatic equilibrium state,for simplicity.Another fluid instability to possibly play a role is, of course, the Rayleigh-Taylor insta-bility (RTI). Assuming the same wavelength we assumed for Figure 5.1 (λ = 59.3 kpc) andthat the bubble density is much smaller than that of the ambient medium, the timescaleof the RTI is τRTI ∼ 250Myr at r = 10 kpc, comparable to τKHI. As mentioned above, thisprovides an upper limit for the involved timescales and modes of smaller wavelengthswould grow faster. The dependence of the timescale on the wavelength, τRTI ∝ λ0.5 andτKHI ∝ λ, indicates that the KHI modes of the smaller wavelength grow faster than thecorresponding RTI modes since they are comparable at the largest mode. Hence wehereafter consider that the KHI is the main mechanism to dissolve the bubble.
5.2.4. Introducing turbulenceIn contrast to our simplistic model above, the ICM is turbulent (e.g. Schuecker et al.,2004; Hitomi Collaboration et al., 2016, and other observational results) and a substantialamount of turbulent energy may be converted into thermal energy to heat the centre ofclusters (e.g. Dennis & Chandran, 2005; Zhuravleva et al., 2014; Eckert et al., 2017). Infact, mass estimates of galaxy clusters via the thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect andassuming hydrostatic equilibrium appear inconsistent with both independent measuresof galaxy cluster abundance (cf. Planck Collaboration et al., 2016) and independent massestimates (Hurier & Angulo, 2018), pointing possibly to a much larger contribution of non-thermal pressure than what is commonly found in simulations (see also e.g. Lau et al.,2009; Nelson et al., 2014).Here, we introduce turbulence in order to quantify the additional effect it can haveon the mixing of rising AGN bubbles in purely hydrostatic simulations, as well as theopposite effect, how the bubble can drive turbulence itself. We adopt a simple model inwhich we sample an isotropic Gaussian Kolmogorov velocity spectrum (e.g. Landau &
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Lifshitz, 1959), for which 〈v˜(k) · v˜∗(k′)〉 ∝ |k |−11/3δD(k − k′), (5.5)where a tilde indicates a Fourier transformed field. An arbitrary velocity field can be de-composed into longitudinal (compressible) and transversal (incompressible) modes, withthe respective scalar potential φv and the vector potential Av , so thatv =∇φv +∇× Av . (5.6)We assume here that the potentials are being given through multiplication of a randomscalar field G{0, 1} and an independent random vector field G{0, 1} (both of which areassumed to be fields of Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit variance) with thesquare-root of the spectrum, so that in Fourier space
φ˜v (k) = αφ0 k−17/6 G˜{0, 1}, A˜v (k) = βφ0 k−17/6 G˜{0, 1}. (5.7)Here, φ0 is a normalisation constant, and the parameters α and β can be used to adjustthe relative importance of longitudinal and transversal velocity modes (α2 + β2 = 1 tomaintain normalisation and we set α2 = β2 = 0.5). Note that the Kolmogorov spectrumtypically holds only between the driving scale and the dissipation scale. In our model, weset the driving scale k0 by hand and zero all modes with k < k0 where k0 = 2pi/(r100/4)in this paper, while we assume that the dissipation scale is unresolved. In practice, wecreate a random realisation of a velocity field on a mesh of resolution N3v , with Nv = 256.The finite resolution automatically introduces a small-scale cut off of 2pi/(r100/128), andwe assume that the one-point variance on the grid, σ2v can be equated to a non-thermaltemperature of Tnt. For the simulation codes used in this study, we add the respectivevelocity by interpolating from the particle/AMR cell positions to the grid on which wemade a realisation of the velocity field. Then the corresponding thermal energy of kBTnt,is subtracted from each particle/AMR cell. This keeps the total energy of the systemconstant down to the level of Poisson noise in the grid and particle distribution.
5.3. Methods
In order to compare theoretical expectations outlined in the previous section with full non-linear calculations, we run idealized hydrodynamical simulations of self-gravitating gasusing two independently developed numerical codes. This section gives a brief descriptionof these codes and the methods they adopt to solve the equations of ideal hydrodynamics.
5.3.1. Initial conditionsAs a model for the hot cluster gas, we adopt the model of Komatsu & Seljak (2001) that wealready described in Subsection 5.2.1. In our numerical experiments, we however maketwo important modifications compared to this model: First, we include the self-gravityof the gas sphere, which was ignored in the KS01 model. To this end, we rescale thegravitational acceleration of the model to that of only the dark matter by multiplyingwith a factor of (1−Mgas/M100) and calculate the self-gravity of the gas self-consistently.Second, we adopt a polytropic exponent of γ = 5/3, while KS01 originally adopted theeffective polytropic index that they derived as a constraint of the model (γ = 1.137 forour cluster parameters).
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As a model for the bubble inflated by a central AGN, we use a sphere of radius10 kpc placed close to the centre of the halo and heated to a temperature of 109 K. Theassociated thermal energy, ∼ 3 × 1059 erg, is identical in all experiments and roughlyconsistent with what observations suggest (e.g. Bîrzan et al., 2004).
5.3.2. Lagrangian methodsFor all Lagrangian hydrodynamic simulations, we use the Gizmo code (Hopkins, 2015),which includes various Lagrangian methods, among them TSPH, PSPH and MFM, thatwe use in what follows.
• Traditional SPH (TSPH; e.g. Lucy, 1977; Gingold & Monaghan, 1977; Monaghan,1992) has been widely used in astrophysics, especially to study structure formationin the universe (for recent reviews e.g. Rosswog, 2009; Springel, 2010a; Monaghan,2012; Price, 2012, and references therein) because of its great advantages, e.g.Galilean invariance, automatically adopted spatial resolution and exact mass con-servation. However, it is also known that TSPH has difficulties to deal with fluidmixing. For example, the artificial tension on the contact surface of multi-phasefluids suppresses the growth of the KHI (e.g. Okamoto et al., 2003; Agertz et al.,2007).
• Subsequent studies have made a lot of efforts to overcome the difficulties (e.g.Ritchie & Thomas, 2001; Inutsuka, 2002; Read et al., 2010; Abel, 2011). One of themodern formulations of SPH, the pressure flavour of SPH (PSPH; Saitoh & Makino,2013; Hopkins, 2013) resolved them by replacing the volume element estimated fromthe mass density of an SPH particle (which is a technique used in TSPH) with thatestimated from pressure (or energy density) of the particle and handled the fluidmixing instabilities, including the KHI and Rayleigh-Taylor instability.
• Hopkins (2015) recently proposed a new class of particle methods for numerical hy-drodynamics, meshless finite mass (MFM) and meshless finite volume (MFV), whichhave advantages of both SPH and grid-based schemes. These methods adopt akernel-weighted volume discretization like SPH, but with a high-order matrix gra-dient estimator. A Riemann solver evaluates fluid (mass, momentum and energy)fluxes between particles, whose effective volume elements are overlapped. The limitof the MFM/MFV method with an infinitely sharply peaked kernel function cor-responds to the moving-mesh method with non-regular deformed grids, e.g. theVoronoi tessellation (Springel, 2010b; Duffell & MacFadyen, 2011; Gaburov et al.,2012).
The initial particle distribution which follows the KS01 density profile is drawn byusing the rejection sampling scheme and thermal energy is assigned to each particle byinterpolating the temperature profile of the KS01 model. To model AGN bubbles in theICM, we increase the thermal energy of particles contained in the bubble within a radiusof 10 kpc to have temperature of 109 K. In all runs using Gizmo, we set the smoothinglength, h, to the equivalent of what contains 32 neighbour particles and use the cubicspline kernel function. The gravitational softening in computing the gas self-gravity isfixed to be 1 kpc. We employ 67 108 864 particles, unless stated otherwise. The maximumspatial resolution is typically 2h ∼ 10 kpc at the centre and the mass resolution is
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6.7 × 105 M. The self-gravity of the gas is computed using the tree algorithm (Barnes& Hut, 1986) with an opening angle of θ = 0.7 (default setting in Gizmo). The gravityof the DM halo is computed with a fixed analytical potential (see Subsection 5.2.1 andSubsection 5.3.1 for details).
5.3.3. Eulerian methodsFor the Eulerian hydrodynamics simulations, we use the adaptive mesh-refinement (AMR)code Ramses. Ramses solves the hydrodynamic equations using a second-order, unsplitGodunov scheme. This method is known to accurately capture shocks. Fluxes are recon-structed from the cell-centred values with the Harten-Lax-van Leer-Contact (HLLC) Rie-mann solver that uses a first-order MinMod Total Variation Diminishing scheme. Ramsesuses a tree structure, which allows for cell-by-cell refinement, thanks to which computa-tional resources can be focused at high-density regions.The initial conditions for the density and pressure of the ICM sphere are interpolatedfrom the respective KS01 profiles. The AGN bubble is modelled by raising the temperatureof all cells whose centres fall within the bubble radius to 109 K. We have used boundaryconditions which allow only for outflow. Cells are refined based on the quasi-Lagrangianapproach, when gas mass in the cell exceeds 1.94×107 M. This leads to a similar numberof leaf cells, 59 211 888 at the initial time, compared to the number of particles in GIZMOruns. This also leads to mean mass of 8.6 × 105 M and median mass 6.6 × 105 M,where the latter is almost identical to the mass resolution in GIZMO. Maximum spatialresolution achieved is 1.64 kpc (11 levels of refinement), while minimum resolution is52.5 kpc (6 levels of refinement; base grid). We use analytical gravity for the DM halodescribed in Subsection 5.2.1 and Subsection 5.3.1. Self-gravity of the gas is calculatedusing the relaxation solver in Ramses and added to the halo potential.
5.3.4. Spherical 1D validation codeFor spherically symmetric initial conditions in general cases where analytic solutionsdo not exist, we have run a simple spherical 1D MUSCL solver which includes solversfor one-dimensional spherical hydrodynamics and self-gravity. We use this 1D code inorder to validate the solutions of the three-dimensional solvers discussed above duringthose stages when the solution is still close to spherically symmetric. The initial gasdensity and temperature are set as in Ramses. The boundary conditions are reflectivein the centre and outflow at the outer boundary. Self gravity can be calculated triviallyin spherical 1D by summing mass shells up to a given radius and the same analyticalpotential with that in runs of Gizmo and Ramses is adopted to compute the gravity of theDM halo.
5.4. Simulations
In what follows, we present the results of our numerical experiments. We summariseall the runs performed in Table 5.1; all spherically symmetric runs were also run withthe 1D code. We first verify that our ICM is indeed close to hydrostatic equilibriumand remain so over an extended period of time with all numerical methods. Next, weinvestigate the evolution of an AGN-inflated hot bubble in such a hydrostatic ICM. Wealso consider the sophistication of our ICM model by replacing a fraction of its thermal
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Table 5.1: Summary of simulation runs used in this study. Parameters varied with re-spect to the fiducial run are highlighted in bold print. Columns: (1) subsection in whichthe simulations are discussed; (2) resolution at which simulation was run (‘low’ means‘levelmax=9‘ for RAMSES and 8 million particles for GIZMO; ‘high’ means ‘levelmax=11‘for RAMSES and 64 million particles for GIZMO); (3) presence and location of bubble:‘no’, ‘centred’, ‘off-centre‘; (4) presence of turbulence in the initial conditions.
Section resolution bubble turbulence(1) (2) (3) (4)5.4.1 low no no5.4.2 low+high centred no5.4.3 low+high off-centre no5.4.4 low+high off-centre yes
energy with turbulence. Here we emphasize again that the main purpose of this study isto see if any systematic differences between the hydrodynamical solvers, commonly usedin cosmological simulations, are observed even in our idealized simulations. Thus, thenumerical resolutions employed, and described in Section 5.3, are comparable with thoseof current state-of-the-art cosmological simulations. We additionally perform simulationswith degraded resolution to test the numerical convergence.
5.4.1. Stability of the ambient gas sphereWe first verify how close to hydrostatic equilibrium the clusters remain over an evolutiontime of 1 Gyr. The results of this stability test are shown as solid lines in Figure 5.2.Despite the differences from the original model of KS01 (self-gravity of the gas andequation of state), the differences between the original model (brown dashed line) andthe simulation results are small. The gas profiles for density (first row) and temperature(second row) show a very minor evolution due to the system readjusting to a new hy-drostatic equilibrium with an expansion of ∼ 30km/s. More remarkably, a similar degreeof stability is seen when we replace some thermal energy with turbulent kinetic energy.And, even if we include turbulence at a very high level of Tnt = 0.5Tvir in the ambientgas sphere, the spherically averaged radial profiles of density and temperature do notsignificantly deviate from the state shown in Figure 5.2. Here Tvir is the virial temper-ature of the DM halo, Tvir ≈ 1.8 × 107 K and the corresponding velocity dispersion isσvir ∼ 835 km/s. We can therefore conclude that the gas sphere is reasonably stable andwe adopt it as the ambient ICM of the AGN bubble in the following simulations. We notethat our decision to neglect radiative cooling throughout this paper is well justified sincethe cooling timescale is longer than the buoyant timescale (∼ 1Gyr), that we study here,by a factor of ∼ 5, as shown in the fourth row.In all cases we investigated, the turbulent energy decayed in a much shorter time,∼ 30Myr, than the total time of evolution of 1 Gyr. We also note that the Poisson par-ticle noise puts the gas locally out of hydrostatic equilibrium in all runs using Gizmo .This drives a persistent ‘particle jitter’ since the system responds by producing velocitydispersion (third row) which carries the difference in internal energy when compared toRamses and the 1D code.
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Figure 5.2: Radial profiles of gas density (first panel), temperature (second), velocitydispersion (third) and cooling timescale (fourth) after 1 Gyr of isolated evolution. Solidlines show profiles from numerical simulations using Ramses(blue), TPSH (yellow), PSPH(green), MFM (red) and the 1D code (purple), and the brown dashed one represents theprofiles of the KS01 model. Each simulation is initialised in the same way - density andtemperature follow KS01. All runs are performed at a lower resolution than in the runswith an AGN bubble - GIZMO simulations with 8 388 608 particles, RAMSES simulationwith levelmax=9.
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5.4.2. Expansion of a central AGN bubbleIn this subsection, we study the expansion of an AGN bubble inflated at the centre ofthe ICM sphere. We increase the initial temperature of fluid elements, i.e. particles inthe Gizmo runs and cells in Ramses and the 1D code, within a central spherical regionof 10 kpc to 109 K while the density profile follows that of the KS01 model. The initialgas velocity is set to zero, i.e. we do not include turbulent velocities yet. While thecentral bubble is buoyantly unstable according to the Schwarzschild stability conditionfor convection, Eq. (5.1), the instability should not arise due to the symmetry of the system.In perfect symmetry it should just expand, but particle noise (Gizmo) and anisotropy dueto the Cartesian mesh (Ramses) break this symmetry and let the bubble rise after sometime. During the early phase of the simulations the bubble remains however symmetricand we can compare the results of the 3D simulations with that of 1D simulations witha much higher resolution.Figure 5.3 depicts radial profiles of gas density (upper), temperature (middle) andradial velocity (bottom) after 100Myr. The expanding bubble creates a strong shockwave which propagates outward. The shock positions in the simulations with differenthydrodynamic solvers agree very well with each other (∼ 100 kpc). The shock wave leavesa diffuse and hot core at the centre by compressing and accumulating the ambient ICM.While the overall features of the 1D solution are captured by all 3D runs, some differencesin the core (r <∼ 10 kpc) are visible due to the lack of resolution in the 3D runs. Theprofiles obtained in 3D simulations are consistent with each other in the radial rangeof r = 101 − 103 kpc. Comparing the results of 3D simulations at high (thick lines) andlow (thin lines) resolution, the profiles are numerically converged down to r ∼ 20 kpc,which corresponds to the spatial resolution in the simulations with lower resolution.An additional interesting difference between the 1D and 3D runs is the presence of apulsating mode in the 1D run interior to the shock and visible as wiggles behind the shockposition. It appears that due to lack of resolution such modes are efficiently damped outin the 3D runs.
5.4.3. A rising bubble in non-turbulent ICMIn this subsection, we investigate the rising of buoyantly unstable AGN bubbles and theirinteraction with the ambient ICM. As in the simulations of the previous section, we changethe initial setup by increasing the temperature of fluid elements within the bubble witha radius of 10 kpc to 109 K. Now however, the centre of the bubble is shifted to the upperright oblique 45 degree direction in the x−y plane by 10 kpc from the centre, keeping thetemperature outside the bubble and density to be those of the KS01 model. Turbulenceis not taken into account and the initial velocity is set to be zero. Since the shifted hotbubble breaks both the Schwarzschild stability condition for convection, Eq. (5.1), andthe symmetry of the system, it must be buoyantly unstable and rising. The amount ofthe injected thermal energy is almost the same as that in the simulations with a centralbubble, ∼ 3× 1059 erg.Figure 5.4 shows slices of gas density after 1Gyr in the runs with the shifted bubble.The fate of rising bubbles very clearly depends strongly on the choice of hydrodynamicalsolvers. The bubble is rising towards the direction of the initial displacement (upperright oblique 45 degree direction in the x − y plane). It survives unharmed and reacheslarge radii in the TSPH run (upper left). This result is inconsistent with the analytical
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Figure 5.3: Radial profiles of gas density (upper), temperature (middle) and radial velocity(bottom) 100Myr after an injection of thermal energy by raising the temperature inthe central 10 kpc to 109 K. Solid lines show profiles from numerical simulations usingRamses(blue), TSPH (yellow), PSPH (green), MFM (red) and the 1D code (purple). Thickand thin lines are the results of simulations with the high- (64 million particles in theGizmo runs and levelmax=11 in the Ramses run) and low resolution (8 million particlesin the Gizmo runs and levelmax=9 in the Ramses run), respectively. The initial conditionis shown as a brown dashed line.
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Figure 5.4: Slices through the gas density distribution for TSPH (top left), PSPH (topright), MFM (bottom left) and RAMSES (bottom right) after 1Gyr of evolution of a bubbleinitially shifted from the centre. Each simulation is initialised in the same way - densityand temperature follow KS01 and we artificially raise the temperature within the bubblewhose centre is shifted to the upper right oblique 45 degree direction in the x −y planeby 10 kpc from the centre of the gas sphere to 109 K. The radius of the bubble, 10 kpc, isthe same as the runs shown in the previous section.
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Figure 5.5: Projection of the density distribution of gas initially contained in the heatedbubble for TSPH (top left), PSPH (top right), MFM (bottom left) and RAMSES (bottomright) after 1Gyr of evolution. The same simulations as in Figure 5.4 are shown.
expectation discussed in Figure 5.1 and caused by the well-known suppression of fluidinstabilities by the spurious surface tension (e.g. Okamoto et al., 2003; Agertz et al.,2007). In other runs, the bubble is dissolved by the KHI while configurations are differentfrom one another. The bubble is fragmented into smaller ones in the PSPH run (upperright). In contrast, the MFM one (lower left) looks very similar to the Ramses result(lower right), while the symmetry of the structure is broken in the MFM run by Poissonnoise contained in the initial particle distribution (see also Figure 5.7 for a discussion ofresolution effects). The difference in bubble morphology between hydrodynamical solversof translates of course directly into differences in the redistribution of mass, includingmetals, and energy by the rising bubble.In order to better visualize the fate of the heated fluid elements, we next study howthe rising bubble is dissolved in the ICM in more detail by explicitly tracking the fluidelements initially contained in the heated sphere. For the Gizmo runs (TSPH, PSPH andMFM), the Lagrangian nature allows us to follow the heated fluid elements through theID of particles. If metal mixing is not explicitly performed in SPH, this would also trackthe evolution of metals contained in the hot bubble. While MFM method computes the
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fluxes between particles like Eulerian schemes and thus gas initially contained in thebubble may dissipate, we use the ID of particles to follow the heated fluid elements. InEulerian schemes, like Ramses, tracking fluid elements is more complicated. We take asimple approach here and follow the gas that was initially within the bubble by injectinga passive tracer variable in the grid, which is advected with the flow of the gas. This issimilar in spirit to injecting metals from supernovae explosions, but in our case we injectthe tracer only at the beginning of the simulation and its value in no way modifies anyother properties of the grid. This method only approximates tracking of the gas flow in thegrid and a more advanced method which uses tracer particles in Ramses is currently indevelopment (Cadiou et al., private communication). Having that in mind we caution thatdirect comparison between grid passive tracer and particle IDs can be only qualitative.On the other hand, both cases in fact correspond rather well to the evolution of metalsin the flow in the different methods.Figure 5.5 shows the projected density, integrated along the line of sight (LoS), ofgas initially contained in the heated bubble at 1Gyr. It is apparent that, in all cases,the bubble is not fully mixed with the ICM yet, while the specific bubble configurationdepends on the choice of hydrodynamical solver, just like the density distribution of theICM. In the TSPH run (upper left), the heated fluid elements are confined to a small regionwhich corresponds to the less-dense cavity in the upper left panel in Figure 5.4. This isanother indication that the bubble survives largely unaffected in the TSPH run due to theartificial suppression of the growth of fluid instabilities. In other runs, the bubble is moreelongated and less-dense compared with the TSPH run since they handle the instabilitiesbetter while the bubble is not completely dissolved and mixed with the ICM even in theseruns. In the PSPH (upper right) and MFM (lower left) runs, one can find small densityfluctuations on the bubble surface which originate from the Poisson noise in drawing ofthe initial particle distribution. The bubble has a symmetric structure in the Ramses runthanks to the absence of such noise. Fluctuations in density and velocity fields would ofcourse always exist in the real ICM. We will study the impact of such ‘noises’ below inSubsection 5.4.4 by introducing, in a controlled way, a turbulent velocity field.The pressing question is of course whether such morphological differences are alsoreflected in integral properties of the ICM and thus affect the efficiency of AGN feedback.We thus next investigate how the bubble redistributes mass and energy into the ICM inFigure 5.6. The evolution of the profiles obtained from the quarter of the box in which thebubble rises is drawn from the left-most to right-most columns. As shown in Figure 5.3, theblast wave ignited by the injected thermal energy reaches to r >∼ 100 kpc at t = 100Myr.In those runs the energy was damped at the centre of the gas sphere. Assuming theself-similarity of the Sedov-Taylor solution and that the blast wave expands analogouslyin the runs in which the bubble is shifted, then it would reach r = 200 − 300 kpc att = 300Myr. Indeed, as expected, it appears as peaks in the outskirts (r ∼ 300 kpc) inthe profiles of temperature (second row) and velocity dispersion (fourth row) of the left-most column. At later times it passes through the radial range demonstrated in Figure 5.6.Hence the dominating peaks shown in this figure are not originated by the blast wave,but by the rising bubble.The bubble appears as the bump in the density profile (first row) and as peaks inothers. Remarkably, we do not observe significant differences in the density profile. Asillustrated in Figure 5.4, the hot bubble robustly survives for a long time in the TSPHrun because of the spurious tension and we see rising of the hot bubble in the profiles of
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Figure 5.6: Mass-weighted profiles after evolution of 300Myr (first column), 400Myr(second), 500Myr (third) and 1Gyr (fourth). We focus our analysis only on the quarter ofthe box in which the bubble evolves. The profiles of gas density (first row), temperature(second), entropy (third) and three-dimensional velocity dispersion (fourth) are shown.Solid lines show profiles from numerical simulations using Ramses (blue), TPSH (yellow),PSPH (green) and MFM (red). Thick and thin lines are the results of simulations withthe high- (64 million particles in the Gizmo runs and levelmax=11 in the Ramses run)and low resolution (8 million particles in the Gizmo runs and levelmax=9 in the Ramsesrun), respectively. The brown dashed line represents the KS01 model.
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Figure 5.7: Resolution effects in the density slices. The left four panels show the densityslices at t = 500Myr obtained from simulations with the high resolution we adopt as thestandard level (64 million particles in the Gizmo runs and levelmax=11 in the Ramsesrun) and the right four show those in runs with a degraded resolution (8 million particlesin the Gizmo runs and levelmax=9 in the Ramses run). A shifted hot bubble is initiallyset and the turbulent velocity field is not introduced in all runs. In each group of panels,the results of simulations using TSPH, PSPH, MFM and RAMSES are illustrated in theupper left, upper right, lower left and lower right panels, respectively.
temperature (second row) and entropy (third row). On the other hand, because the bubbleis being dissolved and turbulent motions could arise in MFM and Ramses runs, the thermalenergy contained in the bubble is converted into kinetic energy (fourth row) and the peaksare less pronounced in the profiles of temperature and entropy. The behaviour of thePSPH run is intermediate between the two groups, as expected from Figure 5.4 in whichthe bubble is fragmented into smaller ones in the PSPH run. Note the velocity dispersion,100-200 km/s, of the turbulent motion driven by the bubble is roughly consistent withthe observation of the Perseus cluster (Hitomi Collaboration et al., 2016) and simulationresults by Lau et al. (2017, but see also Reynolds et al. 2015).Regarding the dependence on numerical resolution, the profiles of density and tem-perature are well converged, while the latter gets noisier in the simulations with thelower resolution (thin lines) compared to the higher resolution simulations (thick lines).By definition, S ∝ ρT−2/3, which means that the entropy profile is numerically convergedas well. Note that the MFM runs are not perfectly converged with differences at the levelof ∼ 10%. While the velocity dispersion profiles in the Gizmo (MFM and SPH) runs showrelatively good convergence, the Ramses run at lower resolution has a lower maximumvelocity dispersion ompared to the higher resolution simulation. This might be due tothe diffusive nature of AMR codes at low resolution, but to study this in detail wouldbe beyond the scope of this paper. While we thus observe some dependence of the pro-files on the numerical resolution employed, i.e. they are not perfectly converged, it is notsignificant enough to change our conclusions.Then we study how the resolution effects affect the structure of the bubbles and theirsurvivability. Figure 5.7 compares the images obtained from the simulations, varying theresolution. The left four panels are the density slices from simulations with the highresolution we adopt as the standard level and the right four are those from the runs
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with lower resolution. The Ramses simulations have similar numbers of leaf cells tothe number of particles in the Gizmo simulations of each resolution level. The overallstructures, e.g. the direction to which the bubble is rising and position of the bubble, arewell captured at the both resolutions. However, there are apparent differences betweenthe two levels of resolution on the small scale, e.g. number of fragmented smaller bubblesand separation between them. In spite of the resolution dependence, our conclusion is notchanged because the differences among the hydrodynamical solvers are more significant.In summary, the choice of hydrodynamical solver does change the fate of the buoyantlyunstable hot bubble and the mass and energy redistribution driven by it in simulations.In the TSPH run, the rising bubble survives for a time inconsistent with the analyticalexpectation and reaches large radii because spurious tension suppresses the growthof fluid instabilities on the surface. As a result, the thermal energy is locked in thebubble and a smaller fraction of energy, compared with those in the runs using the otherhydrodynamical solvers, is distributed to the ambient medium. On the other hand, in thesimulations using hydrodynamical solvers which can handle fluid instabilities, the bubbleis dissolved in a timescale consistent with the analytical expectation (a few 100Myr, seeFigure 5.1) and the thermal energy originally contained in the bubble is converted tonon-thermal turbulent energy. In the real ICM, energy would continuously change theform, e.g. transformation from thermal energy to kinetic energy (via bubble rising) andvice versa (via dissipation).In addition, the different evolution of the bubble can also lead to differences in themetal distribution in the ICM. Supposing that the bubble, which comes from the centreof the cluster, is metal enriched (if metallicity gradients are present), a more diffusivemetal distribution, i.e. lower metallicity, would be observed in simulations using theschemes which can handle fluid instabilities (see e.g. Martizzi et al., 2016). This would befurther enhanced if the metals are diffused between fluid elements. We study the morecomplicated and realistic phenomena, rising of an AGN bubble in a turbulent ICM, in thenext section.
5.4.4. A rising bubble in a turbulent ICMThis subsection investigates how small fluctuations in the ICM affect the rising bub-ble and also their back-reaction. In order to study this effect, we introduce a turbulentvelocity field following a Kolmogorov power spectrum (see Subsection 5.2.4) with thenon-thermal temperature of Tnt = 0.03Tvir ≈ 5.4× 105K which corresponds to a velocitydispersion of 147km/s, consistent with the X-ray observation of the Perseus cluster (Hit-omi Collaboration et al. 2016, see also ZuHone et al. 2018). In the initial conditions ofthe ICM we subtract the corresponding thermal energy from the ICM. Other parameterssuch as resolution parameters, bubble temperature and size, are the same as those inSubsection 5.4.3.Figure 5.8 shows the projected density distribution of gas initially contained in theheated bubble at 1Gyr in the runs with the turbulent velocity field. Because of theperturbations due to turbulence, the bubble does not rise in the direction of the initialoffset (upper right oblique 45 degree direction in the x−y plane). In addition, turbulenceintroduces perturbations of smaller wavelengths which grow faster (see Eq. (5.4)) andthus enhances instability of the bubble surface. As a result, the bubble is more quicklydisrupted and mixed with the ICM compared to the non-turbulent case (Figure 5.5), usinghydrodynamical schemes which can handle the instabilities (PSPH, MFM and Ramses).
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Figure 5.8: Projection of the density distribution of gas initially contained in the heatedbubble for TSPH (top left), PSPH (top right), MFM (bottom left) and RAMSES (bottomright) after 1Gyr of evolution. Here, the results of simulations with a controlled turbulentvelocity field of Tnt = 5.4× 105 K are shown.
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However, just as in the non-turbulent run, the bubble in the TSPH run robustly survivesdue to the suppression of the growth of fluid instabilities by artificial surface tension(upper left). Note that the distance from the centre of the cluster to the (remnants of)bubbles in the turbulent runs is smaller than those in the non-turbulent ones. This andenhanced mixing imply that redistribution of mass, including metals, and energy may bealso enhanced around the centre in this case.We study this point using Figure 5.9 which presents the profiles of gas density (firstrow), temperature (second), entropy (third) and velocity dispersion (fourth). The evolutionis shown from the left-most to right-most columns. Unlike before, we now use the wholesimulation box to measure the profiles since the direction of rising of the bubble is nolonger the same in all runs, as shown in Figure 5.8. We note that this dilutes the signatureof bubbles in the profiles since the part of the simulation box that is not significantlyaffected by the bubble is included in the analysis. We see no significant differencesbetween hydrodynamical solvers in the first three profiles from the top and they arenumerically well converged (thick lines vs. thin ones), except for the temperature profilein the MFM runs. However, peaks in the velocity dispersion profiles are more evident inthe MFM and Ramses runs compared with the SPH runs at the higher resolution level,comparable to those in the cosmological simulations (thick). Again, we interpret this asdifferences in the efficiency of conversion of thermal energy to turbulent (kinetic) energywhen the bubble rises.It is also worth mentioning that the turbulence decays in all runs, especially in thecentre of the cluster where the crossing time is shorter than that measured at the out-skirts. Interestingly, the decay of the turbulent velocity field is more significant in theSPH runs compared with the MFM and Ramses ones in the runs of the higher reso-lution (thick), while the degree of the turbulent decay in the Ramses run of the lowerresolution (blue thin) is comparable to those in the SPH runs. Since perturbations withshorter wavelength, which are introduced by turbulence and grow faster, enhance dis-solving of the bubble and mixing with the ICM, these mechanisms would be non-linearlydegraded in SPH simulations, while a stronger turbulent velocity field is kept in theMFM and Ramses runs. We expect that the sub-grid physics models in cosmological sim-ulations which trigger sequential and/or multiple AGN bubbles in the ICM can enhancesuch contrasts between hydrodynamical solvers. To test this hypothesis, more system-atic comparison studies varying not only hydrodynamical solvers but also resolution andsub-grid physics would be needed, which is however beyond the scope of this brief study.Note that while some profiles are not numerically converged, the degree of significanceis not large enough to change the conclusions.
5.5. Summary and discussion
AGN feedback is believed to be an important heating source to keep the ICM in thecluster centre hot and diffuse, and a key to avoid the central cooling flow problem. Anumber of studies have used numerical simulations to investigate the effect of AGNfeedback on the properties of the ICM. However, despite progress in hydrodynamicalsolvers and modelling of AGN feedback in numerical simulations, a full consensus amongcosmological hydrodynamical simulations has not been reached yet and simulations forcluster cosmology are not yet predictive. This situation motivated us to investigate one ofthe possible reasons for the inconsistency: the difference in the hydrodynamical schemes
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Figure 5.9: Mass-weighted profiles after 300Myr (first column), 400Myr (second), 500Myr(third) and 1Gyr (fourth) with turbulent initial conditions. Here, we analyse the wholebox in each simulation. The profiles of gas density (first row), temperature (second),entropy (third) and three-dimensional velocity dispersion (fourth) are shown. Solid linesshow profiles from numerical simulations using Ramses (blue), TPSH (yellow), PSPH(green) and MFM (red). Thick and thin lines are the results of simulations with the high-(64 million particles in the Gizmo runs and levelmax=11 in the Ramses run) and lowresolution (8 million particles in the Gizmo runs and levelmax=9 in the Ramses run),respectively. The brown dashed line represents the KS01 model.
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employed in various simulations. For this purpose, we studied the evolution of risingbubbles inflated by AGN feedback in ideal self-gravitating hydrodynamics. According toobservations, the bubbles may be pockets of a significant amount of thermal energy (andcosmic rays, which are however not yet routinely included in cosmological simulations)and hence studying the interaction between the bubble and the ICM is important to makeprogress.Using a simplified model, we first showed that a hot bubble will rise buoyantly in theICM and is prone to surface instabilities that act to disrupt and mix it over time scales of1 Gyr for a typical cluster of a few 1014 M. If the hydrodynamical solver captures fluidinstabilities (i.e. the KHI here) well (such as MFM and Ramses that we studied here),the bubble is disrupted as expected. However, the bubble survives for a longer time thanthe analytical expectation in simulations using traditional SPH due to spurious surfacetension suppressing the growth of instabilities. In the simulation employing the PSPHscheme, we observed that the bubble instead fragments into smaller ones. In addition,we found that if the bubble is metal enriched compared to the ICM at larger radii, a morediffusive metal distribution, i.e. lower metallicity, may be observed in simulated galaxyclusters using hydrodynamical solvers which can model well fluid instabilities (see alsoe.g. Martizzi et al., 2016), and particularly so in when comparing with Lagrangian schemesthat in addition neglect metal diffusion at the fluid element scale.Because of the difference in bubble mixing, the energy redistribution in the ICM drivenby the rising bubble depends somewhat, but less than initially expected, on the choiceof hydrodynamical solvers in simulations. Using the hydrodynamical solvers that cancapture fluid instabilities, the thermal energy contained in the bubble is transformed morereadily into kinetic energy because dissolving of the bubble drives turbulent motion in theICM. In contrast, the thermal energy is captured in the surviving bubble and transportedto large radii in the TSPH simulation. The energy redistribution observed in the PSPHsimulation is similar to that in the TSPH run.In a second step, we investigated whether the various methods agree better in aturbulent ICM, where random motion act to increase bubble disruption and mixing. Whenthe numerical method resolves well fluid instabilities (here MFM and Ramses), the thermalenergy initially contained in the hot bubble is again efficiently converted to kinetic energyof the turbulent motion. More surprisingly, even if we include the turbulent velocityfield, the bubble robustly survived in the TSPH simulation while it is more significantlydissolved and mixed with the ICM in all other hydrodynamical solvers. We also found thatin general the SPH schemes used in this study damp the turbulent velocity field morestrongly than both Ramses and MFM. And, they also lead to less efficient conversion ofthe hot bubble to turbulent motion.In summary, we have observed significant differences in the spatial distribution ofthe hot bubble after it mixes with the ICM when employing different hydrodynamicalsolvers. Somewhat surprisingly however, the differences in the gas profiles are not verysignificant. We also observe that some profiles may not be perfectly converged even withthe resolution level of the current state-of-the-art cosmological simulations, although thedegree of significance is not large to change the conclusion of this paper. While theseresults might imply that the choice of the hydrodynamical solvers is not the primaryfactor to explain differences in results obtained in different cosmological hydrodynamicalsimulations, we can only speculate here whether the differences we observed may beamplified if AGN feedback energy is injected repeatedly as the halo grows in mass. The
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amount of injected energy into the AGN bubble in our simulations, ∼ 1059 erg, was only∼ 0.1% of the total thermal energy of the ICM. Assuming that the central super massiveblack hole, which is the engine of the AGN, has a mass of 109 M, the feedback energyover the timescale of our simulations, 1Gyr, can be of order of ∼ 1062−63 erg if the AGNcontinues to be active (see e.g. Woo & Urry, 2002). While this naïve estimation providesof course just an upper limit, the budget of feedback energy could be much greater thanwhat we assumed and recursive injections of AGN bubbles are expected in a duty cyclebehaviour of central fuel gas consumption and replenishment.Even if the feedback energy is the same as assumed in this work, the impact of thebubbles may be greater if the ICM has a low-temperature core in the centre, i.e. in acool-core cluster, so that the central gas is close to a runaway cooling instability. Wewill revisit this aspect in future work.Last but not least, additional physical processes that this study does not take intoaccount may alter the evolution of the AGN bubble and the thermodynamics of galaxyclusters. For example, Scannapieco & Brüggen (2008) used idealized simulations of asimilar setup to ours (including physical scales) and demonstrated that the buoyantlyrising AGN bubbles can survive longer when unresolved turbulence is taken into accountas an effective viscosity. The simulations with the turbulent viscosity observed bubbles ofmushroom-like structures while the bubbles are more dissolved than those in our simu-lations when they did not include it. Our simulations have lower resolutions compared totheirs because of the larger size of the simulation box and thus have a larger numericalviscosity, aided further by the nature of hydrodynamical solvers we use. This can thusexplain why at the resolutions we investigate we observe very similar mushroom-likestructures (cf. e.g. Figure 5.4). Clearly, as cosmological simulations will probe smallerscales also in clusters, the inclusion of subgrid turbulence will become important.One would further expect that magnetic tension also acts to suppress the disruptionand mixing of buoyantly rising bubbles. We will investigate the interactions between theAGN bubble and ICM using idealised MHD simulations of several kinds of hydrodynam-ical solvers in a subsequent paper (Biernacki et al., in prep.).
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6
PROSPECTS
And so it goes... – Kurt Vonnegut
Recent years brought understanding that modelling of SMBH dynamics and feedbackis crucial for galaxy formation models. It is important to realise, however, that there arestill many questions that require addressing. In this Thesis I have attempted answeringsome of them in the context of idealised simulations of massive, gas-rich galaxies. Howare supermassive black holes perturbed by their environment? Can nuclear star clustersprevent supernovae feedback and massive clumps from ejecting the SMBH? How is theself-regulation of supermassive black hole growth achieved? How is the feedback froman active galactic nucleus interacting with the galactic fountain and wider halo gas? Donumerical recipes have an impact on the feedback energy deposition?The answers I have presented here open up many new possible avenues for futureresearch, some of which I will discuss briefly in this chapter. They reflect the ongoingwork I am undertaking, thus the results should be seen mostly as preliminary.
6.1. Nuclear star cluster feeding SMBH
A galactic nucleus can be a violent place. A recent star formation event due to accretionof a giant molecular cloud can lead to formation of young massive stars that explode assupernovae within 20 Myr. As an outcome the nuclear region becomes depleted of gas,that could serve as a fuel for the SMBH accretion. Older stars, with masses 1− 10 M,will eventually enter the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) phase and provide strong stellarwinds that could feed the SMBH over a longer time scale. Is this scenario feasible and canthe accretion be sustained by stellar winds from NSC? Does the AGN feedback matterfor the SMBH growth?Two extremes can be explored for the formation history of the NSC. Assuming that theentire NSC has formed within the aforementioned star formation event is the optimisticone, with only 10% of the cluster stars formed in the most recent event is more realistic.
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In order to explore how these two setups influence the evolution of a SMBH, I simulate aNSC, which is modelled with a Plummer sphere with one million stellar particles of equalmasses. Assuming that all the gas present in galactic centre was removed by a recentsupernova explosion, the computational volume is populated only by the NSC and theSMBH. In practice I set the ambient density of the grid to 10−6 H cm−3. In the ‘young’ NSCsetup in which all stars produce wind. The ‘old’ NSC setup is identical to the previousone, but the wind injection is limited to the additional component - a stellar disc of 105 M(following the Myamoto-Nagai profile). In all simulations the stellar wind is injected witha random direction with fixed velocity and mass rates (M˙inj = 6×10−9 M/yr/M, Marigoet al. (2013)). This produces an isotropic wind when averaged over a period of time.The mass of the NSC is chosen to be 5×107 M with half-mass radius of ∼ 8 pc. TheSMBH is initialised static with Mseed = 106 M. All initial conditions are generatedusing the dice code1. The highest spatial resolution is 0.025 pc, thus the SMBH accretionregion has radius of 0.1 pc. This allows me to resolve both the Bondi radius (rBondi ≈1− 5 pc) and the SMBH radius of influence (rinfl ≡ GMSMBH/σ2∗ ≈ 0.5− 1 pc). I vary theAGN feedback between the thermal dump, the momentum kick and the direct radiationinjection. These are compared to the baseline simulation without AGN feedback, but withBondi accretion. All simulations are evolved for 1 Myr, which allows the gas disk to reachsteady state.To study the radiative AGN feedback, I use Ramses-RT, (Rosdahl et al., 2013; Rosdahl& Teyssier, 2015b). In this extension to Ramses radiative transport is performed on-the-flywith a moment method with M1 closure for the Eddington tensor. Thanks to this radiationis interacting with gas via photoionisation, photoheating and radiation pressure. A photongroup with a chosen frequency interval is defined in each grid cell with the energy densityE and the bulk radiation flux F. As in Rosdahl et al. (2015) I group the photons into fivebins, with the same energies, which are listed in Table 6.1. In order to keep the simulationruntime manageable, I use the reduced speed of light approximation (Gnedin & Abel,2001), with c˜ = c/200 (the impact of this choice is going to be assessed with a subset ofsimulations). The energy fraction per photon group follows the average spectrum of thequasar as discussed in Sazonov et al. (2004). Bieri et al. (2017) have used a similar setupfor the AGN radiation to study outflows in the ISM. However, their simulations werehighly idealised: the photon injection rate was constant, the self-gravity of the gas andcooling. More realistic study has been recently presented by Costa et al. (2018) wherethe authors have studied the impact of radiation from a high-redshift (z > 6) quasar onthe star formation quenching in realistic cosmological zoom-in simulations, thus with alimited spatial resolution. Therefore, the setup I have presented here examines previouslyunexplored scales and environments of the SMBH accretion and AGN feedback.In Figure 6.1 I show the accretion rate on the SMBH in units of the Eddington ratefor the ‘old’ NSC (left-hand side) and the ‘young’ NSC (right-hand side). In the ‘old’ NSCsetup (Figure 6.1a) the gas injection rate from stellar winds is sub-Eddington. On theother hand the SMBH is still able to grow at a over 1% of the Eddington rate, if thefeedback is not included. Inclusion of the thermal feedback reduces the accretion ratenoticeably. The outflow propagates spherically around the SMBH. In effect the gas isheated up, which in turns reduces gas accretion. Simulations with different AGN feedbackimplementations are currently running.In the ‘young’ cluster (Figure 6.1b) the injection rate is higher than the SMBH Ed-
1https://bitbucket.org/vperret/dice
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Table 6.1: Properties of the photon groups used in the radiative transfer simulations.
group ε0 [eV] ε1 [eV] σHI [cm2] σHeI [cm2] σHeII [cm2] κ˜ [cm2 g−1] fγ,iIR 0.10 1.00 0 0 0 10 0.2289Opt 1.00 13.60 0 0 0 1000 0.3759UVHI 13.60 24.59 3.3× 10−18 0 0 1000 0.0829UVHeI 24.59 54.42 6.3× 10−19 4.8× 10−18 0 1000 0.0695UVHeII 54.42 ∞ 9.9× 10−20 1.4× 10−19 1.3× 10−18 1000 0.1243
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Figure 6.1: The accretion rate on the SMBH in units of the Eddington rate for the ‘old’NSC (left panel) and the ‘young’ NSC (right panel) with different AGN feedback imple-mentations. The black dash-dotted line marks the injection rate.
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dington rate (∼ 0.02 M/yr). Initially, the radiative feedback seems to have less impacton the accretion rate than the classical thermal dump. At later times, when the systemreaches quasi-steady state, the radiation falls between the two runs with thermal feed-back, suggesting that the numerical coupling efficiency εc ∼ 0.1 (see the definition inChapter 3). Most importantly, however, the SMBH can grow fairly quickly, as λacc ∼ 0.1.In Figure 6.2 I plot the phase diagrams of radial velocity (top row) and temperature(bottom row) as a function of density for three different AGN feedback prescriptions inthe ‘young’ NSC setup. In the simulation without AGN feedback gas collapses, forminga disc and feeds the SMBH. A very strong outflow develops in the other two setups.However, there is a significant difference between the run with thermal dump and theone with radiation injection - in the latter all gas with densities below ∼ 104 cm−3 isheated up to above 104 K due to the photoionisation heating. This effect is naturally notcaptured in the thermal dump model. The dense gas which resides in the circumnucleardisc is largely unaffected by the AGN feedback, as the energy escapes along the path ofthe least resistance.A full and careful analysis of the SMBH feeding with the NSC winds and impact ofthe AGN feedback is currently in progress.
6.2. Circumgalactic medium of massive galaxies: impact of AGN and environ-ment
Galaxies used to be called ‘island universes’, however today we know that they intimatelyconnected with the large scale environment in which they live. The intergalactic andcircumgalactic media (IGM and CGM, respectively) impact the evolution of galaxies byproviding fuel that sustains the star formation, while themselves being impacted by large-scale outflows originating from galactic discs. This can be compared to a system ofinterconnected vessels (known also as a ‘bathtub’ model, e.g. Dekel & Mandelker, 2014).The morphology of IGM and CGM together with stellar content of galaxies provide us witha unique way of studying both the past and present of galactic halos. Connecting thesetwo environments will lead to the improvement in understanding how various feedbackprocesses work and interact with each other.There has been a lot of work recently that focused on simulating the spatial distri-bution and morphology of Hi around massive high-redshift galaxies (Faucher-Giguère &Kereš, 2011; Shen et al., 2013; Fumagalli et al., 2014; Faucher-Giguère et al., 2015). Allthese simulations have problems in reproducing the large amounts of Hi seen in observa-tions (e.g. Prochaska et al., 2013). Some of the authors attributed these shortcomings toinsufficient resolution of simulations, while it has been also argued that efficient stellarand AGN feedback are required.In the light of these, as well as some of the results on observations of giant molecularoutflows (see also Section 6.3), it seems timely to explore effects of AGN feedback on CGMwith cosmological simulations. This is then a natural continuation of the project describedin Chapter 4, especially thanks to recently implemented enhancements to sink particlemodel in Ramses (see Subsection 2.8.3). In order to achieve high-resolution I apply thezoom-in technique2 to a sample of Mhalo ∼ 1013 M and vary the AGN feedback prescrip-
2The zoom-in technique focuses the computational resources on a single halo of interest, while keepingthe regions outside of the zoom at low resolution. Consequently high dynamic range and resolution can beachieved without losing the information about surrounding structures.
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Figure 6.2: The phase diagrams of radial velocity (top row) and temperature (bottom row)as a function of density for three different AGN feedback prescriptions in the ‘young’NSC setup - no feedback (left column), thermal feedback (middle) and radiation injection(right).
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Figure 6.3: Black hole mass as a function of stellar velocity dispersion and stellar massfrom cosmological zoom-in simulations (Mhalo = 1.4×1013 M at z = 2). Values measuredin simulations (red points) are compared to a sample of SMBH from van den Bosch (2016,orange points) and Terrazas et al. (2017, blue points).
tion. I use the NSC-SMBH model introduced in Chapter 3, and switch between thermaldump and newly implemented momentum kick based on the accretion rate (when the ac-cretion rate is above or below 0.01M˙Edd, respectively). My box has a size of 150 cMpc/hand the maximum spatial resolution achieved is ∼ 130 pc (a cell is refined if the masscontained in it exceeds ∼ 108 M).In Figure 6.3 I show the comparison of SMBH mass scaling relations between simu-lations and observations. While there is a good match between simulations and theory,it must be noted that observed relations are dominated by local SMBH measurements,while I stop my simulations at z = 2. Furthermore, the combination of SN feedback andAGN feedback modulated by measured Eddington ratio produces realistic stellar massof the central galaxy. Figure 6.4 compares a run without AGN feedback (left-hand side)to a run that includes full NSC-SMBH modelling. When AGN feedback is modelled, thenthe stellar mass measured matches the abundance matching relations.In order to find the cause of the difference in the stellar mass content I turn myattention to temperature-density diagrams (Figure 6.5). They reveal that within 0.1Rvir inthe AGN run (right-hand side) the gas is hotter and has larger density dispersion thanin the run without it (left-hand side). A full and careful analysis of the differences seenin the gas morphology of CGM is now underway.
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Figure 6.4: Stellar mass vs. halo mass in cosmological zoom-in simulations without AGNfeedback (left) and with AGN feedback (right) at z = 2. Red and green points markcentral galaxies and their satellites, respectively. Black line with grey band and bluedashed lines mark relations found with the abundance matching techniques of Behrooziet al. (2013); Moster et al. (2013), respectively.
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Figure 6.5: Temperature-density diagrams in cosmological zoom-in simulations withoutAGN feedback (left) and with AGN feedback (right) at z = 2.
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6.3. Molecular outflow from a medium-redshift quasar
All successful models of galaxy evolution seem to require regulation of star formation viagas outflows. The quenching of star formation can proceed very rapidly, suggesting thatthe dense, molecular gas acting as fuel for star formation is affected by these outflowsas well as the diffuse ISM. There is growing observational evidence of outflows occurringuniversally at a wide range of redshifts and galaxy masses, however these molecularoutflows only rarely carry significant amounts of molecular gas.It has been argued that in the case of strong SN feedback, SMBH growth is halted andAGN feedback is not relevant for driving the outflow (e.g. Dubois et al., 2015). However,I have shown a scenario in which both SN and AGN are in action (see Chapter 4).This opens up an additional avenue for the debate about the efficiency of AGN and SNfeedback.In a recent observational campaign we have discovered a hyper-luminous starburstgalaxy HS1549+19 hosting a quasar at z ≈ 3 with observed line-of-sight velocitiesof the molecular gas exceeding ≈ 1300 km s−1. Part of the extended emission can berelated to large-scale star formation, however the CO emission extends beyond the extentof the infrared continuum. If our interpretation of the outflow is correct, then it wouldprovide direct evidence for predictions provided by galaxy formation models, particularlypresented in Chapter 4. I also argue that the starburst driven winds are not energeticenough to account for the starburst-driven gas moving with such high velocities at theobserved distances. It seems that the quasar’s low coupling efficiency, when compared tolow-redshift galaxies, might be due to the more extended distribution of gas. This pictureis in agreement with simulations I have presented in Chapter 4, where I have shownthat collaboration between AGN and SN feedback can drive dense gas out of galaxies,while only marginally affecting the extended star-forming galactic disc. Stellar feedbackgenerates a massive galactic fountain, where dense gas is swept up by hot, but powerfulAGN feedback, accelerating it to high velocities. Our observation seem to find a rare,extreme object, however we predict that many more molecular outflows will be detectedat high redshifts with a whole range of outflow rates.A complete manuscript that describes our findings is currently in preparation.
6.4. Future perspectives
There are multiple ways that the ongoing work presented in this chapter can be extended.I will mention them only very briefly, but all of them seem to be worth looking at in detail.It can be argued that the NSC setup presented in Section 6.1 is not the most realisticone. Indeed, future studies should focus on more realistic modelling of the IMF, stellarevolution and winds, perhaps via coupling with an external code or a library. Further-more, I have omitted effects of star formation in the circumnuclear disc, as well as theimpact of stellar radiation. While the radiation feedback is a viable way of replacingphenomenological thermal dump, the radio mode could be modelled by a non-thermalpressure from cosmic rays.None of the simulations presented here include the treatment of magnetohydrody-namics, which is expected to be important for the jet feedback. Furthermore, it is antic-ipated that massive, dense outflows can be stabilised and prevented from disruption bymagnetic fields. Both of these effects could influence the structure of CGM, which in turn
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Figure 6.6: LEFT panel: The integrated one-dimensional, CO(3–2), CO(7–6) and [CI]2−1spectra of our starburst galaxy hosting a quasar. The outflowing gas is detected at> 5σ , spatially offset from the quasar host, out to about −2000 km s−1. The green, redand blue bars show the velocity range of the spectrum used to create the contouredmap on the right. RIGHT panel: Channel maps of the CO(3–2) gas are contoured (colourcoded as above in the one-dimensional CO(3–2) spectrum). Left upper: The Hubble SpaceTelescope (HST ) F160W image: the saturated quasar image completely dominates thebulk of the CO host galaxy and outflowing regions. Left lower: The K -band and InfraredArray Camera on the Spitzer Space Telescope (IRAC) images: the quasar is not saturated,and we can model and subtract it. Right: The deep Sub-Millimeter Array (SMA) 870µmimage, detecting the QSO host as a 9mJy source, which is unresolved in the ∼2.3′′ SMAsynthesised beam.
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impacts star formation and subsequent SN-induced outflows. In order to improve the un-derstanding of the role of feedback on the galaxy formation, the subgrid models used forstellar winds, SN explosions and AGN feedback need to become less phenomenologicaland more physical. This is especially complicated task in the cosmological simulations,where the resolution is poor.Last, but not least, an improvement in the comparison between simulations and obser-vations is necessary. With the deluge of the data from the future observatories (e.g. JamesWebb Space Telescope, Euclid and Athena, to name just a few), better modelling of ob-servable and instrumental effects will be crucial to fully benefit from the new observations.
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